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M

aybe it’s the beer. Maybe it’s the food. Maybe it’s our
particular brand of progressive activism. Maybe it’s
the fact that we have the greatest sports rivalry known
to humankind. Maybe it’s our stages or the artists who
perform on them. Maybe it’s the serenity of nature, which we have in
abundance. Or maybe it’s all of these things and more.
At the INDY, we’re often called to be the bearer of bad tidings. But
there are also lots of reasons to love the Triangle—which is why we
hold the place to such high standards. Every year (OK, at least since
last year) on the week of Valentine’s Day, we like to celebrate the
things that keep us here and fighting, that make Raleigh and Durham and Chapel Hill and Carrboro and Cary such vibrant, dynamic
places to live.
But this love letter to the weird, wonderful region we call home is
also meant to whet your appetite. Later this month, we’ll launch voting for this year’s Best of the Triangle nominations and give you the
chance to support your favorite stores and restaurants, hair salons
and dentists.
It’s almost your turn to tell us what you love about the Triangle.
Keep an eye on our social media; details are coming soon.
1
BECAUSE WE HAVE THE BEST COLLEGE SPORTS RIVALRY ON
EARTH.
You’ve never experienced a hate like this. Whether you were born into a familyinduced prejudice for N.C. State, UNC, or Duke, or have chosen your allegiance
through careful contemplation, there’s no denying your flaming hatred for the
other two. This hate—present all year round but especially prevalent during
basketball season—manifests in epic ways. Get caught up in the stampede of UNC
students rushing Franklin Street after beating Duke, Duke students camping in
Krzyzewskiville for weeks before a big game, or State fans lighting up the bell
tower red. Oh, and don’t forget the bragging rights you earn when your team wins—
otherwise known as a license to annoy the shit out of all your friends who rooted for
the other team. —Ryan Haar
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2
BECAUSE OUR BEER SCENE IS
CRAZY GOOD.
The other day, I was in line at Total Wine buying a
six-pack. The couple in front of me told the cashier
they were visiting from Maryland. “It’s weird how
you all have separate stores for beer and liquor,” one
said. “But it’s cool how there’s beer everywhere.”
Thank you, Maryland man, for putting so succinctly what we all feel. Not only are we blessed
with award-winning breweries (like Lynnwood
Brewing Concern, Bond Brothers, Crank Arm,
Fullsteam, and Mystery Brewing), but there
are hundreds of places to enjoy a pint, local
or otherwise. Beer is so common that a whole
economy of beer-based events has been born.
We’re not just talking trivia night and Girl
Scout cookie pairings, though we have those
to spare. Explore the North Carolina Museum
of Natural Science with a cold one in hand on
“adult nights.” Join Fullsteam to plant trees in
Durham or learn about astronomy. Or just grab
a stool at your neighborhood bar, raise a glass,
and toast the Triangle. —Sarah Willets

3
BECAUSE AMAZON LIKES US BETTER THAN CHARLOTTE.
It’s OK to have mixed feelings about Raleigh’s bid for Amazon’s HQ2. Sure, you
might be excited about those fifty thousand good-paying jobs but also a little
trepidatious about the mass of traffic and gentrification that’s sure to accompany
it, should the Triangle win. And that’s not even getting into the wisdom of throwing
the richest man in the world a few billion dollars in incentives. We’ll see how that
all shakes out in the next couple of months. The important thing for our purposes
is that there were four North Carolina regions that submitted bids to Amazon—
the Triangle, the Triad, Charlotte, and, um, Hickory—and the only one that made
the list of finalists was the Triangle, much to Charlotte’s consternation. So say
what you want about Amazon, but at least they recognize our region’s dominance.
—Jeffrey C. Billman

BECAUSE OUR COMEDY SCENE ISN’T PUTTING UP WITH THAT
TOXIC-MASCULINITY CRAP.
Given the misogynist tinge of so much stand-up, it’s not too surprising that the
#MeToo movement has flourished in the comedy world. And maybe it’s also not
surprising that the women of the Triangle, an area with a rich history of progressive
resistance, have so strongly pushed back. First, last year came the downfall of Zach
Ward of DSI Comedy Theater, following an outbreak of accusations on Facebook
of toxic masculinity, and the swift closure of Chapel Hill’s longtime improv magnet.
Then came the premonitory outcry against its replacement, the People’s Improv
Theater, which seems to have had similar issues with lax sexual harassment policies in New York. But there’s not just resistance, there’s also forward momentum:
Erin Terry’s steadfast Eyes Up Here Comedy showcase, which features all women
comedians, and newer troupes such as Mettlesome are all doing comedy for a world
after the fall of Louis C.K. —Brian Howe

4

BECAUSE OUR CHEFS WIN JAMES BEARD AWARDS AND
5
OUR RESTAURANTS MAKE THE HOT-SHIT NATIONAL LISTS.
Every time someone from out of town asks me about our famed local food scene, I
yell, “Hot shit!” in my head like I’m Nelly about to launch into a lecture on country
grammar. Except it’s more like country cooking—and dispelling myths about
Southern food being ordinary. There’s a reckoning happening in our food scene,
and our chefs are owning it—while racking up national accolades every year. For
me, the most notable recent praise is Garland owner Cheetie Kumar’s James
Beard nod for Best Chef Southeast (semifinalists will be announced February
15). A musician and chef, Kumar performs rituals in the kitchen that fuse a
mastery of Indian spices with local ingredients that dance on our palates. (She
just cooked up a late-night feast for Robert Plant.) And Brewery Bhavana was
ranked among Bon Appetit’s top ten best new restaurants in the country—for good
reason. It’s one of our most beautiful restaurants, for one, and blends Southern and
immigrant hospitality effortlessly in its unique combination of Laotian entrees
and Shanghai-style dim sum, a stellar forty-tap brewery, immaculate flower shop
arrangements, and a woke AF bookstore. —Victoria Bouloubasis

6
BECAUSE OUR BARS TAKE THEIR BOOZE SERIOUSLY.
You can hit up any dive bar to get your boozy fix, but there’s also a sophistication to
getting sloshed around here. Our bars elevate cocktail menus and wine lists to the
level of our food scene, making it a great place to try new things. Bar Brunello in
Durham has an unparalleled selection of orange wines, celebrating the young Italian wine making big waves around the world. Raleigh’s Bittersweet boasts the largest selection of gin in the state. There’s bourbon aplenty at Blind Barbour, classic
and innovative cocktails at joints like Foundation and Fox Liquor Bar, and plenty of
brown liquor at the appropriately named Whiskey Kitchen. And we can finally get
decent mezcal without booking flights to Oaxaca at Gallo Pelón. —VB

7
BECAUSE WE TORE DOWN THE GODDAMN CONFEDERATE
MONUMENT.
North Carolina state law prohibits the removal of “objects of remembrance,” like
Confederate monuments. But last summer a group of protesters in Durham found
a way around the law—by ignoring it, basically—looping a tow strap around a
Confederate monument on Main Street and bringing it crumbling to the ground.
Video was seen around the country and even brought a Dutch film crew to the
Bull City. It was enough to frighten Baltimore officials into removing that city’s
Confederate monuments under the cover of night. The action touched off a week of
demonstrations in Durham, and months later, a conversation continues as to what
people, places, and events should be memorialized. With Chapel Hill and Raleigh
still stuck staring at their own Confederate monuments, it’s clear no other city can
quite Do It Like Durham. —SW
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8

BECAUSE RADICALS DOMINATE DURHAM’S CITY COUNCIL.
For decades—at least until revanchist Republicans retook control of the General
Assembly in 2010—North Carolina considered itself something of a modernist, if
not always progressive, lighthouse in the Deep South. Today, it’s the state’s urban
areas leading the way, often in conflict with the legislature, on issues of civil rights
and social justice. And nowhere in North Carolina is that dynamic as apparent as
in Durham, where, following last year’s election and an appointment last month, all
seven members, from Mayor Steve Schewel on down, could fairly be described as
avowed and unwavering progressives, maybe even radicals. Theirs will be an activist council bound and determined to claim the mantle of most progressive city in
the South, and, if nothing else, it’ll be fun to watch. —JCB

9
BECAUSE WE HAVE A BUNCH OF LOCAL POLITICIANS
DESTINED FOR HIGHER OFFICE.
Durham has the radicals—and among them, some pols we’d love to see take their
game to another level (ahem, Jillian Johnson). But the bench is no less deep on
the other side of the Triangle. On the Wake County Board of Commissioners, for
instance, there’s John Burns, Matt Calabria, and Jessica Holmes, all smart, engaging potential stars in North Carolina Democratic politics. (Calabria is planning to
run for state House this year.) On the Raleigh City Council, expect similarly good
things from newcomer Nicole Stewart. Dig a little deeper and you’ll find Jenna
Wadsworth, the youngest woman ever elected to office in North Carolina (the
Wake County Soil and Water Conservation Board at age twenty-one back in 2010).
There are others, of course, both in local bodies and the state legislature—and some
that aren’t even on the radar right now. But the point is, the Triangle is awash in progressive political talent right now, and that’s pretty cool. —JCB
10
BECAUSE WE RUN AND THEN WE DRINK.
It’s easy to hop on the fitness trend in a place with so many great options for breaking a sweat. The Triangle is littered with studios and gyms that are the fruition of
the dreams of some very inspirational and motivated locals. Not into traditional
classes? We’ve got organizations like Raleigh Group Fitness, which switches up
small-group workouts around the Triangle to keep you on your toes. Maybe running is your jam, in which case hit up one of the many run clubs around the Triangle. With different pace and mile options for people of all levels, run clubs are a
great way to break into the fitness community. Best of all? Many run clubs are also
associated with some of our best local breweries: Big Boss Run Club, Fullsteam Run
Club, Bond Brothers Run Club, and Nog Run Club out of Raleigh Beer Garden. Talk
about work hard, play hard. —RH
11 BECAUSE WE BRUNCH LIKE CHAMPS.
Say what you want about the popularity of brunch, there’s no denying we serve it up
right. Sure, we’ve got avocado toast, biscuits and gravy, and all the other standard
fare you could hunt down somewhere else. But our brunch spots have a lot more to
offer: from vegan tofu breakfast burritos at Irregardless to the namesake chicken
and waffles at Dame’s, from giant slices of quiche Lorraine at Coquette to churros
at Beasley’s. Extra points for the Triangle getting on board with the state’s “brunch
bill” this past summer; on Sunday mornings, nothing beats a bottomless mimosa
from Mia Francesca or a bloody Mary at Flying Biscuit. —Caitlin Sloan
12
BECAUSE THERE ARE FIFTEEN PARKS WITHIN FIFTEEN
MINUTES OF MY HOUSE.
Within a fifteen-minute drive from my apartment, there are seven nature preserves and eight parks, not to mention access to the Eno River, Duke Forest, and
Sarah P. Duke Gardens. It’s rare enough to have so much nature just outside your
door, but in the Triangle, we have it alongside all the amenities of a midsize city. I’m
partial to Johnston Mill’s 296 acres and five trails, which wind past hundred-yearold trees and a historic mill. Hollow Rock is a hidden gem near New Hope Commons. It’s great for a quick hike, especially if you take the trail backward and end at
the dramatic Hanging Rock for a George-of-the-Jungle-style chest pound. You can
enjoy a picnic on the banks of the Eno or take in massive sculptures at the North
Carolina Museum of Art’s park. From Carolina North Forest to Umstead Park,
there are thousands of acres to explore. —SW
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14

BECAUSE YOU CAN HIKE ALONG THE
ENO RIVER UNTIL YOU COLLAPSE.
There are dozens of quality hiking trails 13
throughout the Triangle—Umstead State Park
in Raleigh, Occoneechee Mountain State Park
in Hillsborough, and so on. But my favorite
is a long hike along the Eno River itself.
There’s a good entry point off Guess Road in
Durham, just north of Rose of Sharon Road.
From there, trek west—first the 2.5 miles on
to Pump Station, then take the Pump Station
Trail for a little less than a mile, until you can
find the Laurel Bluffs Trail again, continue west
past Cole Mill Road all the way to Pleasant Green
Road. Double back and you’re looking at about
twelve miles. And if that’s not good enough for
you, you’re but a short drive away from the
sundry winding paths of the Eno River State
Park, particularly the excellent and gorgeous
Cox Mountain Trail. —JCB

BECAUSE OUR LOCALLY MADE PRODUCTS RULE.
The Triangle is home to some seriously amazing entrepreneurs who have infused
our economy with original products that can’t be found elsewhere. Products like
Chapel Hill Toffee, Bone Suckin’ Sauce, and Cackalacky Spice Sauce draw inspiration from our classic Southern roots. We have unique textiles at Raleigh Denim and
Stitch. We have craft brews to beat the band from brewers like Gizmo Brew Works,
Bond Brothers Beer Company, and Aviator Brewing Company, to name a few. And
we have energy drinks to help with that hangover, courtesy of Mati. —RH

15
BECAUSE OUR COFFEE SCENE IS BOOMING.
It used to be that really great coffee came from niche producers in the Pacific
Northwest or other larger metropolitan markets. But in recent years, the Triangle
has had its fair share of excellent coffee purveyors and roasters enter the game. In
addition to established brands like Counter Culture, Joe Van Gogh, Slingshot Coffee, and Carrboro Coffee Company continuing to grow, new ones have popped up
all over the area. In Durham, Cocoa Cinnamon launched 4th Dimenson Coffee
with the opening of the shop’s newest location in Lakewood. Two former Counter
Culture figures—and national award-winning baristas—founded Black and White
Roasters in Wake Forest; inspired by her grandfather’s roasting business, Gabriela
Kavanaugh founded Caballo Rojo in Durham. We’re all a-jitter waiting to see what
new caffeinated concoctions they can make for us. —Allison Hussey
BECAUSE NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE, THERE’S A FARMERS
MARKET NEARBY.
16
Even with semi-erratic weather patterns, the Triangle can count itself truly
blessed by a bounty of local produce all year round. With dozens of local farmers
markets spread throughout the region (and nearly every day of the week), the
ingenuity of our farmers is on full display. Our organic farmers have been toiling
longer than any hobby urban farmer in New York City, and even tobacco farmers
have converted fields into environmentally conscious plots of sweet potatoes and
collards. You can rest assured that you’re buying direct from the farmer, too, as
most local markets require that they’re present at their stands. From Holly Springs
and Fuquay-Varina over to Hillsborough and Saxapahaw, markets abound. In the
more central areas: Carrboro offers ECO Farm mushrooms (they’re experts at
growing shitakes) and Tri Sa’s Burmese crops—including a diversity of chilis and
gourds, as well as fresh lemongrass—from Transplanting Traditions Community
Farm. Durham gives you a full street festival every Saturday morning; pack a
cooler for Boxcarr Handmade Cheese and Sunset Ridge bison sausage, and pick
up Lil Farm’s ginger syrup. Raleigh offers everything from a downtown weekday
market to the enormous state-run market. Try Fertile Ground Cooperative’s
offerings on the southeast side of town, too, and give back to social justice projects
with your purchase. —VB
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17
BECAUSE WE CARE ABOUT LOCAL LANDMARKS.
Not the ones we pull down, but the beacons that preserve our regional culture
against a flood of outside development. We’ve sustained heavy losses in recent
years, to be sure, with two Nice Prices down and Manbites Dog Theater to follow this year. But look at what we’re saving. Local readers have raised more than
$50,000 and counting so that The Regulator Bookshop, a venerable Durham bastion of touring readings and local letters, could carry on after the retirement of its
founders. A similar community drive is currently underway to save The Chelsea
Theater in Chapel Hill, with film lovers banding together to try to turn it into a nonprofit, defending a precious sliver of old Chapel Hill. (Should we go ahead and start
GoFundMe pages for Sutton’s and The Shrunken Head now?) —BH

18

BECAUSE WE’VE GOT A VIRTUAL REALITY ARCADE IN
DURHAM.
Because of course we do, right? Here in the Silicon Piedmont. Augmentality Labs
quietly opened on North Church Street last summer. It’s co-owned by Alicia Hetrick, who also runs the NC Escape game on nearby Orange Street, and who seems
intent on creating downtown respites from reality for Durhamites. A variety of
single- or multiplayer virtual reality games are on offer, from shooters and fighters
to simulators, for twenty bucks per half hour. That’s pretty steep, but where else are
you going to get your head in a $600 VIVE display? Lovers take note (and act fast):
there’s a Valentine’s Day package at 30 percent off, because nothing says “we’re in
this for the long haul” quite like spending Valentine’s Day flailing around a mostly
empty brick room in a funny visor. —BH
19

BECAUSE OUR FOLKS ARE GENEROUS AND
PHILANTHROPIC.
Southern hospitality applies to all walks of life in the Triangle, as evidenced by the many locally based nonprofits and philanthropies that call
RDU home. The Center for Child & Family Health in Durham works to
prevent and treat childhood neglect, abuse, and trauma. StepUp Ministry in Raleigh aids adults in finding employment and giving them lifetraining skills. IntraHealth International Inc. of Chapel Hill seeks to
improve the quality and accessibility of health services for people by.
These are just three of the dozens of organizations and programs
cultivated by our generous and motivated locals.
—RH
20

BECAUSE OUR LOCAL CULTURE
GOES ALL OVER THE WORLD.
It’s always nice to be able to celebrate a
locally made product, but the Triangle’s
movers and shakers don’t just stay
in their own backyards. Sure, we’ve
got current bands like American
Aquarium, Hiss Golden Messenger, and
Sylvan Esso that tour the globe. Other musicians
like Superchunk, Algia Mae Hinton, Libba Cotten,
and 9th Wonder have permanently shaped indie rock,
the blues, folk music, and hip-hop. Durham’s Duffer
brothers are responsible for the smash hit TV show
Stranger Things,, and Raleigh Denim’s carefully crafted
wares are celebrated in high-end department stores.
Even the podcast Criminal,, which is made in Durham,
has fans around the globe. —AH
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21
BECAUSE LOCAL AFRICAN-AMERICAN ARTISTS ARE
CHIPPING AWAY AT WHITE SUPREMACY.
The local arts scene touts its inclusivity, but the structural reality is that it is dominated by
white institutions that shape white spaces for white audiences. Often, African-American
artists who are invited to the party still find their work distorted through a white lens. This
will take generations to fully change. But it is changing, in both academic and independent
contexts. Last November, Carolina Performing Arts presented Toshi and Bernice Johnson
Reagon’s stunning musical adaptation of Octavia E. Butler’s Parable of the Sower, which
demonstrated that, if the academy cedes its cultural perspective to African-American artists, then a robust African-American audience will come to the usually snowy Memorial
Hall. Earlier this month, Monét Noelle Marshall’s independent immersive theater piece,
Buy My Soul and Call It Art, viscerally confronted black and white artists and audiences
with the stark differences between their privileges and experiences. And Black Ops Theatre Company’s new Bull City Black Theater Festival is coming to Manbites Dog in March.
Inclusive isn’t enough, and we love the Triangle because local artists are trying to change
the shape of the container. —BH
BECAUSE THERE’S DATA FOR EVERYTHING.
The Triangle is frequently recognized as a top tech hub. The explosion of this industry,
along with a wealth of experts at local universities, means there is data for everything—
even the percentage of North Carolinians who have, in the spirit of Petey Pablo, taken
their shirt off and twisted it around their heads just like a helicopter (15 percent, per
Raleigh-based Public Policy Polling). True, the growth of tech has driven up real estate
prices, but sometimes our techy side collides with our social justice side and does some
good. Analysis of traffic-stop data led to reforms at the Durham Police Department. DataWorks NC is studying Durham’s high eviction rate, and the Center for Responsible Lending is tackling pretrial detention. The NC Justice Center and UNC’s Poverty Research
Fund are exposing issues of inequality statewide. If the first step to tackling any problem
is understanding it, the Triangle is on good footing. —SW

23
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BECAUSE N.C. STATE IS UPPING ITS ARTS AND CULTURE GAME.
Traditionally, you look to UNC and Duke for arts, N.C. State for tech. But in recent
years, the engineering school has been catching up. In 2015, it completed a major
renovation on Talley Student Union, making the campus’s main auditorium, Stewart
Theatre, much more inviting. Last year, the university moved its previously obscure
Gregg Museum of Art & Design into a prominent, gracious Phil Freelon-designed
building, giving State something like a Nasher of its own. The state-of-the-art
James B. Hunt Jr. Library has become a reliable venue for all manner of culture
events, including offsite presentations of big authors by Quail Ridge Books. And NC
State LIVE, the university’s perf-arts presenter—whose most prominent shows
used to tend toward “fun for the whole family” fare—is taking bigger artistic swings,
with strong bookings this season such as legendary hip-hop choreographer Rennie
Harris and the almost literal social-justice warriors of Urban Bush Women. —BH
24
BECAUSE WE’RE FINALLY GETTING HAMILTON.
We are not throwing away our … shot!/ We are not throwing away our …
shot!/ Hey yo, just like our country/ We like musicals a bunch, see/ And we’re
not throwing away our … shot!/ I’ma get a comp ticket to Hamilton/ I probably
shouldn’t brag, but dag, that’s the business I’m in/ The problem is we don’t know
exactly when it’s coming/ But at DPAC, this year for sure, Lin-Manuel is stunting/
(OK, fine—not him/ It’ll be a touring cast/ And it might be next year before we see
this thing at last)/ It’s only like three but it feels way older/ Do these Durham streets
got mold, or …? We shoulder/ Every burden of being in a smaller-city market/ Upand-coming, waiting for our turn to really spark it/ A diamond in the rough, a shiny
piece of coal/ Trying to reach our goal: blockbuster shows before they’re cold/ But
we’ve learned to manage—there’s always The Sound of Music/ We’re hyped for
Hamilton and we don’t mean to abuse it/ We get that New York is still the top of
the game/ But damn, why can’t we see shit at the height of its fame? —BH

25
BECAUSE OUR ARTS INSTITUTIONS ARE EVOLVING TO MEET
THE NEEDS OF ARTISTS.
The longer an institution exists, the harder it can be for it to change. So it says a lot
about the strength of local dance that, last October, the NC Dance Festival made a
big change to meet our independent artists on their terms. After more than twentyfive years of presenting at Meredith College, the NCDF moved to The Rickhouse, a
stageless event venue in downtown Durham, acknowledging that many dance artists now make work for intimate social spaces rather than large formal ones, and
that you can’t just plunk the former down on the latter. This month, UNC and Duke
both cut ribbons on small, open, flexible theaters—Current ArtSpace & Studio and
von der Heyden Studio Theater, respectively—that will let audiences closely mingle
with unconventional work, as our academic presenters follow the lead of artists
beyond the proscenium arch. —BH
BECAUSE WE HAVE THE DUKE
26
LEMUR CENTER.
Have you ever looked an aye-aye in the
eye? Or said hello to a sifaka? In Durham, you can. One of the city’s best
sort-of secrets is the Duke Lemur Center, a research hub focusing on prosimian primates—our earliest evolutionary
cousins. Research on lemurs, as it turns
out, can tell us a whole lot about our
human selves. Outside of the strictly science stuff, the Lemur Center has produced celebrities like Jovian, who was
better known on TV as the titular
critter of the PBS children’s show
Zoboomafoo. To help with fundraising efforts, the center offers inexpensive tours that are as delightful as they
are educational. You can’t take a lemur
home with you, but you can take home a
little souvenir finger painting by a lemur
(they like to have fun, too!). —AH
BECAUSE RALEIGH DROPS A GIANT NUT ON NEW YEAR’S EVE.
Anyone can drop a giant ball to commemorate the new year. Boring. It takes a special group of people to suspend a 1,250-pound copper acorn in the middle of downtown to descend in time with the last seconds of the year. We are those people.
Tacky? Yes. Weird? Yes. And we wouldn’t have it any other way. Speaking of tacky,
weird traditions, also see Raleigh’s personal groundhog, Sir Walter Wally. —RH

27

28
BECAUSE THERE’S STILL AN ALT-WEEKLY HERE.
Look, we’ll be straight with you here: the business of being a free weekly paper isn’t
easy. Alt-weeklies like the INDY have, historically, been essential pillars of journalism for their respective communities. We’re not bound to the formalism or deadlines of dailies, which allows us to dig deep and tell different kinds of important
stories, like investigating hog farm corruption in the eastern part of the state. But
alt-weeklies have been closing and contracting all over the country at an alarming
rate—even the LA Weekly, which was once one of Los Angeles’s biggest papers, is
now a shell of its former self. Same goes for the Houston Press, which ended its print
run in the wake of Hurricane Harvey. The Pitch in Kansas City and Atlanta’s Creative Loafing have become monthlies. Even the freaking Village Voice, the granddaddy of them all, abandoned print last year. Fortunately, we at the INDY are lucky
enough to still be here. We’re happy and grateful to have been part of such a strong
local community that we’ve served for thirty-five years. Here’s to thirty-five more—
we look forward to telling even more tough and vivid stories that you couldn’t get
anywhere else. —AH
backtalk@indyweek.com
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True Detective

For Brother’s Keeper and Paradise Lost director
Joe Berlinger, true-crime storytelling matters most
when it gets real results
BY ERYK PRUITT

D

True Lies

How docs bend reality to get at its heart
BY BRIAN HOWE

All decent journalists know that you can’t just aim a recording device at reality and expect
it to divulge the truth. You have to analyze, interpret, and present the information in such a
way that its hidden inner workings and its invisible outer context are made clear, forming
a choreography of storytelling in which truths below the surface can be glimpsed.
Documentarians know the same secret. While some argue for the most dispassionate
gaze, others aesthetically complicate or inject themselves into the stories they document
in pursuit of truth beyond what the eye can see. By and large, these are the people we are
highlighting in our preview of the 2018 Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, an annual
institution that draws docs and filmmakers from around the world to Durham.
We spoke with Joe Berlinger, the legendary Paradise Lost director and curator of Full
Frame’s true-crime program, about his groundbreaking infusion of dramatic-fiction
tropes into documentaries that achieved real-world results. We examine how Terrence
Malick and Eugene Richards made two films, one fictional and one documentary, from the
same footage. And we explore a unique skateboarding documentary in which one person
is both director and subject. We also look at Owned: A Tale of Two Americas, a dark screed
powered by its director’s personal experiences, and Capturing the Flag, an interesting view
from the outside of voter suppression in North Carolina.
This selection only scratches the surface of what’s available at Full Frame—we highly
recommend the tribute program to Egyptian-American filmmaker Jehane Noujaim, for
example—but it gives an overview of the challenges, opportunities, and stakes for documentarians in an age of untrustworthy news. More than ever, you have to shape the truth
to make it true. And more than ever, you have to be careful and responsible in how you do it.
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irector Joe Berlinger knows a thing
or two about the power of true-crime
storytelling. His award-winning 1992
debut, Brother’s Keeper, about the alleged
1990 murder of William Ward in Munnsville,
New York, challenged the way documentaries presented their subjects. He followed it
with Paradise Lost, which led to the release of
death-row inmate Damien Echols.
In subsequent films, Berlinger has taken
on Whitey Bulger, an Ohio serial killer, and
the Chevron Corporation. His work delivers him to Durham for this year’s Full Frame
Documentary Film Festival, where he curated the festival’s first true-crime documentary program. The selections include three
of his own films as well as the likes of In
Cold Blood, Scenes of a Crime, The Thin Blue
Line, and Frederick Wiseman’s 1967 Titicut
Follies, which has only recently been made
available in the United States.
We stole a few moments from Berlinger’s
hectic schedule to discuss his selections, his
influences, and the wide-open future of truecrime storytelling. We also talked about the
difference between true-crime entertainment and public service: convictions made
or overturned, conversations started, lives
changed.
INDY: Is this your first time at Full Frame?
Have you curated many film-festival programs before?
JOE BERLINGER: I’m a veteran. I’ve shown
quite a few of my films there. I was thrilled
when they asked me to do this. I’m a fan
of Full Frame. I appreciate the fact that
it’s totally focused on documentaries. The
screenings are always packed; there’s always
good conversation afterward. I can’t think
of many festivals where they ask guest filmmakers to curate a thematic program.
Your work has achieved canon status in the
true-crime documentary arena. What was
your gateway into this genre? Mine was the
book Helter Skelter.

Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood kind of
opened my eyes. That book gave birth to the
true-crime genre. It was influential in how
I wanted to go about making my true-crime
films because Capote was kind of inventing
a new form of literature called the nonfiction
novel. It was the first time that journalistic
technique was blended with fictional narrative technique. He was merging the form
of the novel with a nonfiction story. I consider what I do the filmic equivalent of what
Truman Capote was doing with literature.
Brother’s Keeper was an early expression of
that idea—not straightforward documentaries, which are like an illustrated lecture of
some subject, but to infuse dramatic narrative qualities in them.
Your work often exposes how different
interests attempt to shape narratives to
fit their own purposes. How does that—
and your overall view of crime and punishment—run throughout the selections that
you've chosen for this program?
I tried to pick films that either had a deep
influence on me or represent hallmarks in
this genre. For example, Errol Morris’s The
Thin Blue Line—this was the first time a
filmmaker used stylized recreations to tell
a nonfiction story. Today, stylized recreations are very common, but Errol was the
first to kind of open or redefine the envelope of what a documentary could be. Titicut Follies, which looks at a hospital for the
criminally insane, is a hallmark film in cinéma vérité. Brother’s Keeper, my own film, is
a landmark in this kind of nonfiction feature film which pushed the envelope with
regard to style, with an evocative opening
sequence that used an original score. Documentaries before then didn’t use original
music because people who made documentaries felt that you were manipulating how
the audience should feel instead of being
journalistic.
I included one scripted film which is
not a documentary, In Cold Blood. It was

shot in 1967, a time when location shooting
was not as common. Richard Brooks went
to the real town to shoot the feature film.
They shot the killings at the same house
where the Clutter family was murdered.
Can you imagine the actors shooting these
scenes in the very house where the murders took place a few years earlier? Seven of
the twelve jurors in the film were jurors on
the actual case. There was such a push for
authenticity that I found the film to be very
compelling and influential in my development as a filmmaker.

Lately other platforms, especially podcasts,
have become ubiquitous methods of truecrime storytelling. What excites you about
the future of the genre?
Exactly what you said. I haven’t announced
it yet, so I can’t give too many details, but
I’m going to try my hand at a true-crime
podcast in the fall. There’s such a proliferation of ways of storytelling today. It’s a great
time to be a storyteller. People are hungry for
content and there’s all sorts of places to put
your stuff. It makes me happy because I get
lots of stories from people in prison who saw
Paradise Lost or one of my TV series who are
claiming wrongful conviction or some other
abuse of the system, and you can’t make a
feature documentary about everybody you
get a letter from. But with all the interest in
true crime in digital form, in short form, in
podcast form, there’s all sorts of ways of telling stories these days.

Recently, you've taken your own shot at
the In Cold Blood story.
We did a series called Cold Blooded which
looks at the underlying crime itself and
focuses more on the victims. One of the
prices we’ve paid with this explosion of true
crime is that the focus is often the perpetrators of crime. You remember the perpetrators rather than the victims. So, my one
criticism of In Cold Blood—both the book
and the movie—is that it treats the Clutter
family as a side note, and we as a society have
kind of celebrated the perpetrators. Perry
Smith and Dick Hickock became cultural
icons even though they were murderers, and
nobody really knew the Clutter family.
How did you choose which of your own
works to include?
I felt uncomfortable choosing my own
shows, so I gave that task to [Full Frame
programming director] Sadie Tillery. Paradise Lost—rarely does a filmmaker have
an opportunity to have a direct impact on
a case. We made three films over twenty years, which led to the release of the
West Memphis Three. And then Gone: The
Women of Ohio, I think we pushed the envelope on what a TV investigation could be.
This was a real-time serial-killer investigation because, while it was unfolding,
nobody knew who the killer or killers were.
The parents of the victims felt like because
their daughters were drug-addicted prostitutes, nobody cared or was paying attention
to the crime. The police weren’t taking it
seriously. I felt everybody deserves justice.
I’m going to mount my own investigation
and do it with cameras rolling. That’s the
most out on a limb I’ve ever gone covering
a story.

Joe Berlinger PHOTO BY HENNY GARFUNKEL

“I felt everybody deserves justice.
I’m going to mount my own investigation
and do it with cameras rolling.
That’s the most out on a limb I’ve ever gone
covering a story.”

What do you want people to take away from
this program?
That good storytelling can be combined with a
social justice aspect and have positive results.
Titicut Follies had a major impact. Despite
being banned for twenty-five years, it opened
people’s eyes to what goes on inside those
institutions. The Thin Blue Line got somebody
out of prison. Paradise Lost got somebody out
of prison. Liz Gorbus and Jonathan Stack’s
The Farm opened people’s eyes to what goes
on in prisons. There’s two kinds of true-crime
filmmaking. There’s certain shows that wallow in the misery of victims and have no socialjustice component. It’s just storytelling at the
expense of the victim, and that’s not the kind
of filmmaking I want to do or admire. I admire
those true-crime filmmakers who do something to expose an abuse, to reveal wrongful
conviction or some other aspect of the criminal justice system that needs to be told.
Is there one you wish you could have
included that didn’t make the cut?
It was hard to limit it to eight films. I
especially felt guilty that three of them
were mine. There’s a million other things:
The Staircase, amazing. The Jinx, amazing.
Making a Murderer. There’s a lot of shining
examples of the genre, both old and new, that I
wish I could have included, but maybe they’ll
do a Part Two next year.
arts@indyweek.com
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True Enough

The same footage, treated as fiction in Terrence
Malick’s To the Wonder and as fact in Eugene
Richards’s Thy Kingdom Come, forms a complete
picture of faith and filmmaking
BY JULIE M. HAMILTON

E
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ugene Richards’s new documentary,
Thy Kingdom Come, is one of several
films at Full Frame that engage with
religious questions. Its origins lie in director Terrence Malick’s To the Wonder, an
experimental film that weaves together stories that demonstrate memory’s witness to
love—both divine and human—amid rural
and urban landscapes.
Drawing on Richards’s background as
a photojournalist concerned with poverty
and racial issues in the American South,
Malick hired him as the videographer for the
film. But the director used only a sampling
of Richards’s extensive footage from Osage
County, Oklahoma. Finding the stories of the
people of Bartlesville powerful enough to tell
on their own, Richards acquired the rights to
the interviews and compiled extended versions of them as a documentary short.
Part of what makes Malick’s storytelling
unique is his employment of cinéma vérité, a
style of filmmaking that incorporates improvisational camera use and sees the filmmaker as a participant-observer in the reality
at hand. Capturing life “as it happens” with
partly unedited dialogue enhances verisimilitude. It challenges fictional filmmaking by
mixing actors with non-actors and questions
the parameters of documentary with scripted elements.
From this vantage, Richards filmed actor
Javier Bardem, in character as Father Quintana, having unscripted conversations with
people in nursing homes, prisons, and hospitals. Bardem plays a priest who struggles to
believe in the very thing that he represents
to a local church. Making house calls to his
parishioners, he wrestles with his faith amid
extensive systemic brokenness—poverty,
sickness, depression. Inevitably, he must
practice the homilies he preaches: “Love is
not only a feeling, it is a duty. You shall love.
It is a command. You feel that it has died?
It is perhaps waiting to be transformed into
something higher.”

THY KINGDOM COME

Saturday, April 7, 10 a.m.
The Carolina Theatre, Durham
www.fullframefest.org

Malick used Richards’s footage to
illustrate Father Quintana’s spiritual
evolution, how his vocation is illuminated
by the handicapped, the old, the ill, and the
impoverished. He is utterly transformed
through the stories of strangers, discovering
the deeper meaning of loving one’s neighbor.
But Thy Kingdom Come approaches
this footage from the perspective of
documentary. The film opens with Bardem
stating: “Is this a true story? Yes, I would
say so. Is the priest a real priest? No. But it’s
as if they were waiting for him.”
Instead of the fictional Father Quintana’s
conversion, Richards’s film is about the
real people the character sought to help:
recovering drug addicts, the incarcerated,
former Ku Klux Klan leaders. All have
experienced hardship and suffering as a
normal way of life. The film’s title is taken
from a line in the Our Father prayer (“Thy
kingdom come, thy work be done on earth
as it is in heaven”), which is intrinsically
a political statement embodying the
compassion and love that transform
communities.
Perhaps Richards is proposing that
it doesn’t matter if Javier Bardem is a
fictional priest, because what he is offering
his cinematic parishioners is his undivided
attention, listening and affirming their
humanity as they are. With To the Wonder,
Thy Kingdom Come completes a diptych
of fictional and documentary filmmaking.
But ultimately, both films are about the
immanence of human presence, the iconic
power of the human face.
arts@indyweek.com

Sad but True

A dark look at the American suburbs' numbing design and racist underpinnings in
Owned: A Tale of Two Americas
BY NEIL MORRIS

“T

it provides security, and if you do it the right way it builds
he irony is, I raised money to make this film
strong communities. It dictates where you go to school and
by flipping two houses,” Giorgio Angelini says,
your propensity to move up socioeconomically. But at the
chuckling, about Owned: A Tale of Two Americas,
same time, if you let capital interests invade this utopian
his documentary about the ugly side of the American housideal and run amok, it can quickly become commoditized to
ing industry, which has its world premiere at Full Frame.
a point that it becomes dangerous for society.”
A native of Houston, Angelini bought his first home
Through the stark sights of abandoned construction
in Durham when he was playing drums and bass in the
projects in sweeping vistas, Angelini posits that the housRaleigh indie rock band The Rosebuds and touring with
ing industry is an insatiable beast that subsists on the back
Brooklyn band Bishop Allen. But the financial crisis of
of an ultimately self-crippling economic culture.
2007 and ’08 had a detrimental impact on the entire economy, including the
concert and entertainment industry,
and Angelini abandoned his musical
pursuits to enroll in
architecture school.
“In the middle of
the crisis, it was an
interesting time to
be in architectural school,” Angelini
says. “We were coming out of this Dubai
period of excess, and
the discipline itself
was asking, what was
the role of design
and architecture in
this post-recession
world? All these
ideas were ruminating in my head.”
Angelini received
a graduate-school
Owned: A Tale of Two Americas PHOTO COURTESY OF THE FILMMAKER
grant to research the
U.S. housing crisis.
“The idea of home had been reduced to the most efficient
His project included photographing the Inland Empire
capitalistic desires,” Angelini says. “Instead of bushels of
region of Southern California.
oranges, they decided the best land use was a collection of air“It was five thousand square miles of centerless sprawl,
conditioned square feet. There was lack of human intention,
basically nothing but suburban development and private
where you could almost feel these [markets] printing out this
construction,” he remembers. “You had these burned-down
landscape of homes.”
orange groves sitting alongside these half-built McManOwned is also, as its subtitle says, a tale of two Americas. In
sions, a really post-apocalyptic look. I felt that there needed
the five years he spent making the film, Angelini expanded his
to be a bigger story told.”
view into other planned development communities and ran
In Owned, the bigger story revolves around a contrarian
headlong into how racial and economic segregation is inexinterpretation of the usually unassailable notion that home
tricably linked to middle-class suburbia after World War II.
ownership is an essential element of the American dream.
“The original idea behind the film was rooted in the rela“What the film is trying to say is that it’s this doubletionship between design and commoditization,” Angelini
edged sword,” Angelini says. “Owning a home is great and

OWNED: A TALE OF
TWO AMERICAS

Friday, April 6, 10:30 a.m.
The Carolina Theatre, Durham
www.fullframefest.org

says. “It became very
clear that I couldn’t
tell that story without
telling the other side.”
The film goes to
hollowed-out neighborhoods in Baltimore to locate the
contemporary effects
of decades of discriminatory housing practices and policies.
“White flight didn’t
happen by accident,”
Angelini says. “It
wasn’t a self-selecting, albeit racist, situation. It was very
much encouraged by
federal laws that were
interpreted on the
local level in particularly bad ways.”
Owned is Angelini’s
first directorial effort,
though he was executive producer of the feature film My Friend Dahmer. The
expansive subject matter is packed into a dense eighty-two
minutes, with a generous array of archival footage, from news
features and vintage advertisements to television programs:
Archie Bunker grouses about African-American neighbors
on All in the Family; the inequities of “redlining” are discussed on Good Times. Beyond mere entertainment, Angelini says there’s a narrative purpose behind these pop culture
snapshots.
“I wanted the feel and pace of the film to be like if the American dream was a place you could inhabit,” he says. “I wanted
to create the fever-dream version of that.”
arts@indyweek.com
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True Colors

Capturing the Flag takes a hard look at the ugly reality of voting in
North Carolina
BY JEFFREY C. BILLMAN

C

apturing the Flag, an often infuriating
documentary about voting suppression in North Carolina, climaxes in a
hotel room in Cumberland County, where
three exhausted election volunteers are
sprawled on beds watching the 2016 returns
come in on the television. Being liberals who

also a weird way to end a movie about
voting rights in the Tar Heel state. After
all, while Wisconsin’s draconian voter ID
law may have helped throw that state to
Donald Trump—one analysis found that as
many as forty-five thousand people there
were deterred from voting in a state Trump

CAPTURING
THE FLAG

Sunday, April 8, 2 p.m.
The Carolina Theatre, Durham
www.fullframefest.org

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAPTURINGTHEFLAG.COM

traveled to the state from New York City,
they are dismayed by what they’re watching.
One, Steven Miller, is especially losing his
shit. “What the fuck are they all voting for?”
he yells to no one in particular.
For those of us who lived through that
night with similar convulsions of horror
and disbelief, watching that scene elicits
something like posttraumatic stress. It’s
16 | 4.4.18 | INDYweek.com

won by fewer than twenty-three thousand
votes—North Carolina’s similarly naked
attempts to suppress African-American
votes never went into effect
The bottom line of 2016 was this: Clinton didn’t excite voters, and Trump, as
loathed as he was, hit a royal flush, winning exactly the states he needed to win
with the tiniest of margins. And that is

how we got this bungling disaster of a
presidency.
But that’s not to say the right to vote
isn’t endangered, or that there aren’t
active, ongoing efforts to disenfranchise
minorities. There are. Straightaway, the
film describes these efforts, starting with
the Supreme Court’s 2013 Shelby v. Holder
decision, which overturned part of the

Voting Rights Act and opened up a Pandora’s box for Republican states that wanted
to make it harder for Democrats to vote.
This manifested, among other places, in
North Carolina, which restricted Sunday
voting and implemented a strict voter ID
law under Governor Pat McCrory. That law
was later struck down by the courts, but by
2016 these efforts had solidified the state’s
reputation for antagonism to voting rights.
That sets the backdrop for Capturing the
Flag, which begins a few days before the
election. Laverne Berry, a Brooklyn entertainment lawyer, and her friends Miller
and Claire Wright are planning to head to
the center of the storm, North Carolina, to
serve as election monitors for the Democratic Party.
Director Anne de Mare says she first
conceived of this story through Berry, who
was doing work for one of the film’s pro-

There were shortened voting times and
fewer polling stations, which meant longer lines, and lots and lots of conflicting
information.
The subtlety with which this kind of
suppression happens is significant. It’s not
as stark as a poll tax or a literacy test.
It’s a lot of little things that can add up
to a big thing.
“Voter suppression looks a lot different than it did in the fifties or sixties,”
de Mare says. “It’s neglect, lack of funds,
shifting legislation, a sense of confusion.
I by no means think these issues are specific to North Carolina. But North Carolina has had some of the most high-profile
instances.”
After the film makes its world premiere
at Full Frame on Sunday afternoon, de
Mare and Capturing the Flag’s protagonists will sit for a moderated conversation.

“Voter suppression looks a
lot different than it did in
the fifties or sixties. It’s neglect, lack of funds,
shifting legislation, a sense of confusion.”
ducers. Berry mentioned to the producer
that she needed to get things wrapped up
before the election because she had to do
voting-rights work; the producer’s interest
was piqued, and she called de Mare, who
was intrigued. It wasn’t a deliberate choice
to focus on North Carolina, she says. It was
just that this was where Berry was headed,
and de Mare’s cameras followed.
What they found when they arrived in
Fayetteville was a lot of confusion and frustration, less brazenly malicious attempts
to block the vote—at least at the precinct
level—than a bureaucratic mess that just
so happened to disproportionately affect
black voters.
There were the three thousand voters
whose names were purged from the voting
rolls just before the elections, only to have
them restored by a federal judge.
There was the voter who was told she
didn’t appear on the rolls even though she’d
voted in the primary.
There was another voter who was turned
away from three different polling stations,
and yet another who learned that the DMV
lost his paperwork, and yet another who was
told to return with an ID even though the
voter ID law had been struck down.

That’s the part, de Mare says, that she’s
most “looking forward to and a little nervous about. We really need to understand
that there is a role for us to play in this process—people asking themselves, how can I
participate?”
The answer to that question, she says,
is to get involved in pro-democracy
organizations.
But she adds that “we need to lead the
leaders”—for the politicians on Jones
Street, it’s in their interest to make it difficult for minorities to vote. That’s why we
see gerrymandering and efforts to enact
voter ID laws. At its core, it’s about the
consolidation and concentration of power
and the fear of what a true democracy
would mean for the powerful. So to convince lawmakers to protect voting rights,
she argues, we need to organize—to get
loud.
“I learned a lot in this process, in a
lot of different ways,” de Mare says. “The
overwhelming takeaway is that we’ve been
really careless with the way we take care
of our election process. We really don’t
invest in the process of elections to the
extent we need to.”
jbillman@indyweek.com
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True Blood

Skate videos immortalize the physical glory and pain of skateboarding life,
leaving docs like Minding the Gap to explain why
BY BRIAN HOWE

I

love skateboarding, both the physical
feeling and aspects of the culture, and
skate videos are where the physics and
culture collide. These days, the tradition of
the sponsored group skate video is under
siege by unaffiliated prodigies on Instagram.
(The skating arms race has accelerated to
the point where little kids rip as hard as the
teenage pros of the eighties.) To me, this seems

happens. These are a very particular type
of documentary, equal parts visual poem,
highlight reel, and advertisement. Real life
gets in through the convention of editing bits
of spontaneous horseplay between the lines,
and tricks are verifiable events in the world.
But they were staged over and over to achieve
the desired result, and we usually don’t see
the fifty painful tumbles off the rail.

MINDING THE GAP

Saturday, April 7, 4:30 p.m.
The Carolina Theatre, Durham
www.fullframefest.org

Minding the Gap PHOTO COURTESY OF KARTEMQUIN FILMS
inevitable but a little sad, because seminal
videos form a record of skating’s technical
and cultural evolution: the prelapsarian
innocence (before Bam Margera and the X
Games) of 1987 Bones Brigade classic The
Search for Animal Chin; Margera’s nihilistic,
violent CKY series a decade later (which
gave the world Jackass—you’re welcome?);
and the skate mag Transworld’s cool, arty
rebuttal, In Bloom.
While some skate videos have stories
and expensive production, others are the
result of children being turned loose on the
streets with cameras and boards to see what
18 | 4.4.18 | INDYweek.com

If skate videos are all about enshrining
glory, skate documentaries tend to be much
bleaker affairs, illuminating the dark backdrop of the joyous oblivion all pushers seek.
After all, as much as skating is toward pleasure, it is also away from pain. Most skate
docs are about great skaters: my favorite
is Rising Son: The Legend of Skateboarder Christian Hosoi, which chronicles the
rise and fall of the skate artist whose soulful bravado played counterpoint to Tony
Hawk’s robotic precision back in the day.
Minding the Gap, showing at Full Frame
on Saturday, is something else again: it’s a

doc about a group of average skaters. With
the glory stripped away, only the question
remains: Why do they abuse their bodies by leaping around sharp bits of concrete and metal on finicky wheeled boards?
The answer is that it shoots them out of a
grim gantlet of child abuse, racism, parental neglect, and postindustrial decay. It
becomes easy to see why improvised families take shape in such an inhospitable void.
For ten years, the young director Bing Liu
filmed his friends in Rockford, Illinois, a
truly rusty Rust Belt town that they traverse
by wooden toy, their simple ollies and shove-

its developing into solid kickflips and airs
over the years. Three main characters soon
emerge from the scrum. Zach, the film’s id,
is handsome, charismatic, hedonistic, and,
we soon gather, inexplicably tortured. But at
first, he’s all party.
“Are you going to put me smokin’ weed in
the thing?” he asks Liu, breathing out fumes.
“I’ve given you free range. I have no stipulation.” Then he shotguns a PBR. Zach fights
terribly with his baby’s mother but is surprisingly tender with the baby. His arc, the film’s
most troubling, is about his relationship with
the mother (she gets her own arc, too) and his
fitful attempts to grow up, frequently backsliding and replicating the cycle of abuse he
has in common with all his friends.
Keire, the film’s heart and soul, is almost
the only African-American kid at the skate
park. Sweet and self-conscious, radiating embarrassedly suppressed delight,
he finds a kinship among skaters that he
doesn’t find at home, where he stands out
with his tie-dyed T-shirt and electric guitar. But we also see his alienation when
his friends repeat or laugh at pop-culture
racial slurs, and he sometimes destroys
decks in anger. When asked how he was
disciplined as a child, he explains mildly,
“Well, they call it child abuse now.” His arc
is about getting over his father’s death and
breaking free from Rockford.

screen

Finally, there’s Bing, who, as cameraman and director, is essentially the film’s
god or conscience, which are maybe different ways of saying the same thing. Quietly and thoughtfully, he steers the film
toward confronting and healing everyone’s wounds, from his own mother’s
choices to Zach’s alcoholism and abusiveness. Bing’s moment with Keire near
the end (you’ll know it when you see it)
is now seared on my heart forever. He
doesn’t redeem Zach but doesn’t quite
damn him, either, though Zach seems
intent on damning himself, as is borne
out in his cathartic final speech.
Who is Zach? This is the enigma at the
center of the film. “Some people do take
their negative experiences and turn them
into powerful positive things,” he says. “I
just don’t think I’m that type of person.”
But what Liu renders crystal-clear in
Minding the Gap is that all his friends—
and indeed, many skaters around the
world and throughout time—are trying to
make up for families and societies that let
them down, trying to build adulthood atop
childhoods they feel they didn’t have. It’s
a hard lesson, but one rendered tolerable,
for us and for the film’s subjects, by the
frame of skating’s lyric poetry in space,
its stubborn grace against all odds.
bhowe@indyweek.com

BRIEF

SINGLE FRAME

SUNDAY, APRIL 8, 6 P.M.
SHADOWBOX STUDIO, DURHAM
Maybe you can’t afford Full Frame. Maybe all
the screenings you want to see are sold out.
Or maybe you have a grudge against it for
any number of reasons—being mainstream,
being traditional, being elitist, being popular.
In any scenario, the Smyth brothers, proprietors of the Unexposed Microcinema series, have you covered with their new Single
Frame mini-fest at Shadowbox Studio on
Sunday. Billed as “Durham’s Anti-Full Frame
Screening,” the free showing features short
experimental docs of the kind the Smyths are
known for creating and curating.
“Single Frame aims to shed light on nontraditional documentaries in a time when bigbudget Hollywood documentaries are hitting
the Durham scene,” the Smyths wrote of the
event. “We respect documentaries created
by a small crew of people with huge vision
… that challenge our perception of reality by

presenting a new way to see the world.”
But the Smyths told the INDY they aren’t
really that mad at Full Frame. “Obviously
‘antithesis’ implies some combative tone,
and we keep saying that to draw hype, which
is kind of funny to us,” they said. “It’s more
of complementary screening to Full Frame,
to show Durham that we don’t just show
big-budget Hollywood docs to folks from
New Jersey who buy all-access passes and fly
down for the weekend."
Single Frame seats about fifty, BYOB,
though there will be a pony keg from sponsor Ponysaurus and free food in the break
between screening blocks. Whether you’re a
Full Frame hater or just wanting more film, it's
worth checking out: unless you’ve been to an
Unexposed screening before, we can virtually
promise you’ve never seen docs like this, at
Full Frame or anywhere else. —Brian Howe
INDYweek.com | 4.4.18 | 19
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HOW TO VOTE IN THIS YEAR’S PRIMARY ELECTIONS

I

tend to think of these endorsement
issues as both one of the INDY’s
greatest public services and a bane
of my existence. There’s an immense
amount of research to be done, sure,
but there’s also a kind of pressure that
comes with knowing that people care what
we think, that the choices we make in these
pages may affect the outcomes of elections.
(In last fall’s contests, the INDY’s endorsed
candidates won in every race in Raleigh,
Durham, Carrboro, Hillsborough, and for
the Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools
Board of Education, and all but one contest
in Cary and Chapel Hill.)
So we endeavor to get this stuff right.
Right, of course, is subjective. What I
mean by that is we try to identify and
support candidates who align with the
INDY’s longstanding values of social
justice, equity, and tolerance. For this
reason, you’ll notice that we’ve declined
to endorse in a few Republican primaries;
we couldn’t find a candidate who met our
requirements. We’re usually willing to
support the lesser of two evils, but we’re
only willing to only go so far.
We also have to temper those
progressive inclinations with assessments
of pragmatism, competence, and
effectiveness, which can sometimes
muddy up otherwise clear ideological lines.
In other words, there’s a chance you
won’t like all of the picks we make. And
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that’s fine. People who want to see the same
political outcomes often disagree on how
best to get there. Truth be told, there are
several contests that we debated for hours
and that could have gone either way. There
are very good candidates who we like but are
not endorsing. (Most primary candidates
responded to our questionnaires, and some
sent us videos stating their case; you can
check out all of that at indyweek.com.)
But we do hope that these endorsements offer you some insight into these
contests and why we’ve backed these twodozen candidates for office, all of whom
we believe would make outstanding public
servants.
One logistical notes: due to resource
constraints, we opted not to endorse in
Chatham County, choosing instead to focus
on the areas we know best—Wake, Durham,
and Orange, as well as the congressional
and legislative races therein. We wish this
weren’t the case, but there’s really no way
around it.
One final admonition: it’s easy to get hot
and bothered at the perpetual outrages of
the Trump administration. But it’s these
local elections that often have the most
impact on your life.
Early voting starts Thursday in Wake,
Durham, and Orange counties. Check
out our early-voting guide on page 14 for
locations and hours. Then get out there and
vote. —Jeffrey C. Billman

U.S. HOUSE, DISTRICT 2,
DEMOCRAT:
WENDY ELLA MAY

Democrats have their sights set on George
Holding’s seat, which is exactly the kind of
district they’ll need to win to retake Congress. It won’t be easy—in 2016, Holding
won nearly 57 percent of the vote—but
three Dems have lined up to challenge the
incumbent: Linda Coleman, a former Wake
County commissioner and state legislator; Wendy Ella Mae, an army veteran; and
Ken Romley, a businessman from Raleigh.
Meanwhile, Holding has his own primary
challenger from the right, Allen Chessler, an
Iraq war veteran who says Holding “is not
representing the people anymore.”
(We declined to endorse Chessler
because of his extremist anti-abortion and
pro-gun views; we declined to endorse Holding because he’s a Donald Trump lackey as
well as an anti-refugee bigot and anti-abortion zealot. They can both piss off.)
Of the Democrats, Coleman, who ran for
lieutenant governor in 2016 but lost to Dan
Forest, is the best known. But our endorsement goes to Wendy Ella May, the first
transgender woman to run for Congress in
North Carolina.
Mae’s status in the HB 2 state is exciting,
but she’s not playing up her gender
identity. She’s focusing instead on her
policy priorities, which include universal
health care, a livable wage, job creation,
gun control, protections for LGBTQ
citizens, and strengthening Social Security,
Medicare, and Medicaid. Mae’s resume
suits her for public office, too: army veteran,
career firefighter, faith leader, president of
the LGBT Democrats of Johnston County,
and second vice chairwoman of the
Progressive Caucus of the North Carolina
Democratic Party.
We acknowledge she’s a long shot. She
lacks the fundraising prowess of her fellow Democrats. But we think her candidacy
is groundbreaking, historic, and worthy of
recognition. We’re excited to support her.
If she’s not going to win, however, our
second choice is Ken Romley. An attorney
and buttoned-down Democratic, Romley
has a sizable war chest and seems to be the
only candidate who can compete financially
with Holding. According to federal election

data, Romley raised more than $430,000
in 2017, most of which came in the form of
loans to himself. With that kind of backing,
Romley could be a formidable challenger in
the fall. Meanwhile, his family-man, middle-of-the-road persona could be attractive to the kinds of well-educated suburban
Republicans who are fed up with Trump
and willing to pull the lever for a moderate
Democrat.
Besides, Linda Coleman lost to rightwing nut job Dan Forest in a year in which
Roy Cooper beat Pat McCrory and Josh
Stein beat Buck Newton, both far stronger
Republicans. She’s proven herself to not be
a particularly strong candidate.

U.S. HOUSE, DISTRICT 4,
DEMOCRAT: DAVID PRICE
For decades, David Price has been a local
institution. Indeed, he’s almost custommade for a district of liberal intellectuals.
Price, a thoughtful and reliable progressive,
deserves another term in Congress. If Democrats reclaim the House, Price’s tenure
will position him well to pass meaningful
legislation. (He introduced eleven bills in
2017, though none have passed the Republican-controlled House.)
Of course, his longevity in office—with
the exception of a brief hiatus from 1995–97,
Price has been in Congress since 1987—
could lead some folks to say it’s time for a
change. So too could the fact that Price’s
challenger, Michelle Laws, is an excellent
candidate whom we would be inclined to
endorse were she running in almost any
other district. Laws, a former executive
director of the state NAACP, would become
the third African-American woman to represent North Carolina in the U.S. House
should she be elected, and she has been outspoken about the lack of representation of
black women in the Democratic Party.
Although they are some of the Democratic Party’s most reliable voters—94 percent
of black women voted for Hillary Clinton
in 2016—they comprise just 3.6 percent of
Congress members and 3.7 percent of state
lawmakers across the nation, according to
the Center for American Women and Politics. Laws wants to change that.
Ultimately, we would be pleased with
either Laws or Price representing North
Carolina’s Fourth Congressional District.
But we don’t think it’s time for Price to
bow out just yet, and we believe that Price’s
experience could pay dividends in the next
Congress.

STATE

SENATE, DISTRICT 16,
DEMOCRAT: LUIS TOLEDO

District 16 is a newfangled creation and
thus an open seat. After much debate and
consternation (and maybe a shot of whiskey
and a game of rock-paper-scissors), we’re
throwing in with the underdog, Luis Toledo.
His answers to our candidate questionnaire
were thoughtful, well-informed, and pragmatic. As a policy analyst at the N.C. Justice
Center who previously worked at the U.S.
Department of State and as an assistant
state auditor, he has the chops and experience to be an effective legislator. He’s also a
veteran, the son of an immigrant, was raised
by a single mother, and, not for nothing, if
elected he would be the only Latino in the
General Assembly.
His opponent, Wiley Nickel, is himself
a strong candidate with a considerable
upside and lots of money in his campaign
coffers. He’s an attorney in Cary who previously worked for the Obama administration’s advance staff and traveled with
former Vice President Al Gore. He too is
smart and knowledgeable and would make
an excellent lawmaker An added point in
his favor is that he can raise tons of money,
and since the winner of this primary has
no Republican opposition and will automatically win the seat, Nickel could use
his fundraising ability to do a lot of good
for Democrats in their efforts to break the
Republican supermajorities.
Still, Toledo works in the policy world
every day. He’s smart, capable, and progressive, and there’s something to be said for
the diversity his election would produce.

HOUSE, DISTRICT 11,
DEMOCRAT:
ALLISON DAHLE
Until recently, state Representative Duane
Hall, an affable and reliably center-left Democrat, was a shoe-in for reelection. But that
all changed in March, when the website NC
Policy Watch, an offshoot of the N.C. Justice Center, published a bombshell report
in which a number of sources accused Hall
of sexual misconduct. Rather than follow
the protocol favored by many other prominent figures and politicians caught up in the
#MeToo movement—apologize and vow to
reflect quietly and change—Hall went on
the attack, vehemently denying the allegations, refusing to resign, and then floating
the odd conspiracy theory that the article
was payback for him dating and then breaking up with the daughter of the Justice Center’s executive director.
Whatever the truth of the allegations,
that’s where Hall lost us. Rather than
engage in a difficult conversation like we’d
expect from a pro-woman, pro-choice advocate, Hall refused to accept any responsibility or take the allegations seriously, instead
chalking the entire story up to a political
vendetta from a scorned lover.

And even if you were to give him every
benefit of the doubt, the reality is that he
is now effectively neutered as a legislator. After the allegations surfaced, Governor Cooper, House Minority Leader Darren
Jackson, and party chairman Wayne Goodwin all called for Hall’s resignation; it’s
impossible to see how he could be effective
even in his own caucus after that. And it’s
unclear if he even wants to do it anymore.
He’s gone dark on social media and declined
to respond to our candidate questionnaire.

We’re endorsing Hall’s primary challenger, Allison Dahle, a Raleigh native and
former theater stage manager-turned disability advocate. Dahle didn’t expect to to
have a chance when she threw her hat in the
race, and she is not making the allegations
against him a primary campaign issue. But
she does believe that he should step down—
and that the voters of his district are ready
for a change. We agree.
Here again, there are two Republicans
squaring off in a primary for this blueleaning seat, Shawn Hamilton and Tyler
Brooks, but we’re not endorsing either. Neither responded to our questionnaire, and
we couldn’t find much about Hamilton
online. Brooks is a lawyer for the radical
anti-abortion Thomas More Law Center, so
no thanks.
One other note: Heather Metour will also
be on the ballot in the Democratic primary,
though she dropped out of the race for family reasons.

HOUSE, DISTRICT 35,
DEMOCRAT:
TERENCE EVERITT

HOUSE, DISTRICT 33,
DEMOCRAT: ROSA GILL

Democrats need to gain four seats in the
House to break the supermajority and
restore Governor Cooper’s veto, and District 35 is a prime target. In the Democratic
primary, we’re endorsing Terence Everitt, a
Wake Forest attorney who ran against and
lost to incumbent Christopher Malone in
2016. Everitt’s opponent in the primary,
small business owner Adam Wright, has
not run for the legislature before. Everitt, meanwhile, has gained the support of
top Democrats, including House Minority
Leader Darren Jackson and Representative Grier Martin. He should be a formidable challenger to Malone, especially if he
is buoyed by an expected Democratic wave.
Everitt won 47 percent of the vote in 2016.
One of Everitt’s key issue areas is education, and he criticizes Malone for voting for budgets that underfund the state’s
public schools while cutting taxes for the
wealthy and out-of-state corporations. He
also blasts Malone for siding with Duke
Energy on coal ash cleanup. Simply put,
Everitt believes that Malone has the wrong
priorities. He’s right.
No Republican in this race gets our vote.
Again, we refuse to endorse any candidates opposed to abortion and LGBTQ
rights. The Republican challenger to
Malone, Issac Burk, is anti-abortion and
anti-same-sex marriage. For those reasons, he can’t get our vote, and neither can
Malone, a self-proclaimed “gun enthusiast” who believes Roe v. Wade should be
overturned. Hard pass.

The nod in this race goes to incumbent Rosa
Gill, who for the past eight years has served
as the representative for District 33. Back
in 2009, she was selected for the seat after
then-representative Dan Blue replaced the
late Vernon Malone in the state Senate,
and she’s been there ever since. There’s no
reason that change that now.
Gill ran unopposed in the 2016 general
election and won the primary with 64
percent of the vote. She’s a retired teacher
and school administrator who served on
the Wake County Board of Education for
ten years and remains a fierce advocate
for public schools in the General Assembly.
(And god knows the legislature needs more
of those.) Over the past year, she introduced
legislation to increase penalties for hate
crimes, support students with dyslexia, and
give the Wake County school system the
flexibility to determine its own start and
end dates for the year.
Gill’s opponents, Antoine Marshall and
Shirley E. Hicks, are solid candidates.
Marshall is a community development
attorney and the vice president of
the African-American Caucus of the
Democratic Party; Hicks serves on the
housing appeals board for Raleigh, has a
Ph.D. in public policy, and performed her
doctoral research on homelessness in Wake
County. Those are good credentials, but
they don’t top Gill’s experience.
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the lambasting he receives from critics. But
we don’t think Andrews has run an office
reflective of Durham’s values.
Birkhead, on the other hand, says he will
be more transparent and accessible, will
aim to keep people out of jail, will support an
end to money bail, and will not hold people
for ICE without a judicial warrant. We welcome those changes, and we hope he keeps
his word.
If not, in four years, we’ll be endorsing
someone else.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY:
ROGER ECHOLS

All three candidates running for district
attorney in Durham are capable. All believe
in mitigating the harms that can come from
contact with the criminal justice system.
Defense attorney Daniel Meier has gotten
lost in the starker choice between incumbent Roger Echols and Satana Deberry, the
executive director of the North Carolina
Housing Coalition whose candidacy has
excited voters who don’t think Echols has
done enough to reform the office.
Deberry’s candidacy is indeed exciting.
She doesn’t have the typical resume for a
DA candidate, and her supporters see that
as a plus. It’s clear she’s committed to racial
and social justice. But we can’t look past
the fact that much of her campaign website
was copied and pasted from the platform
of Philadelphia District Attorney Larry
Krasner, and that, when confronted, she
denied plagiarism, though she admitted
that she borrowed heavily from Krasner.
We believe Echols has begun much
of the work that voters itching for more
reform want to see, and a change in leadership at this point would be disruptive to
that progress.
In four years, he steadied what was a
troubled office, gained the respect of colleagues in the court system, and instituted
changes to handle cases more expeditiously, divert more cases from court, and incorporate restorative justice practices. He
deserves a chance to continue what he’s
started.
If he gets another term, we hope he will
be more aggressive in implementing these
reform-minded changes.

NATALIE
BE Y ER

YYYY

In the INDY’s 2014 endorsement of
Mike Andrews, we wrote that since his
appointment to the office in 2011, Andrews
had “run a drama-free department.” We
said he was respected and measured and
that we saw potential for the agency to
improve relationships with Durham’s
Latino community. We weren’t alone;
Andrews also received the endorsement of
the People’s Alliance that year.
Times have changed.
This year, we’re endorsing Andrews’s sole
primary opponent, Clarence Birkhead, a
former Duke University and Hillsborough
police chief who challenged Andrews in
2014. (So is the People’s Alliance.)
It’s no secret that this publication has
been critical of the sheriff’s office under
Andrews. We have plenty of gripes: the
conditions at the jail, where six people have
died since 2013; the practice—ripe for a legal
challenge—of honoring all requests from
Immigrations and Customs Enforcement to
keep people in jail so ICE can pick them up,;
the aggressive pursuit of protesters involved
with pulling down a Confederate monument
last year; and the lack of dialogue with the
agency’s ardent critics, for starters.
We want to give Andrews credit for having a really hard job surely made harder by

Natalie Beyer
Although students of color make up about
three-quarters of the Durham Public
Schools population, these students trail
their white peers on standardized tests.
They’re also suspended disproportionately and left behind at under-resourced
schools while white families flee to charters. Addressing these disparities is why the
school system last year hired its first direc-
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BOARD OF EDUCATION:
MIKE LEE (DISTRICT 1),
MATT SEARS (DISTRICT 2),
NATALIE BEYER
(DISTRICT 4)

tor of equity affairs. And it’s why we believe
the incumbents seeking reelection to the
Board of Education should get another term.
In District 1, incumbent Mike Lee thinks
critically about the problems facing DPS
and how to address them with solutions
grounded in his experience as a parent. He’s
advocating for restorative justice practices
as an alternative to suspension, more mental
health professionals and school nurses, and
an “equity calculator” to ensure a just and
effective distribution of resources.
Lee’s opponent, Pebble Lindsay-Lucas,
wants to see more school resource officers,
which we think can cause more harm than
good. She also dodged questions on our
questionnaire about the rising popularity of
charter schools is affecting DPS.
We appreciate the District 3 incumbent
Matt Sears’s background as an awardwinning teacher and his emphasis on
working conditions for DPS teachers. His
opponent, Katie Jones, is also a former
educator. We’re backing Sears because of
his commitment to equity, willingness to
hold DPS leadership to account, support
for replacing armed officers inside schools
with individuals trained in de-escalation
and emergency response, and attention to
the critical role redistricting will play in the
future of Durham Public Schools.
In District 4, we think both candidates are
qualified and hold the values we believe are
important for DPS to become a more successful, equitable school district. Challenger
Antonio Jones has experience in financial
management and as a school treasurer.
We like his focus on transparency, reversing declining enrollment, and addressing
disparities in suspensions. But we believe
incumbent Natalie Beyer has more concrete
solutions to these problems.
Beyer has long demonstrated a
commitment to Durham Public Schools
and an ability to stand on her principles.
The Durham Association of Educators is
supporting her for her attention to detail,
tenacity, and willingness to call on white and
middle-class families not to abandon public
schools. While both candidates would do an
admirable job, we endorse Beyer.
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ORANGE
COUNTY

SHERIFF:
CHARLES BLACKWOOD

Blackwood’s challenger, Tony White,
worked for the Orange County Sheriff’s
Office for nineteen years before retiring as
an investigator in 2016. He wants to make
internal changes at the agency to ensure
that taxpayer money is spent wisely and
all employees are giving an opportunity for
advancement. He’d also like to expand the
use of citations over arrest and believes the
public should have access to some police
body-camera footage, which we wholeheartedly endorse.
While we appreciate White’s commitment to a more transparent sheriff’s office
and measures to reduce the jail population,
we do not believe he is as qualified as the
incumbent. We endorse Blackwood.

sensus, but he is open to having his mind
changed. We appreciate his attention to
schools, affordable housing, and thoughtful development. And every board needs a
contrarian.

BOARD OF EDUCATION:
SARAH SMYLIE,
BRENDA STEPHENS,
HILLARY MACKENZIE,
WILL ATHERTON
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BOARD OF
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SALLY GREENE
(AT-LARGE),
EARL MCKEE (DISTRICT 2)
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Brenda Stephens

Sally Greene
Our endorsement for Barry Jacobs’s atlarge seat on the Board of Commissioners
goes to Sally Greene. (Jacobs, who opted
not to seek reelection, is likewise supporting Greene). We’re impressed by Greene’s
experience as a three-term Chapel Hill
Town Council member who crafted policies around housing and homelessness.
She not only demonstrated a deep understanding of issues currently facing the
board but also offered detailed approaches
to addressing them, and given her time on
the town council, we know she can deliver.
For the District 2 seat, we’re endorsing
incumbent Earl McKee. McKee has shown
he isn’t afraid to challenge the popular con-

CLERK OF
SUPERIOR COURT:
MARK KLEINSCHMIDT
YY

EARL
MCK EE

Charles Blackwood began his career with
the Orange County Sheriff’s Office in 1980
and has led the agency since 2014. He’s
also a member of the 15B Judicial District’s
Racial Justice Task Force and a recipient of
the Order of the Long Leaf Pine.
Like other law enforcement leaders in
the Triangle since the 2016 election, he’s
assured the community that his agency
would not help ICE implement President
Trump’s efforts to deport more people.
Unlike other law enforcement leaders, however, Blackwood put it into policy. Since late
2014, his office has declined to hold people
in custody at the request of ICE unless ICE
submits a judicial warrant. Under his leadership, the OCSO also works closely with El
Centro Hispano.
Immigration enforcement is far from the
only issue relevant to in this election, but
the sheriff’s stance seems particularly germane given ICE raids in Orange County
just last week.
Blackwood also oversaw the creation of
a program called Josh’s Hope, designed to
let family members of people with mental health conditions or cognitive disability convey that vital information to the
sheriff’s office. He also wants to establish
a diversion center where people charged
with low-level crimes could be referred to
community support services rather than be
locked up in jail.

standard graduation rates) and made note
of the kinds of smart, pointed questions she
would ask to move toward solutions.
Similarly, Will Atherton is already
involved with the school system through the
PTA and seems to have done his research
on the lack of diversity among teaching staff
and students enrolled in academically gifted
programs. We also appreciate his attention
to strengthening programs that will connect
students to careers.
Finally, we’re endorsing the lone incumbent in the race, Brenda Stephens. With four
terms on the board already and three new
members coming in, her experience will be
valuable.
AH
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Like other school districts, Orange County
Schools are faced with a squeeze on resources spurred by declining state funding, aging
buildings, and the rising popularity of charter schools. And you can add to that issues
of equity highlighted by the debate last year
over whether or not to prohibit the Confederate flag in the student dress code and fears
brought on by the mass shooting at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Florida.
Candidate Hillary Mackenzie is a leader
in the Hate Free Schools Coalition, which
pushed for the ultimately approved dresscode change, and an advocate for gun reform.
She’s emphasizing a trauma-informed
approach to working with students, restorative practices to reduce suspensions, and
racial equity and de-escalation training for
school resource officers. We think she’ll be
a thoughtful and principled school board
member.
We’re also impressed by Sarah Smylie,
a former public school teacher already
involved in local schools. On her candidate
questionnaire, she showed a deep
understanding of issues facing schools
today (for example, by pointing out racial
disparities in the county’s otherwise
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Clerk of Superior Court is likely not a position most voters interact with or think about.
Incumbent James Stanford has never been
challenged for reelection before. Enter former Chapel Hill mayor Mark Kleinschmidt,
a seasoned politician.
Stanford has kept the trains running on
time for seventeen years. He’s right to point
out the unjust nature of increasing courts
costs and fees, and we appreciate his support
of the misdemeanor diversion program
and his experience leading Administrative
Office of the Courts committees.
Kleinschmidt, the first openly gay mayor
in Chapel Hill’s history who was defeated by
Pam Hemminger in 2015, says he entered the
race at the behest of local attorneys and other
officials. There has also been a controversy
swirling about whether, under Stanford’s
leadership, the clerk’s office has made samesex couples jump through additional hoops
when adopting. (In a statement, Stanford
said the extra paperwork is a precaution
against legal challenges.)
That aside, we’re encouraged by the
opportunities for criminal justice reform
that Kleinschmidt sees in the position. He
wants to bring in bilingual staff and mitigate
the damage of failing to appear in court
by implementing an automatic notification
system. He says he would work with the
district attorney to identify old warrants
that could be dismissed and wants to set
up an amnesty day so qualifying people
with outstanding warrants can have them
cleared.
For these reasons, we endorse
Kleinschmidt.
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WAKE
COUNTY

BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS:
SIG HUTCHINSON
(DISTRICT 1),
MATT CALABRIA
(DISTRICT 2), ERV
PORTMAN (DISTRICT 4),
JAMES WEST (DISTRICT 5),
JOHN BURNS (DISTRICT 7)
Instead of considering these five Democratic
primaries as individual races, we’re instead
going to address them collectively. After all,
to a large degree, they’re being fought over
the same issue: these five incumbents voted
for a budget last year that granted the Wake
County Public Schools System $21 million of
the $45 million in new funding it requested.
The challengers say that’s not good enough.
We’re backing the incumbents, though
not without some hesitation. There are
some races that made for easier decisions
than others, owing to the quality of the
competition. In District 1, for instance,
Jeremiah Pierce is a fine newcomer, but he
doesn’t hold a candle to Sig Hutchinson, the
board’s foremost advocate for greenways
and greenspace. Similarly, in District 5,
Robert Finch, a member of the county’s
Open Space and Parks Advisory Committee,
argues forcefully that the county is not
adequately managing growth, but he
also holds the seemingly contradictory
viewpoints that the county pays too much
in taxes and spends too little on schools,

S S I O NE

R

even though schools are where nearly all
the taxes go. What’s more, there’s no good
reason to oust James West, who has served
well on this board for eight years and on
the Raleigh City Council for eleven years
before that.

Matt Calabria
But in other races, our decisions were
more difficult. It did not escape our attention that all five incumbents are men, and
four are white men, and that the board has
only one woman on it. That’s suboptimal, to
put it mildly.
More important, though, we believe
the challengers would all make effective
commissioners. In District 2, Lindy Brown
is a former county commissioner who got
into this race when everyone assumed Matt
Calabria was going to run for the state House.
She advocates for better school funding and
affordable housing, and criticizes Calabria
for supporting the multimillion-dollar
renovation of a defunct golf course near his
Fuquay-Varina house into a park.
Brown is smart, credible, and versed in
important issues facing the district and the
county. But Calabria is one of the board’s
standout progressives and a leader on
issues related to poverty. The county can’t
afford to lose him.
In District 7, Vickie Adamson, who gave
up a career in corporate finance to volunteer in her son’s public schools and who
has held several leadership positions in the
PTA, is a similarly attractive and progressive candidate. She also champions schools
and says she wants to bring a mother’s perspective to the board. Adamson would make
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YYYYYY VOTING GUIDE YYYYYY
WAKE COUNTY

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS: SIG HUTCHINSON (DISTRICT 1), MATT CALABRIA (DISTRICT 2), ERV PORTMAN (DISTRICT 4),
JAMES WEST (DISTRICT 5), JOHN BURNS (DISTRICT 7)

DURHAM COUNTY

DISTRICT ATTORNEY: ROGER ECHOLS
SHERIFF: CLARENCE BIRKHEAD
BOARD OF EDUCATION: MIKE LEE (DISTRICT 1), MATT SEARS (DISTRICT 3), NATALIE BEYER (DISTRICT 4)

ORANGE COUNTY

CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT: MARK KLEINSCHMIDT
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS: SALLY GREENE (AT-LARGE), EARL MCKEE (DISTRICT 2)
BOARD OF EDUCATION: SARAH SMYLIE, BRENDA STEPHENS, HILLARY MACKENZIE, WILL ATHERTON
SHERIFF: CHARLES BLACKWOOD

U.S. HOUSE

DISTRICT 2, REPUBLICAN: NO ENDORSEMENT
DISTRICT 2, DEMOCRAT: WENDY ELLA MAY
DISTRICT 4, DEMOCRAT: DAVID PRICE

STATE SENATE

DISTRICT 16, DEMOCRAT: LUIS TOLEDO

STATE HOUSE

DISTRICT 11, REPUBLICAN: NO ENDORSEMENT
DISTRICT 11, DEMOCRAT: ALLISON DAHLE
DISTRICT 33, DEMOCRAT: ROSA GILL
DISTRICT 35, REPUBLICAN: NO ENDORSEMENT
DISTRICT 35, DEMOCRAT: TERRENCE EVERETT

YYYY WHERE TO VOTE EARLY YYYY
DURHAM COUNTY

ORANGE COUNTY

HERBERT C. YOUNG
COMMUNITY CENTER
101 WILKINSON DRIVE, CARY
APRIL 26–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
NOON–7 P.M.
APRIL 28: 10 A.M.–5 P.M.
APRIL 29: 1 P.M.–5 P.M.
MAY 5: 10 A.M.– 1P.M.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
BRODHEAD CENTER
402 CHAPEL DRIVE, DURHAM
APRIL 19–21, APRIL 23–28,
APRIL 30–MAY 4: 9 A.M.–6 P.M.
APRIL 22, 29: NOON–4 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.

CARRBORO TOWN HALL
301 WEST MAIN STREET, CARRBORO
APRIL 21, 28: 9 A.M.–3 P.M.
APRIL 23–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
9 A.M.–5 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.

CHAVIS COMMUNITY CENTER
505 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
BOULEVARD, RALEIGH
APRIL 26–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
NOON–7 P.M.
APRIL 28: 10 A.M.–5 P.M.
APRIL 29: 1 P.M.–5 P.M.
MAY 5: 10 A.M.– 1P.M.

DURHAM COUNTY BOARD OF
ELECTIONS
201 NORTH ROXBORO STREET,
DURHAM
APRIL 19–21, APRIL 23–28,
APRIL 30–MAY 4: 9 A.M.–6 P.M.
APRIL 22, 29: NOON–4 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.

EAST REGIONAL LIBRARY
211 LICK CREEK LANE,
DURHAM
APRIL 19–21, APRIL 23–28,
APRIL 30–MAY 4: 9 A.M.–6 P.M.
APRIL 22, 29: NOON–4 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.
NCCU ONESTOP
640 NELSON STREET, DURHAM
APRIL 19–21, APRIL 23–28,
APRIL 30–MAY 4: 9 A.M.–6 P.M.
APRIL 22, 29: NOON–4 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.
NORTH REGIONAL LIBRARY
221 MILTON ROAD, DURHAM
APRIL 19–21, APRIL 23–28,
APRIL 30–MAY 4: 9 A.M.–6 P.M.
APRIL 22, 29: NOON–4 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.
SOUTH REGIONAL LIBRARY
4505 SOUTH ALSTON AVENUE,
DURHAM
APRIL 19–21, APRIL 23–28,
APRIL 30–MAY 4: 9 A.M.–6 P.M.
APRIL 22, 29: NOON–4 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.
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ORANGE COUNTY BOARD OF
ELECTIONS OFFICE
208 SOUTH CAMERON STREET,
HILLSBOROUGH
APRIL 19–20, APRIL 23–27,
APRIL 30–MAY 4: 9 A.M.–5 P.M.
APRIL 21, 28: 9 A.M.–3 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.

CHAPEL OF THE CROSS
304 EAST FRANKLIN STREET,
CHAPEL HILL
APRIL 21: 9 A.M.–3 P.M.
APRIL 23–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
NOON–6 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.
EFLAND RURITAN CLUB BUILDING
3009 FORREST AVENUE, EFLAND
APRIL 21, 28: 9 A.M.–3 P.M.
APRIL 23–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
NOON–6 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.
SEYMOUR CENTER
2551 HOMESTEAD DRIVE, CHAPEL HILL
APRIL 21, 28: 9 A.M.–3 P.M.
APRIL 23–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
NOON–6 P.M.
MAY 5: 9 A.M.–1 P.M.

WAKE COUNTY

WAKE COUNTY BOARD OF
ELECTIONS OFFICE
337 SOUTH SALISBURY STREET,
RALEIGH
APRIL 19–20, APRIL 23–27,
APRIL 30–MAY 4: 8:30 A.M.–5 P.M.
MAY 5: 10 A.M.–1 P.M.

HUNT COMMUNITY CENTER
301 STINSON AVENUE,
HOLLY SPRINGS
APRIL 26–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
NOON–7 P.M.
APRIL 28: 10 A.M.–5 P.M.
APRIL 29: 1 P.M.–5 P.M.
MAY 5: 10 A.M.– 1P.M.
LAKE LYNN COMMUNITY CENTER
7921 RAY ROAD, RALEIGH
APRIL 26–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
NOON–7 P.M.
APRIL 28: 10 A.M.–5 P.M.
APRIL 29: 1 P.M.–5 P.M.
MAY 5: 10 A.M.– 1P.M.
NORTHERN REGIONAL CENTER
305 EAST HOLDING AVENUE,
WAKE FOREST
APRIL 26–27, APRIL 30–MAY 4:
NOON–7 P.M.
APRIL 28: 10 A.M.–5 P.M.
APRIL 29: 1 P.M.–5 P.M.
MAY 5: 10 A.M.– 1P.M.
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a fine commissioner, but we’re sticking
with John Burns, one of the board’s sharpest minds and outspoken members.
Susan Evans would be a good
commissioner as well. In fact, this District
4 race, against Erv Portman, was the one
we struggled with most. A former school
board member who chaired the school
board’s finance committee and knows the
ins and outs of its budgeting process, Evans
fully understands the problems facing the
school system and the choices the county
will have to make. But here again, we’re
siding with the incumbent, as we believe
Portman’s been an effective policy maker,
even if he’s sometimes more cautious than
we’d prefer.

James West
There’s merit to the argument that Wake
County should better fund its schools.
While most of the blame lies with the
Republican legislature, which has largely
shirked its constitutional duty to provide
for a sound basic education, Wake’s
property taxes are relatively low compared
to Durham, Orange, and Mecklenburg
counties. And that would still be the case
if the county decided to give the school
system what it asked for.
Were our endorsements only focused
on that one budget vote, we might well be
backing the challengers. Instead, however,
we’ve looked at the commissioners’ entire
body of work, and there’s a lot to like.
The board has increased education
funding by about a third and has the
highest teacher supplement in the state;
after this year’s budget cycle, it will likely
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return per-pupil spending to county highs,
adjusted for inflation. We’d encourage
commissioners to be bold and push beyond
that; taxpayers are willing to shoulder the

Erv Portman
burden if they see results—and they will.
Beyond school funding, the board
pushed through a game-changing
transportation bond that will bring Wake’s
public transit system into the twentyfirst century (if a couple of decades late),
tackled complex issues like affordable
housing and food insecurity head-on, and
passed nondiscrimination and living-wage
ordinances for county employees (state
law forbids the county from doing the same
for private workers). It also enacted banthe-box legislation, a paid parental-leave
policy, and hired an economic development
officer whose mission is to work with
underprivileged communities.
Just last week, the board began
discussing incentives to lure businesses to
these neighborhoods and prod them into
paying a living wage doing other socially
responsible things. Just this week, the
board passed sustainability guidelines
for county construction projects, the
culmination of three years of work.
The dustups—the school-funding vote
last year, the more recent fight over the
Crooked Creek park project—get media
attention, but, on the whole, this has been
a very functional, diligent, pragmatic,
and, dare we say, progressive Board of
Commissioners. These five incumbents
deserve another term in office.
backtalk@indyweek.com

The INDY’s
Alternative Wedding Guide
Because your wedding doesn’t have to satisfy Martha Stewart.
Just you.
BY JEFFREY C. BILLMAN
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PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY STEVE OLIVA, CAITLIN PENNA, AND CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS

W

hat can you say about weddings that hasn’t been said a million
times before, in a million glossy magazines with size-0 models
in $8,000 gowns on the cover?
There’s a whole wedding-mag industry dedicated to servicing the wedding industry: Brides, The Knot, Martha Stewart Weddings, Town & Country
Weddings, etc. And if you actually read these things, you’ll see that they’re
pretty much all the same: wedding-day tips, etiquette lessons, lots and lots
of dresses. In this high-gloss, model-glamorous version of getting
hitched, rich, beautiful people drop tens of thousands of dollars on
ornately detailed ceremonies before jetting to Italy or the French
Riviera on a two-week honeymoon.
Over here in the real world, weddings are more often than
not a source of aggravation, full of headaches and family hassles and looming bills and thoughts like “Why the hell didn’t
we just elope?” (There’s a reason my second wedding cost nothing, involved no planning, and took place in a bar.) There is, of
course, something to be said for going the traditional route, if
that’s your thing—the church, the white dress, the tuxedo, the
beef Wellington, the champagne, the reception where your aunt
dances awkwardly to “Celebration.” Nothing wrong with
the formality, the ritual, the spectacle, the showcase.
But there’s also something to be said for junking all
of that and going your own way.
Weddings, after all, are the commemoration
of a commitment between two people. Everything else is a matter of taste. And so it
doesn’t really matter if you get hitched in a
church with stained-glass windows or a bar
with barely washed glasses. The only thing
that matters is the memories you make.
That’s where the INDY’s second annual
Alternative Wedding Guide comes in. No
matter how you choose to celebrate
your love—traditional or eclectic,
low-key or high-dollar—we want
you to be yourself and, most of
all, be happy.

Why Don’t We Do It
in the Road?

You can tie the knot above I-40,
or at the jail, or at a lot of weird places

T

he Durham County Detention
Facility isn’t the first place you’d
think of to get hitched. Unless
you’re Natalie Spring and Harris Carpenter, that is.
The Durham couple had vowed not to
get married until same-sex marriage was
legalized in North Carolina. In 2008, they
had a commitment ceremony that wasn’t
conventional either.
The ceremony took place at Seeds, a nonprofit garden school. They then took the
party to the “shell of a house” they were in
the middle of renovating, Spring says. Artist friends came over and decorated the
walls—drywall had just been installed a
few days earlier. They got trays of barbecue
from Q-Shack and a cake from Guglhupf.
When a federal judge struck down North
Carolina’s marriage ban on October 10,
2014, Spring and Carpenter wanted to
make it official. And they knew where to
go because some friends had done it ten
years before: the magistrate’s office at the
Durham jail. Had it not been a rainy Friday
evening, there may have been someone
taking out a warrant a few feet away while
they said “I do.”
They picked up a black and white cake from
Mad Hatter and called their friends to celebrate. Eight years later, Spring says she’s glad
she had a wedding that couldn’t have happened anywhere other than the Bull City.
“That’s the sort of weirdness I think old
Durham was,” Spring says. “It felt good to be
able to do that.”
Getting married at a jail may not be for
everyone, but it goes to show you don’t need
to have your wedding at a place of worship or a ballroom for it to be meaningful.
If you’ve got a favorite restaurant, bar, or
museum, ask if you can rent it out. Just be
sure to check if you need any permits, for
example to serve alcohol or take pictures.
Here’s a few of our ideas for unconventional spots to tie the knot.
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BY SARAH WILLETS

Married at a museum? Sure! PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MUSEUM OF LIFE AND SCIENCE

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO
TRAIL I-40 BRIDGE

This ten-foot-wide pedestrian bridge
wobbles slightly in the wind high above
throngs of commuters below, so it’s a
perfect venue for two adrenaline junkies to declare their eternal commitment.
Plus, the view can be pretty impressive
at sunset. A confused jogger might interrupt your vows, but that’s part of the fun,
right? Bonus: it’s technically a sidewalk,
so no permit needed, and there’s plenty
of parking at the nearby Southpoint Mall.

RALEIGH TROLLEY

The old-timey Raleigh Trolley already
offers wedding-day transportation, but
we say why not do the whole thing
on the go? Pile your friends and an
officiant with a sense of humor
onboard and hit some of your favorite
spots downtown. Some balancing skills
required.

BEER STUDY DURHAM

If you’re taking advice from the INDY’s
Alternative Wedding Guide, you probably spend a good amount of time here
anyway. Beer Study on University Drive
is part brewery, part bar, and part arcade.
The back room, with a capacity of about
forty to fifty people, is available to rent
for special occasions. Toast the occasion
with a brew from the adjoining Starpoint
Brewery (fingers crossed they bring back
that strawberry IPA) and, instead of a
first dance as a married couple, impress
your friends with your pinball skills.

SPRUCE PINE LODGE

If you want to get in touch with nature on
your big day, check out city, county, and
state parks department websites to see
what facilities are available for rent. We
like Spruce Pine Lodge, a rustic 1940s
log and stone retreat in the Lake Michie
Recreation Area in northeast Durham.

The building, which fits about a hundred
people, includes a kitchen and a large deck
overlooking the woods. There’s also a lawn,
field and picnic shelter available for rent.

MYSTIC FARM & DISTILLERY

Mystic bills itself as the Triangle’s only
“field to bottle” farm distillery, producing top-notch bourbon, bourbon liqueur,
moonshine, and gin. Its facilities, including the tasting room and kitchen, can also
be rented for special events, with views
of the farm, ponds, and woods. Bonus:
Mystic is the world’s largest solar-powered bourbon distillery, so you can feel
good about yourself while you get happy
drunk in front of your new in-laws.

MUSEUM OF LIFE AND
SCIENCE

Most museums and galleries in Raleigh
and Durham offer space rental for special events. We’re partial to the nerdier options. At the Museum of Life and

Where to Take Your
Out-of-Town Guests
It’s never easy dealing with the inevitable
nerves that emerge as your wedding day
approaches. But keeping a needy group
of family and friends busy can crank your
stress levels to epic highs. Here are some
ideas to keep the fam occupied for hours,
if not days, while you’re preparing for your
own big day.
DUKE GARDENS: Sarah P. Duke Gardens’
fifty-five acres showcase plant varieties from
across the world. The Page-Rollins White
Garden, inspired by the cottage gardens of
England, is especially ideal for pictures with
the family, and the Asiatic Garden’s winding
trails offer limitless exotic views.
420 Anderson Street, Durham

Science in Durham, you can one take
giant leap into married life alongside a
lunar lander in the aerospace exhibit or
declare your love in the butterfly house.
The museum offers add-ons like a butterfly release, an animal encounter, or
frozen cocktails made with liquid nitrogen. Honorable mention to the North
Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences
in Raleigh, which we featured in this
issue last year. There, you can get married amid dinosaur skeletons, “hordes of
termites,” or a dry tropical forest. Nothing says “I love you” quite like termites.

THE PINHOOK

Many local concert venues are also
available for rent. We can think of no more
unique, loving option than The Pinhook
in downtown Durham, which has offered
a safe space for anyone who needs one
since forever. With an outdoor patio, a
disco ball, and your friends, what else
could you need?

works by Louise Bourgeois, Yoan Capote,
and Lien Truong, is more than enough to
revive their interests.
2110 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh
CAROLINA BASKETBALL MUSEUM:
Sports junkies will drool over the impressively extensive artifacts and historical tributes to Roy Williams, Dean Smith, and
Michael Jordan at this museum, located on
the campus of UNC.
450 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill
ARTSPACE: This visual arts center features
a revolving lineup of exhibitions and houses
studios for dozens of the area’s greatest artists. Drop in for an urban drawing class, an
art happy hour, or the premiere of a new
showing.
201 East Davie Street, Raleigh

RALEIGH FLEA MARKET: Peoplewatching at the Raleigh Flea Market is
sometimes even more fun than shopping
there. Nonetheless, we’ve scored some
pretty cool finds, including a mid-century
sword, an antique banjo, and plenty of retro
video games.
1025 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh

UMSTEAD STATE PARK: Twenty miles
of hiking and thirteen miles of bike trails
weave around three lakes in this legendary
local spot, giving hardcore backpackers and
casual sightseers alike plenty to do.
Crabtree Entrance: 8801 Glenwood
Avenue, Raleigh
Reedy Creek Entrance: 1800 North
Harrison Avenue, Cary

NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF ART:
With a permanent collection spanning five
thousand years and the largest outdoor art
park in the country, family and friends can
be whisked away for hours in the vast galleries of the NCMA. Even if the family’s already
stopped by on a previous visit to the Triangle, a slew of recent acquisitions, including

NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCES: This one’s a no-brainer
for kids. The museum’s enormous whale
and dinosaur skeletons are always a big
hit. Take a walk through the museum’s living conservatory, which harbors butterflies,
turtles, exotic plants, and an elusive sloth.
11 West Jones Street, Raleigh
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A Gender-Neutral
Guide to Suits
Why should dresses have all the fun?
BY ALLISON HUSSEY
ILLUSTRATIONS BY CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS

M

uch ado is made about wedding dresses, and understandably so. They can
be gorgeous, intricate works of art as much as they are functional garments.
But what if you don’t want to wear a dress? Suits, too, are an essential part
of wedding wear. The finer details of suits and their accessories are myriad, from the
necessity of pocket squares and cummerbunds to lapels, buttons, vents, and cufflinks.
But a good-looking suit doesn’t have to break the bank—in fact, if you know the basics
of what you’re looking for, a good tailor can get you looking like a million bucks on the
(relatively) cheap. In the meantime, we’re here to help you with that first part.

1. MODERATE MAGIC
You probably won’t ever have to wear a tuxedo as a wedding guest, but a nice black suit is
the way to go for more formal affairs. The most important measurement on any suit is the
shoulders: if it doesn’t fit well there, it will be difficult (if not impossible) for a tailor to get
the rest of the garment to hang correctly. Too-tight shoulders will be flat-out uncomfortable, and you run the risk of looking like Klaus Nomi if you go too wide. A bolo tie—you
read that right—can make for a snazzy, unexpected accessory with a black suit, but just
about any other kind of tie will do just fine.

2. RAZOR SHARP
A super-tailored or Italian-style suit can lend you a sharp silhouette, which is perfect if
you’re hoping to achieve a sleek, angular look. Lighter suits, like this gray one, are usually
best for daytime or afternoon weddings. For spring and summer weddings, a light-colored
cotton or linen suit is appropriate, as long as you avoid looking like you stumbled in from
a beach somewhere. A tie can dictate how dated your ensemble looks, so avoid one that’s
too wide or extra-skinny. Spice up your tie a little more with a fancy knot (like a truelove!),
and add some extra bedazzle in the form of a tie tack or a clip.

3. NICE AND EASY
Minimally tailored “sack” suits give a little more room to the form around the body—
depending on your body type, this may also be the most comfortable fit. These suits
gained traction in the United States as mass-produced clothing caught on, so if you’re
dressing on a budget, you can probably get a thrifted suit in this style fairly easily. It’s
hard to go wrong with a navy suit in just about any setting. And don’t think bow ties are
reserved for fratty types or Pee-Wee Herman wannabes—they can be as whimsical or
conventional as you’d like.
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Cake Boss

The next generation of weird and
wonderful wedding cakes
BY NICK GALLAGHER

M

any long-established wedding traditions are being altered, twisted, and
revamped to accommodate the interests
and aesthetics of a new wave of couples.
That goes for cakes, too. We talked to Todd
Mozingo, the owner of Edible Arts Bakery,
the oldest dessert bakery in Raleigh, about
some of his bakery’s wildest custom creations and how the industry is evolving.
INDY: What are some of the most unorthodox cakes Edible Art has created?
Todd Mozingo: Overall, the majority of
the cakes that we do are very traditional.
However, we have done some traditionally structured, regularly tiered wedding
cakes with very interesting decor. Recently,
we did one that was all black. We did one
that was purple with an ombre design and
with gold accents on it. We did, about two
years ago, a Super Mario Brothers-themed
cake. Last fall, we did a Victorian-themed
cake that had a giant octopus climbing up PHOTO BY ARTBYASH
it because the bride was a marine biologist. We did a Day of the Dead-themed cake What’s on the horizon in the weddinga couple of years ago, and it had chocolate cake industry?
Many years ago, people were really focused
skulls and flowers on it.
on making cakes as glamorous as possiWhat’s the process of creating a wedding ble. Since that time, we have really been
focused on a couple of things. And that is
cake, from conception to execution?
Sometimes people come in with a general textured buttercream, where you take the
idea or elements from different cakes. And spatula and make ridges in the cake in difthen we sketch a design once they decide to ferent directions, and lace patterns. Here,
work with us. The majority of the time, they we are a bit different in that we don’t use a
come in with a picture, and maybe we make lot of molds or stencils. We freehand a lot of
some slight modifications. Baking a wed- our designs. Our designers are very skilled
ding cake, especially a large tiered cake, can at looking at a picture of a dress or a linen
take several hours from the mixing to the and just drawing what they see. Naked
baking. Then the cake is cooled, assembled, cakes, interestingly, started about five years
ago. Those are cakes with no icing or very
and pre-iced. It usually sits overnight.
little icing. That trend has stuck. All white
Today, some couples are choosing to forgo is also really big; we don’t use as much color
wedding cakes altogether. What are the on cakes as we used to.
popular alternatives?
We offer cupcakes. I think we are probably What are you experimenting with?
one of the few places around that also does We are a Southern-style bakery, so somepetits fours, which are little hand-cut, thing like French macarons, that’s not
hand-glazed cakes. We make macarons and something I envisioned offering on a daily
dessert parfaits, which sort of tend to wax basis five years ago. So, it’s been really
and wane in terms of popularity. We make exciting to [explore] outside of that mold
miniature pies. We run the gamut in terms a little bit.
backtalk@indyweek.com
of small desserts that we offer.
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Stop, Rewind

Don’t ruin your reception with
these faux-pas tracks
BY ALLISON HUSSEY

T

here’s a near-infinite crop of songs
you can queue up to celebrate the
new chapter of your life with your partner.
But here are some you should absolutely,
under no circumstances, play when you
get married. No, these aren’t the wellworn favorites like Kool and the Gang’s
“Celebration” or Etta James’s “At Last.”
These are but a few of the songs that
are wildly inappropriate for wedding
receptions, yet somehow end up getting
played there anyway.
We’ll start with the slow-dance, soft
rock numbers. For one, do not play Bon
Iver’s “Skinny Love.” The song is called
“Skinny Love” because it’s about a love
that’s so starved and emaciated that it can
barely survive. That’s the opposite if what
you’re celebrating at your wedding. Maybe
you’ve never listened to The Police’s “Every

Breath You Take” too closely, and you think,
“Ah, a nice song about being with someone
forever!” But listen closer—it’s creepy and
stalkery. Similarly, The Beach Boys’ “God
Only Knows” may seem sweet, but it’s too
much of a sneaky downer for your happy
day. Do you really want a song that wonders
“what good would livin’ do me” if the
relationship ends? And regardless if you go
with Dolly or Whitney, “I Will Always Love
You” is about a bittersweet parting, which is
probably not the kind of eternal love you’re
hoping to honor.
Maybe you want a few recent pop hits
in the mix to dance to. Good idea! But
the following songs are bad ideas: Justin
Bieber’s “Sorry” (another breakup song!)
Sam Hunt’s “Body Like a Back Road” (gag),
Drake’s “Hotline Bling” (“Whiny ‘Nice
Guy’: The Song”), Meghan Trainor’s “Dear

ILLUSTRATION BY CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS

Future Husband” (which, in addition to
being too on-the-nose, is thoroughly not
cute). Outkast’s “Hey Ya” is much less
recent, but it’s another sneaky-downer

breakup number that doesn’t fit in with a
happy celebration.
This should go without saying, but it
doesn’t: Robin Thicke’s “Blurred Lines” is
not a fun song at all. The track’s “I know you
want it” refrain is cretinous to an astonishing degree, and yet the song still enjoys
a stronghold on pop culture. Find another boogie-friendly song that doesn’t give a
green light to sexual harassment.
And of course, if you haven’t done so
already, expunge R. Kelly’s “Ignition
(Remix)” from all party playlists forever.
The man is a sexual predator, and he has no
place in any kind of society, much less at a
wedding reception.
OK? OK. Good luck with wrangling those
playlists, deejays, and hired-gun bands.
Happy dancing, y’all!
music@indyweek.com
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All That Glitters

From rings to cufflinks, custom-made wedding jewelry
can add special sentiment to your big day

N

obody needs to tell you how huge
jewelry is within the massive
wedding-industry
scheme.
There are some companies that are happy
to have you believe that the bigger the
diamond, the stronger your love. But it
doesn’t have to be that way, of course—
you may find yourself more interested in
getting a one-of-a-kind, meaningful piece
to celebrate your partnership. That’s
where local artists like Staci Sawyer
Phebus, who runs Raleigh’s Juniper Bay
Metals, come in.
Phebus has sold her wares full-time as
Juniper Bay Metals for about four years,
but she’s been a practicing metal artist for
close to twenty. Custom wedding jewelry
isn’t the bread-and-butter of her business,
she says, but it’s nonetheless a special part.
“I like to celebrate the material,” Phebus
says. “Sometimes people will come to me
with gold from their grandparents’ or
parents’ wedding bands and want me to
use that material to create a new piece. I’m
inspired by that process and the sentiment
that goes into that, and how special that is
for those people to carry on.”
When you’re considering a custom
piece, Phebus says, you don’t usually have
to do much in the way of preparation. It’s
good to do a little research and know what
kind of materials you want, and if there are
any styles or designs you absolutely love
or hate. Trusting the artist you’re working
with and being able to communicate with
them is essential.
“The artist is always going to want to
use their own creative process and design
sense,” Phebus says. “It’s complicated when
people maybe want something that I am not
going to be able to offer, so I try to be really
up front and figure that out right away.”
Luckily, Phebus says, the local metalsmithing community is a tight-knit bunch,
and they refer clients to each other regularly. She says Instagram can be a helpful tool for discovering local artists, while
Pinterest can be useful for figuring out
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BY ALLISON HUSSEY
“Be ready to make a little bit of
an investment, if not financially, in
interacting and getting to know the person
that you’re working with,” Phebus says.
When it comes to rings, especially, one
of the most important considerations is
how and when you’ll wear it. Your job
and hobbies can influence the kinds of
materials that should be used—if you’re a
regular rock climber, for example, you’ll
want something sturdy. Even bartenders
will have special needs, Phebus says.
Several years ago, she made a custom ring
for Garland’s Cheetie Kumar, who was
bartending frequently at the time. Kumar’s
previous ring had a resin in it that was
damaged by the acidic juices of lemons
and limes at the bar, so Phebus fixed her
up with a silver and topaz ring that wasn’t
susceptible to the same damage.
Above and below, Staci Sawyer Phebus, owner of Juniper Bay Metals, works on
While rings are typically at the center
a wedding band in her studio. PHOTOS BY CAITLIN PENNA
of wedding-jewelry conversations, a
sentimental piece to celebrate a marriage
doesn’t have to be a ring, Phebus says. One
of her favorite pieces of wedding-related
jewelry was a brooch that was used for a
proposal instead of a ring; she’s also made
cuff links for groomsmen and matching
necklaces that were gifts for a bridal party.
Shopping small and working with an artist
directly can help bring these outside-thebox ideas to life.
Ultimately, Phebus says, artisanal
jewelry has a value that far exceeds the
materials that go into it. You can get an
heirloom-quality piece that will last for
decades, one that embodies the deeper
sentiments of your marriage far better
than any mall jewelry store can offer.
“I feel like the energy that’s put into custom pieces and design has a soul to it, a special quality to it, that you just aren’t going
to get if you buy something that’s factorymade,” Phebus says. “I think that carries on.
and giving them enough time to complete If people are bringing a sentimental idea
what styles you like (understand that
the piece—Phebus prefers to have at least into the creation of it, I feel like it continues
artists won’t be happy to rip off others’
three months to work on a custom piece, to exist within those pieces.”
designs, however). You should also plan
if not more.
on meeting with the artist at least once
ahussey@indyweek.com

Where to Find
Last-Minute
Gifts
For the couple with a
sweet tooth:
VIDERI CHOCOLATE: The area’s best
chocolate is made in Raleigh. Videri offers
everything from bitter sea-salt bars to
creamy milk chocolate. For the best variety,
choose the fifteen-piece confections box
full of bonbons and caramels.
327 West Davie Street, Raleigh

For the garden enthusiasts:
THE ZEN SUCCULENT: A wide variety
of terrariums, ceramic planters, and plantcare starter kits are perfect introductions to
the world of lichen, mosses, and succulents.
125 East Parrish Street, #100-A,
Durham

For a one-stop shop:
RALEIGH PROVISIONS:
Raleigh
Provisions creates curated gift baskets
overflowing with goodies from around the
Triangle. Those include the coffee lover gift
set, the N.C. barbecue lover basket, the nutlover basket, and the home bartender gift
basket.
107 East Davie Street, Raleigh

For beverage aficionados:
TOPO ORGANIC SPIRITS: TOPO holds
the distinction of being the first organic distillery in the Deep South. And its wide variety of spirits, which are nearly all made with
local soft red winter wheat, can be admired
on their own, without a mixer.
505 West Franklin Street, Chapel Hill

For the foodie couple:
WHISK KITCHEN SUPPLY STORE:
Whisk carries all of the kitchen essentials,
along with a variety of specialized gadgets.
316 Colonades Way, #214, Cary

For the bookworm couple:
QUAIL RIDGE BOOKS: This independent
bookstore carries a broad catalog of work
by local authors and poets. A subscription
to Quail Ridge’s book club is always a great
option. It offers discounts and special sales
for products across the store.
4209 Lassiter Mill Road, #100, Raleigh

For the music enthusiasts:
BULL CITY RECORDS: This independent
record store carries vinyl from every band
you love and plenty of great bands that
you’ve never heard of.
2600 Hillsborough Road, Durham
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Unholy Matrimony
How to officiate a wedding on the fly
when you’re a marriage skeptic

T

wo hundred miles west of the Triangle, in the Blue
Ridge Mountains, two waterfalls begin at the head
of Linville Gorge. As they cascade down a series
of tiers, they merge into one before plunging through more
than forty feet of open air. To the Cherokee people, this
was “the river of many cliffs,” but eighteenth-century colonizers renamed the area after a white family killed in the
gorge by Native Americans,
who were also said to use the
falls to execute prisoners.
At risk of less hyperbole than you might imagine,
that’s what the institution of
marriage seemed like to me: a
loss of individuality followed
by a precipitous drop into the
rest of your life, a scenic vista
stained with uneasy history. Nevertheless, on short
notice and without any particular qualifications, I had
been summoned to Linville
Falls to officiate a wedding
ceremony.
On paper, this made no
sense. I wasn’t religious. I’d
gotten no license online. As
I’ve implied, I regarded traditional marriage as a dreamy
swoon into an enticing but
deceptive story at best, a
bald-faced system for consolidating resources down patriarchal lines at worst, or, most
neutrally, a legal structure for ILLUSTRATION BY STEVE OLIVA
people who wanted to raise
families. The idea of presiding over a wedding made me
feel stressed and a little scared, so I figured I should do it.
Anyway, my friend asked me to, and really, I understood
why. He and his wife weren’t religious, either, so the whole
god thing didn’t need to be dealt with. They were making
it legal through the proper bureaucratic channels, so
certification wasn’t an issue. And they weren’t precious
about their marriage, which represented a genuine
commitment but also had a certain necessity for them as
a transnational couple.
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BY BRIAN HOWE
They really just needed someone in North Carolina,
near where the groom lived, to say some words at a party.
He was my oldest friend; I knew him and his family. I was
writer. I could say things. When I started to think about it
this way—as putting a veneer of ritual and circumstance
on this wonderful, unexpected, slightly mad thing someone I loved was doing with someone he loved—I got it.

Still, I had no idea what to say. Subtracting god, government, and a long backstory for the couple, what was left?
I struggled with the ceremony in the week or two I had.
More truthfully, I stared at a blank page. The groom had
given me only the vaguest outline of what this magical
mystery secular-casual wedding ceremony might contain.
The biggest problem was that I had met the bride only two
or three times because the courtship happened mostly
overseas. I liked her a lot, but I didn’t know her. I worried
that anything I wrote would be his story, not theirs.

In the end, I had to fall back on what I knew. So on the
morning of the wedding, I drove off to the mountains with
no ceremony in hand.
Look, if you’re officiating a traditional wedding, this
method may not work for you. There are all kinds of
arcane rules about when a bride can be looked at and the
kinds of things she can be bothered with. I imagine asking a couple to sit down mere
hours before their wedding
to be interviewed by the officiant as he typed out their
service like a sweaty journalist on deadline would contravene many of these rules.
But that’s what I did, and
it worked out pretty great,
building the ceremony not
from the beats of the ritual but from their voices and
story, its improvised rhythm.
This is what I needed to center myself in the meaning of
the moment—the pair of falls
behind the plunge, how and
where they blended.
It wasn’t the most solemn
affair, though it was joyous
and earnest. The ceremony
included words like “Tinder”
and “hot lumberjack.” But at
the end, we did do a proper,
old-fashioned exchange of
vows, and by the time we got
to the rings (“which I know
you both regard as symbols
of permission to give and
receive unconditional love rather than as symbols of
ownership”), I confess I could feel tremors of liturgical
power, pronouncing such old words in an old rhythm.
Paradoxically, it was then, through stark contrast,
that I could most sharply feel marriage as something
that could transcend the institution’s history, something
unique to these people in this moment—and just maybe,
one day, to me. Maybe.
“You may kiss the groom,” I said. Then we drank.
bhowe@indyweek.com

MOOGFEST

Power Switch

Can Moogfest help us unlearn the
power of patriarchy?

I

n December, Moogfest announced
its first wave of programming with a
twist: all of the performers and presenters identified as nonbinary or
female. While lauded by many, the festival’s decision wasn’t without controversy.
Caroline Polachek, who was announced in
that first wave, dropped out of the festival,
citing her anger at being unnecessarily othered without her permission. “Gender is not
a genre,” she wrote on Twitter.
That’s true, but gender and other identity factors have become something of a new
guidepost for conscientious consumption.
How often do we seek out art made by those
whose lives look different than our own?
Whose voices get prioritized on label rosters,
magazine covers, and festival lineups, and
why? What other unlearning of the patriarchy do we still have left to do?
It’s easy to tie curatorial decisions like
this one to the #MeToo movement, wherein
those abused by men in positions of power
have reclaimed their strength by publicly
speaking out against those who did them
harm. But a more accurate truth, at least
in the music industry, is that people from
traditionally marginalized backgrounds are
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now making the art that’s more suited to our
times. Artists like Kelela explore intersecting
identities through sound, while others, like
Norway’s Jenny Hval, lay bare stark personal
truths about everything from self-doubt to
menstruation. Chelsea Manning, the transgender soldier-turned-information-activist
who had to drop an interview with the INDY
last-minute, delivers the festival’s keynote
address on Saturday afternoon.
But the men of Moogfest have plenty to
offer, too—Jon Hopkins builds immensely
beautiful worlds with sensitive, spiritual
touches. KRS-One has been a leading figure
in hip-hop for nearly three decades, while
Mouse on Mars has made a music career
out of dissolving the boundaries between
different strains of electronic music. On
Monday, the festival added Moses Sumney,
whose 2017 album Aromanticism is a
stirring rumination on intimacy.
A single music festival can’t fix centuries
of toxic power dynamics or their trickledown effects. But it can at least push us
toward thinking about pulling those systems
apart, offering an extra spark in the long
march toward gender-blind equality.
—Allison Hussey

M O O G F E S T

Sights Unseen

Lower your lids and open your third eye with the sublime
spiritual techno of Jon Hopkins
BY BRIAN HOWE

I

f 2013’s Immunity promoted Jon Hopkins from respected niche taste to noted
techno auteur, his brand new album,
Singularity, enshrines him as one of today’s
most visionary, ambitious producers. We
reached the Moogfest headliner, who heroically stepped in on deadline day and took our
call in an airport lounge after Chelsea Manning cancelled her interview with us, to learn
more about the spiritual dimensions that are
so clearly but abstractly present in his music,
how his two similarly named albums related
to each other and thrust toward a trilogy, and
his holistic approach to albums in an age that
tends to favor the track.

of colors from the same track. Sometimes
at shows you see people standing with their
eyes shut, and I love that. In some ways, that’s
the purest approach.

INDY: Your albums are such deep listening
experiences and they happen so much in
controlled stereo space. How do you translate that to a live show?
JON HOPKINS: The first step is separating
every sound out. Often, I’ll reduce a lot of the
stereo complexity or it just becomes messay. So even though it may sound emotionally similar to the record, a lot of layers have
been taken out. I’ve also revisited tracks from
Immunity and primed them to sit alongside
the new ones.

Your music feels like a brain to me. It’s
very psychological in some way. But I also
understand from the recent New Yorker
article that this album follows a seeking
period in your life. Can you tell us about
your life leading up to this record and how
it seeped in?
Yeah, I think every record I make is a distillation of what’s happened not just when
I’m writing but, particularly, before that.
It was a period of burnout following too
much touring and the insomnia I developed. Seeking solutions plunged me deep
into meditation, which is something I was
familiar with already. But I learned new
types, transcendental in particular, and
I also just found myself having a lot of
visionary experiences with natural psychedelics. It was this opening up of consciousness. Whatever mood, whatever
transitions that are occurring in the brain,
they will come out in the music whether
you like it or not. In a way it made for a
potentially riskier album in that it’s quite
a lot more open-hearted and wears its
heart on its sleeve, to use two cheesy heart
references.
With the last record, [Immunity]—in
London particularly, it’s a safer bet to
make a sort of dark, heavy thing than it

And I assume you build in visual elements?
Yeah, that’s a big part of it. It’s a good opportunity to really think about how these tracks
should look, which is something I don’t really
think about while writing.
That’s interesting because to me, your
music is so visual. But you’re not even thinking about the visuals when you’re making it.
Yeah, it’s funny, I’ve noticed that people have
very different responses to the visual side.
A lot of people see very specific things. I
don’t. To me, they’re kind of like dimensional
abstract spaces and shapes, complex, almost
like buildings or rooms with objects in them.
I’ll meet one person who gets one landscape
from it and another who gets a whole series

That must be cool to see people with
their eyes closed and imagine all the different things they’re seeing—everybody
in their own world with this piece of
music that you made.
That’s the beauty of music. It’s a language
that says things you can’t say in words, but
one where people hear different things. I
always find it remarkable, the effects of
music on the brain.

Jon Hopkins PHOTO BY STEVE GULLICK
is to make a sparkly, spiritual record. I
became very convinced that I had to do
exactly what I felt. It was an amazingly
complicated process at first but as I got
towards the end of it, things just started
seeming to fall into place. It ended up being
as magical an experience to write as I hope
people will have listening to it.
I always had this latent sense that, OK, this
is someone who does yoga or reads Carlos
Castaneda.
[Laughs] I have got the book, I haven’t read it
yet. I need to read it.

You’ll love it. Great tour reading. So,
Immunity, Singularity—it feels like a trilogy
forming.
You’re absolutely right. I even have the third
name.
Are you sharing that name yet?
[Laughs] No! The second one’s been out a
week.
Fair. Can you talk about how those concepts
relate to each other, and also how they differentiate those two albums, Immunity and
Singularity?
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I haven’t thought about them in relation to
each other that much. So much of this happens
on instinct. There was an element of using
music almost as a shield back then. The name
Immunity came from this feeling I get when
music’s going well. If you’re writing something
and it really, truly lights you up, the world feels
like a different place, hopeful and positive. So
that was music as a shield and as a release,
maybe. There’s quite a lot of aggression in the
music as well, and there is on this album, too,
particularly in the first half, but with Immunity there was more nihilism, maybe less clarity about what I really wanted to transmit.
On this one, the concepts are bigger. Immunity was kind of looking in, introverted, while
Singularity has a feeling of vastness. In a way
they’re completely opposing.
It should be interesting to see how you
resolve that opposition on the third part of
this trilogy.
I know that it’s going to have to be very different. I feel like with this one, I’ve taken this
exact combination of styles, at least rhythmically, as far as I can.

MOOG

Well, as long as the title ends in “-ity,”
we’ll be fine. So Jon, I always have this
sense that you approach albums holistically, not as like collections of tracks. How
does that whole start to come into view
for you?
Yeah, that’s really important to me. People
ask, ‘Why do you bother doing this when
no one listens to it that way?’ My response
is always, I can’t really make it my business
how people consume it. All I can do is make
it exactly how I see it being made. At the
beginning, of course, you have no real idea,
but really quite early on, it starts forming
into a whole, and I can imagine the kind
of line graph of it. It will become apparent
what the first track is, and it just allows you
to sonically piece together a narrative. The
songs should work in isolation, but the way
they affect each other can exponentially
improve the experience. For me, an hour is
the perfect amount of time. I just love that
format. There are people who refused to listen to the singles because they’ve heard me
talking about this, which is just lovely.
bhowe@indyweek.com

BRIEF

Chelsea’s Next Chapter
What does a music festival have to do with
activism toward a more open government?
On the surface, not much, which makes
Chelsea Manning—who rocketed toward
international recognition when she was
imprisoned in 2010 for leaked scores of confidential documents about the United States’
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan—seem like an
odd choice for Moogfest’s keynote address.
But her advocacy for openness transfers pretty
seamlessly to creative communities that
likewise benefit from enthusiastic exchanges
of ideas.
President Barack Obama commuted Manning’s sentence in his final days in office, and
since re-entering civilian life almost exactly
a year ago, Manning has plunged herself
headfirst into progressive activism. Her list
of causes feels almost interminable: a free
press, Palestine, labor rights, and universal
healthcare all have her favor, unlike fracking,
racism, transphobia, the current president,
and Immigrations and Customs Enforcement.
She touts her causes on Twitter with cheery,
emoji-adorned #WeGotThis encouragements.
What most of her missives have in common,
though, is a dedication to fostering connections among all people, regardless of race,
class, gender, or nationality.
Now, Manning is working on a book about
her time in prison as she’s mounting a bid
for a Senate seat in Maryland. At Moogfest,
however, she’ll focus on discussing how
22 | 5.16.18 | INDYweek.com
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privacy laws and a perpetually morphing
digital world will shape creativity. Manning’s
busy schedule and engagement with so
many social justice causes indicate that she’s
not content to settle down and take it easy,
despite having spent the last few years in a
government wringer. If she can continue to
channel that energy into meaningful action—
whether it’s in Washington, D.C., online, or
both—Manning stands to grow into one of
this generation’s most powerful advocates
against oppression. —Allison Hussey

M O O G F E S T
Circular Listening

A new audio system installed at The Armory wraps the
audience in 360 degrees of music BY NICK GALLAGHER

W

hen Hans Scharoun set out to
design a new home for the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra in the
early 1960s, he was inspired by his observation
that people listening to street performances naturally arrange themselves in a circle.
Scharoun went on to develop a concert hall
with seating patterns that surround the stage,
giving the audience unprecedented clarity to
hear every pluck of a violin string, every bellow of a horn, and every boom of a bass drum.
Decades later, researchers at Virginia Tech
and Meyer Sound are exploring ways to bring
immersive audio engineering into the twentyfirst century with a novel spatial audio system
that makes its debut at Moogfest.
The immersive sound design system—called
Audio Cubed, or A3—will be employed for nine
sets at The Armory. The setup, which uses
twenty-four independent speakers to create
a multi-dimensional sound, is the culmination of a partnership between Virginia Tech’s
Institute for Creativity, Arts, and Technology (ICAT), and Meyer Sound, an innovative
audio-engineering company in Berkeley, California. Preliminary research for the A3 system
took place in Virginia Tech’s Cube, a multidisciplinary facility used for sound experiments
and cutting-edge art installations. The Cube
can utilize up to one hundred-fifty speakers,
leading Virginia Tech to claim that it’s “home to
one of the largest multichannel audio systems
in the world.”
Ryan McHugh, a graduate student at Virginia Tech who serves as a marketing and publicity coordinator for the A3 program, says those
speakers can be arranged in nearly limitless
combinations in order to closely mimic sounds
in the natural environment.
“You hear in spatial audio all the time. There’s

sound above you, beneath you, around you,”
McHugh explains. But it’s difficult for performers to replicate that sensation in real time, especially since most venues traditionally place
outward-facing speakers only at the front of
the stage. A3 is different in that its speaker
arrangement allows the audience to experience
a 360-degree field of audio.
That wider range of immersion and
flexibility is useful across genres, from the
aggressive industrial doom metal of Author
& Punisher to lush classical compositions
from Valgeir Siguðsson. Both artists worked
with audio engineers Tanner Upthegrove
and Mike Roan to rehearse songs that they
created specifically for their sets at The
Armory. Meanwhile, the German electronic
duo Mouse on Mars and the experimental
hip-hop group Shabazz Palaces traveled to
Berkeley to practice with Meyer Sound in
preparation for their A3 performances.
McHugh explains that the field of spatial
audio engineering is still in its early stages—
most spatial audio work has been experimental and research-oriented, and it’s especially
rare for these types of systems to be employed
at such a large scale for popular performances.
A3 also represents a new nexus between art
and science, a kind of avant-garde approach to
a scientific inquiry about how to best replicate
sounds in a controlled environment. McHugh
thinks these experiments can scale up, too.
“They’re looking at putting [A3] in bigger
halls, coliseums, huge venues, with hundreds
and thousands of speakers that would all be
specifically designed for an acoustic, sonic,
360-degree experience,” McHugh says. “We
feel that we’re kind of on the cusp of what the
next step is in concert experience.”
music@indyweek.com
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Deep Cuts

Kelela's future pop
transformatively draws on the
music of the African diaspora
BY STEPHANIE SMITH-STRICKLAND

O

n October 1, 2013, electro-R&B
futurist Kelela Mizanekristos
debuted her inaugural mixtape,
Cut 4 Me. The thirteen-track effort, released
through Los Angeles-based indie label Fade
to Mind, was a deliciously grimy, synthinformed foray through dubstep, R&B, hiphop, and a fusion of other adjacent genres
and futuristic sounds.
As a young transplant to New York City,
where the world of underground clubs and
niche pockets of subculture had opened me
up to new iterations of multidimensional blackness—many of which I felt finally
reflected my own experiences—Cut 4 Me felt
intimate and absolutely soul-searing.
The project became a soundtrack to my
newfound sense of freedom: I had finally left
the small, white town of my childhood and
migrated out of the South, where I’d attended university. I had also entered my first
real relationship with a woman, and through
wonderful friends, I was slowly coming to
terms with being queer—and the fact that
being so as the daughter of an African immigrant wasn’t the end of the world, or the
end of my relationship with my mother, as I
always secretly feared it might be.
Living and partying in Brooklyn was my
first real exposure to a community of creatives from the black diaspora (and beyond),
who didn’t see my broad interests and tastes
as the trappings of the “weird” black girl, as
had frequently occurred in my childhood. In
fact, discovering these communities and falling in love with musicians like Kelela, who
fearlessly rejected world-imposed labels and
announced their presence by being uncompromisingly themselves, made my own
desire for self-discovery feel more pressing
and necessary than ever before.
Born in 1983, in Washington, D.C. to
immigrant parents, Kelela’s childhood as a
24 | 5.16.18 | INDYweek.com

second generation Ethiopian-American was
informed by an innate familial connection to
the African diaspora. The music of Miriam
Makeba was just as commonplace as the
sounds of New Jack Swing and the electric
energy of Janet Jackson. She would also fall
in love with R&B singers like Kelly Rowland
and experimentalists like Björk, whom she
has cited as an enduring influence.
These interests were also supplemented
by a driving curiosity and desire to discover the cultural movements and moments
happening around her. She first became
enamored with electronic music through a
random Napster download. In her Fall 2017
Fader cover story, the singer shared that her
parents immigrated from the Horn of Africa during the seventies. Both attended university on affirmative action scholarships
for African students. As Kelela related to
writer Lakin Starling, the young couple met
through a campus student movement that
advocated for radical institutional change.
This progressive, change-minded ethos is
a quiet hallmark of Kelela’s music and her
interaction with the world as an artist and
intellect.
Yet far before the days of Cut 4 Me,
2015’s Hallucinogen, or last year’s Take Me
Apart, Kelela was an aspiring singer who
believed her journey was destined to start
when she was accepted to the prestigious
Duke Ellington School of the Arts. As she
told Fader, she was unable to attend due
to the high tuition costs. Instead, she spent
formative years in D.C.’s spoken word and
performance cafés. She grew interested in
jazz music and soon taught herself to scat
and sing difficult jazz standards. She also
became a fixture in and around Mt. Pleasant,
the neighborhood where D.C.’s underground
punk and metal scene thrived. And though
she has said that the white, male-dominated
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nature of the scene could sometimes feel
restrictive, it also became a space for
experimentation.
Like her experiences, Kelela’s work is
innately global, spanning continents, disparate sonic landscapes, and experimental
new genres. In channeling these interests,
her music transforms into something that is
inclusive and celebratory of otherness in an
organic way. As far back as Cut 4 Me, Kelela
has worked with a global roster of artists and
producers with whom she creates a bridge
that sonically connects the black diaspora and provides a glimpse into the promise of its future sounds. Hallucinogen, for

instance, features production from Londonbased Night Slugs founder Bok Bok, who
melds wildly different genres like Detroit
house, Chicago footwork, and drill music
with gqom, a South African strain of house
music that’s finally enjoying some welldeserved popularity stateside. Los Angeles’s
Daniel Pineda and Asma Maroof—together
known as Nguzunguzu—also work within a
similar scope, combining classic R&B with
genres like zouk and kizomba, which originate from Angola.
Kelela’s work with Venezuelan producer Arca, whose Frankenstein-esque pseudo-hip-hop productions have attracted the

attention of Björk and Kanye West, also take
global cues. Her latest project and debut
studio album, Take Me Apart, continues
the groundwork Cut 4 Me and Hallucinogen laid. Hazy, future-facing, and ultimately
beautifully empowering, Take Me Apart is a
deeply Afrofuturist work that explores our
relationships with love, loss, and autonomy
in a vulnerable, relatable way that takes you
apart and puts you back together in the best
way possible.

MOOG

For many of us who feel that the spaces we can occupy safely are places on the
fringe, artists like Kelela truly embody
the beauty of otherness and cross-cultural experiences. In her careful hands, the
things that at one time might have made
some of us painfully other are broadened
and transmuted into something joyous and
blindingly ethereal.
music@indyweek.com
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Bloody Brilliant
Jenny Hval opens her 2015 record Apocalypse,
girl with a set of instructions. “Think big, girl.
Like a king,” she says with a slow, intentional
patience on “Kingsize.” A few seconds later,
she poses the question, “What is soft dick
rock?” It may be a jarring start for those
unfamiliar with Hval’s work, but it’s a hallmark
of her talent for pushing listeners out of their
comfort zones. Hval isn’t just a gifted experimental musician with a knack for wry turns
of phrase. She’s making some of the most
unusual and affirming music of this decade.
Hval’s work can be called “feminist,” but it’s
far from any splashy girl-power pop anthems.
Rather, Hval seems most concerned with exposing the intimate and often uncomfortable
truths of living as female, vacillating between
harsh sonic prickles and gentle reassurances.
Apocalypse, girl dug into ideas of expectations
within gender roles (“What is it to take care
of yourself? What are we taking care of?” she
asks on “That Battle Is Over”), while 2016’s

Blood Bitch was a loose concept record about
female vampires and menstrual periods. She’s
unafraid to explore sex and sexuality, addressing it with an engrossing, flat frankness.
When Hval inverts our ideas of sex, romance, and intimacy, as she does on songs
like “Conceptual Romance,” the results are
mesmerizing—even the insecurity of selfdoubt can be liberating for Hval. “It can be
about refusing to accept the self as we know
it—refusing to be owned by people who look
at you, or to be pigeonholed,” she said in a
2015 interview with Pitchfork.
Next week, Hval releases a new EP, The Long
Sleep, which she concludes with another fleck
of tenderness. “I want to tell you something.
I just want to say, thank you. I love you,” she
murmurs. Her soft, professed adoration feels
almost as disarming as hearing her speak
about cocks or taking birth control with rosé—
and therein lies Hval’s clever power.
—Allison Hussey
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Skip-Proof

Discwoman shakes up the white male hegemony that betrays the
diverse origins of techno BY DAVID FORD SMITH

I

n an interview last year with The Fader,
Discwoman cofounder Emma BurgessOlson, who also performs under the alias
Umfang, reflected on her early misconceptions about the history of dance music.
“If you went to Resident Advisor as your
first introduction to electronic music, which
I think a lot of people still do, you would
think that it’s a white, European-invented
thing that’s not really connected to anything
else,” Burgess-Olson said. “To realize that
it’s actually American and that the roots are
humble was really powerful.”
Conceived in Brooklyn in the summer of
2014 by Burgess-Olson, Frankie Hutchinson,
and Christine McCharen-Tran, the tastemaking Discwoman collective foregrounds
music and activism in this staunch punk
sentiment of radical inclusivity, the same
foundation that American house and techno
were built on. Anyone should be able to make
and play this music. You don’t have to be
rich, from a reputable family, heterosexual,
or white. It is populist, and it should reflect
the endless variety of experiences out there,
not just those of white male record nerds.
Discwoman’s initial goal was to specifically elevate female-identifying deejays,
but they have since expanded their brand to
include a wider variety of oppressed identities. As their website screams in giant
stretched-out electric-blue type: “AMPLIFY
EACH OTHER.”
In line with its endeavor to highlight
female and nonbinary artists, Moogfest has
tapped several Discwoman affiliates for this
year’s festival. Umfang plays the Pinhook on
Saturday night, and Philadelphia’s DJ Haram
and NYC’s Stud1nt play there Thursday
and Saturday, respectively. Haram is also
heading up a panel about navigating DIY
and professional music circles on Thursday.
Burgess-Olson is scheduled to run a free
“Vinyl 101” workshop on Saturday. Stud1nt
has a pair of panels, a technical Intro to
Synth Patching workshop that runs twice on
Friday and Sunday as well as a mysterious,

descriptionless panel on Saturday called
Morphic Energies.
Though she has since deejayed gigs at
European hotspots like London’s Corsica Studios and Berlin’s Berghain, BurgessOlson originally hails from Kansas City,
Missouri. She nourished her love of dance

key spot was Bossa Nova Civic Club, the
reputable Bushwick dance venue that would
eventually host the first Discwoman event in
2014. It was a two-day festival showcase of
twelve female-identifying deejays, and was
the spark the three needed to take things
further.
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music in the city’s warehouse rave scene,
eventually linking up with McCharen-Tran
and Hutchinson when she migrated to New
York in 2010.
Though the experimental dance scene was
obscure and highly insular in those days, a
series of influential parties, labels, and collectives began to re-energize the city. One

Over the past few years, Discwoman has
evolved into a multi-headed organism that
includes a booking agency, management
company, and traveling party series. Burgess-Olson is still involved in primary decisions, though thanks to her busy touring
schedule, she’s ceded day-to-day operations
to the other founders. They’ve also brought

on a few new members to the still-small
crew, such as Toronto’s Ciel and Berlin’s
Mobilegirl. Earlier this year, they partnered
with producer Physical Therapy and his
label Allergy Season to release Physically
Sick 2, a sprawling forty-four-track Bandcamp-only compilation of raw and vital
underground house and techno. It’s a wellcurated set—it would be difficult to locate a
modern dance compilation with more diversity and style.
On top of that, proceeds from Physically
Sick 2 sales go to the Brooklyn Community
Bail Fund, an organization that, according to
the compilation’s liner notes, serves to help
those who otherwise could have to wait in
prison for months without being charged
because of “a racist, backwards design that
disproportionately punishes people of color
and the poor.” The record is the sequel to last
year’s Physically Sick, which came out the
day before Trump’s inauguration and featured rising talents like Yaeji and Octo Octa.
Burgess-Olson, who helped curate both
compilations, drew initial inspiration for
the series not just from Trump but also
from a particularly unfortunate example of
oppression. A Pennsylvania dance festival
in November 2016 booked by Boiler Room,
a live-music-streaming service with which
Burgess-Olson was affiliated, ended dramatically on its second night due to excessive
force from local police. The incident was
quickly was characterized as racially motivated. Incensed, Burgess-Olson and her collaborators gave all of the proceeds to the
ACLU, the NYC-based LGBTQ primary-care
center Callen-Lorde, the National Immigration Law Center, and Planned Parenthood.
The collective’s ability to pair its distinct
retro iconography and rhetoric with meaningful activism is admirable. Together, the
Discwoman ensemble is a spectacular set
of creative artists and a fine model of what a
music collective can strive for, both aesthetically and politically. Get familiar.
music@indyweek.com
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STATION TO
STATION

For this summer’s Travel Guide—and to mark the
opening of Raleigh’s Union Station—we sent five writers
to ride the rails to destinations throughout North
Carolina and beyond. It wasn’t as easy as it sounds.
BY JEFFREY C. BILLMAN

L

ast Tuesday, after three
years of planning, two
years of construction, and months of delays,
Raleigh finally opened its
much-hyped Union Station, a sleek, state-of-theart, $111 million, multimodal
(eventually—buses will begin
stopping there in a few years),
twenty-six-thousand-square-foot
transit facility in a former Dillon Supply Co. warehouse. The project, pitched
as a catalyst for economic development in the
resurgent Warehouse District, promises to serve as “a
front door to the city,” in the words of Mayor Nancy McFarlane, and “the centerpiece of
transportation, not only for Raleigh but also for North Carolina,” in the words of former
governor Pat McCrory.
In other words, it’s a big damn deal.
To mark the occasion, we dedicated our summer Travel Guide to rail adventures. The
rules were simple: Pick a place. Find a train to take you there. Go. Do stuff. Write about it.
For the five writers we dispatched hither and yon—to the Triad, Charlotte, Southern
Pines, Philadelphia, and all the way from Durham to, um, Raleigh—the reality proved
a bit more complicated than we envisioned. Trains run late. Their schedules are often
less than ideal. They don’t always get you where you want to go as quickly as you could
by flying or even driving. And once you arrive at your destination, you’re without transportation, forced to make do with Uber or your own two legs, which can curtail your
entertainment options, especially when you’re cramming a bunch of things into a limited
period of time.
So trains may not be the most convenient way to get around. But still, there’s something
romantic about them, no? Something about watching the world go by from your window,
something about contemplating the changing landscapes and small towns and big cities
you pass along the way, something about drinking a beer and reading a book in air-conditioned comfort instead of road-raging at the dude who just cut you off on the interstate.
And though trains may be inconvenient—or at least require more planning—our writers found lots of ways to enjoy themselves on relatively meager budgets: They explored
small towns and ate their way across big cities, hit up museums and plunged into the
history of a state industry, found new adventures in their own backyard and vaped with
strangers on a stalled train in the middle of nowhere.
As we discovered while we were planning this issue, you can get to lots of places from
here by train, both in the Southeast and all over the country (poke around ncbytrain.org to
get started). You may have to leave late at night or return before the sun rises, you’ll definitely have to figure out how to get around after your train drops you off, and you should
probably plan on your trip taking an hour or two (at least) longer than the itinerary says,
but you may just find yourself on a relaxing, unforgettable escape.
jbillman@indyweek.com
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ALL ABOARD!

On the first ever train to depart Union Station,
our writer heads to the Triad to contemplate furniture,
civil rights, and beer he’s not allowed to drink
BY COLE VILLENA

U

nlike many cheerful people in
suits and fancy hats last Tuesday,
I rode the 6:30 a.m. Piedmontbound train as a way of actually getting
somewhere.
Sure, it was fun to realize that I was on
board the first train to ever leave Raleigh’s
brand-new Union Station, but it was also
hard not to laugh at the large group that
boarded with me, rode for twenty minutes with huge smiles on their faces, and
then got off in Cary while saying, “I think
I’ll do this again!”
By the time my train pulled into the
station in High Point—one of the three
major cities, along with Winston-Salem
and Greensboro, that comprise the
Triad, where I was to spend the day—
I’d mostly forgotten about these intrepid
history-makers.
The sidewalks in downtown High Point
are wide—too wide, maybe, given that I
only counted a handful of other pedestrians. For two weeks each year, though—one

who don’t work in the furniture industry
aren’t allowed inside without an appointment, but there was one place I knew I’d be
welcome: The Red House, “Where Black
People and White People Buy Furniture.”
A small family-owned furniture store,
The Red House was featured in a 2009
commercial that went viral thanks to its
jarringly cheerful declarations that it is a
furniture store “for all people” where “we
can all just get along.” The store mainly
serves people from around the state rather than around the world.
“People might come in here and buy
a T-shirt,” sales manager Richard Pina
says. There’s furniture, too, of course—
everything you’d need to fix up a decent
house, from sofas and bed frames to
appliances and lighting fixtures.
I checked out some more furniturecentric places further north, including
the World’s Largest Chest of Drawers
and the Bienenstock Furniture Library,
before stopping in at Krispy Kreme for

enormous fish tank-headboard combo
for sale for $60,000. The most disorienting room was on the first floor: the
world’s largest Subway, a predictably
well-furnished sub shop and one of the
only indoor places I visited in High Point
that didn’t smell like expensive wood.
The furniture industry made High
Point what it is today, but the city’s downtown “Catalyst Project” stands as its way
of saying that it can and does exist for
fifty non-Market weeks a year. When
it’s complete, High Point hopes to have
added 15–20 shops, 250 residential housing units, and a new $35 million stadium that will be the home of an Atlantic
League of Professional Baseball team
called the High Point Rockers.
Next, I Ubered to Greensboro, but
a train from downtown High Point to
downtown Greensboro would have cost
$7 and taken about twenty-five minutes. The contrast between High Point
and Greensboro is immediately obvious:

week each in April and October—retailers,
designers, and decorators flood the streets
for the High Point Market, a semiannual furniture exposition that attracts furniture professionals (less so consumers)
from all over the world. The city completely transforms, with everything from
pop-up restaurants to temporary transit
systems springing to existence to accommodate the seventy-five thousand visitors
to a city of one hundred thousand.
My first few minutes in High Point were
spent wandering between the vast showrooms downtown, and trying to get a look
at whatever might be for sale within the
“Furniture Capital of the World.” I was
dismayed to discover that people like me

a late breakfast. (Since the donut chain
originated in Winston-Salem, which
isn’t easily accessible via train, this is
the closest I actually came to visiting
the second-largest of the Triad’s cities.) I
then hopped in an Uber and headed east
toward Greensboro and Furnitureland
South in nearby Jamestown.
If The Red House had everything I
might need, Furnitureland South had
more furniture than I could possibly
imagine. The 1.3 million-square-foot
complex calls itself the largest furniture
showroom in the world and attracts customers from as far as Saudi Arabia and
Dubai. One room had twenty-five styles
of home theater seats. Another had an

Far from being a two-week-a-year town,
Greensboro is an urban area of 270,000
residents and home to seven colleges and
universities, including UNC Greensboro
and North Carolina A&T University.
I first stopped in at Old Photo Specialists on Elm Street to visit a friend and
get a look at hundreds of antique photos
and the equipment used to restore them.
The downtown seems to be full of vintage spots like this—the biggest regret of
my adventure is that I wasn’t able to visit
Elsewhere, a quirky-looking museum and
artist residency housed in a former thrift
store, because it’s only open on weekends.
My trip to the Triad took place during
the World Cup, so my first priority after
INDYweek.com | 7.18.18 | 9

visiting Old Photo Specialists was finding a place to watch the end of France’s
semifinal match against Belgium. I
entered the first bar I saw outside of
Old Photo Specialists, Little Brother
Brewing. After taking a look around
and introducing myself, I was asked
if I’d like to try one of their beers.
The honest answer was that yes,
that sounded great. The honest answer
was also that I am twenty years
old and really would like to not
get my employer in trouble. As
I sipped on a delicious housebrewed club soda, I talked with
brewmaster Steven Monahan about the brewery and
Greensboro’s bar and brewery
scene generally.
The impression I got is
that Natty Greene’s is a big
draw for out-of-towners,
but bars like Joymongers,
Preyer, and The Bearded
Goat are where locals go. Hops
Burger Bar is a bit of a hike from downtown but came up quite frequently—most
notably because in 2015 TripAdvisor
named its burger the best in the United
States (an honor recently bestowed upon
Al’s Burger Shack in Chapel Hill).
Before I left Little Brother, I asked the
bartender what I should see while I’m in
Greensboro.
“We’ve got a kickass science center,”
he said. “I haven’t been yet, but I’ve heard
it’s great.”
“Kickass” is maybe the third compound
word I would have used to describe the
Greensboro Science Center, after “brandnew” (thanks to a $20 million renovation
in 2011) and “family-friendly.” I arrived
shortly before it closed, meaning I was
unable to feed any penguins, couldn’t
read much about weather and dinosaurs,
and didn’t see a show at the OmniSphere
Theater. I did have enough time to nearly
trip over a peacock in the outdoor zoo
area; according to an employee, “they just
kind of roam around” outside the cages
containing alligators and red pandas.
My Uber driver to the Science Center insisted that I visit the International
Civil Rights Center & Museum, so I rode
back downtown and stepped into the
center at around 5:20 p.m. This was an
hour after the last tour of the day had left
(Greensboro’s museums really should be
visited in the morning and afternoon),
but I was lucky to run into Center CEO
John Swaine in the lobby.
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TIME’S
ARROW

Twenty-four hours on an Amtrak train:
a horror story, an adventure yarn, and a
lesson about embracing life’s rails
BY BRIAN HOWE

A main draw of the Center, he told me,
was the original lunch counter where the
sit-in movement kicked off in 1960. It
began on February 1, when four AfricanAmerican A&T students refused to leave
a Woolworth’s after being denied service.
Four days later, some three hundred civil
rights activists had joined them, along
with copious media attention, bringing
downtown Greensboro to a standstill. By
the end of March, the sit-in movement in
protest of segregation had spread to fiftyfive cities in thirteen states.
Perhaps it was the talk of the lunch
counter, but I realized soon after leaving that I’d forgotten to eat. I turned to
M’Coul’s Public House for dinner, enjoying an Emerald Isle chicken before wandering back out into the streets to kill
time before my 8:30 p.m. train home.
Most of the places I wanted to check out
were closed by this point, but I passed by
lively crowds of people spilling out of Elm
Street’s many bars and restaurants.
By 10:30 p.m., I was back in Raleigh
waiting for a behind-schedule Floridabound train parked at Union Station to get
out of my train’s way so I could get home
and sleep. We ended up sitting just outside
Union Station for half an hour—the sort of
delay Amtrak employees assured me was
normal for the opening of a large new station. A drink would have been nice.
backtalk@indyweek.com

“T
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he eleven-thirty Amtrak
Silver Star bound for Tampa
and Miami,” announces a
voice at Grand Central Station. Then
Al Pacino shoots like seventeen people
to death before being killed himself, his
body sliding down the dull silver hull of a
coach-class train.
My sojourn on Amtrak’s Silver Star line
wasn’t quite as dramatic as that scene in
Carlito’s Way. Obviously, I survived, and
the only violence I came near was when
I heard a cabin attendant complaining
about getting whacked with someone’s
cane during the boarding rush. But there
were moments, as the eight-hour trips to
and from Philadelphia both stretched to
twelve, when I did feel that maybe Pacino
had gotten off easier. To be on a train for
twelve hours is to undergo a whole gamut
of emotional states, from anticipation
and interest to monotony and restlessness, on through a tunnel of despair that,
if you’re lucky, emerges into a clearing of
giddy, almost surreal acceptance of your
endless hurtling captivity in a rapidly
dissolving social order.

I’d like to share a few hard-won tips
for long-distance train travel. One,
even in summer, it’s freezing, but you
can always catch a burst of warmth
by lingering on the walkways between
cars. Two, relish the romance of the
train whistle’s lonesome choo-choo for
the first hour, because you’re going to
get really sick of it. Three, prepare to
become as intimate with the insides
of strangers’ mouths as you possibly
could without going to dentistry school,
because American train travel seems to
inspire the most lolling open-mouthed
slumber imaginable.
And yet, while I don’t relish the
thought of riding a train for twelve
hours again, I don’t regret having done it
now that it’s over, dissolving into bright
little stripes of memory I can keep,
seconds I can save, stories I can tell.
Whether it’s worth your while to take
Amtrak depends on your appetite for
serendipitous, glancing encounters—for
existential comedy and raw humanity.
It’s definitely not about getting
anywhere on time.

explains the Sazerac so strong it made me
almost hallucinate, watching the sun set
over the Schuylkill River. But thirty-six
hours in Philly felt infinitely shorter than
twenty-four on the train, as if I’d simply
fallen asleep at Thirtieth Street Station
and had an expensive dream.
To get home, I took the Carolinian rather
than the Silver Star, but the experience was
much the same. My seatmate was moving
to Raleigh to be a city planner, so I briefed
him on the light-rail sitch and beseeched
him to solve it. When we passed through
D.C. without issues, I started to get cocky,
which of course caused a freight train to
break down ahead of us and strand us for
hours in a cornfield near Selma.

Oh, time. Nothing makes one as keenly
aware of its irretrievable, arrowing flight as
train travel, which feels like an almost gratuitous metaphor for life itself. Though Pacino
was trying to head south from New York
while I was heading north from Raleigh,
we were really both pointed in the same
direction as all rail riders: only forward, fitfully stopping and starting but always closer
to something a thousand hours ahead than
something one second behind. And yet not
always sure whether it’s you or a train on the
next track that’s moving, if you’re hurtling
toward your destination or sitting still as it
hurtles toward you.
This, you see, is what being on a train for
too long will do to a person’s mind.

A

lso like life, a trip on the Silver Star
begins in deceptive novelty and comfort. The seats are a comfy, cozy blue with
ample leg room. The engine runs at a
quiet, soothing whir as you smoothly glide
through the farmland north of Raleigh.
As I boarded, I planned to catch up on
The New Yorker, do some work courtesy of
the train’s free Wi-Fi, and watch sun-dappled meadows and industrial architecture
scroll by until I slid into Thirtieth Street
Station just after five, in plenty of time to
freshen up at my Airbnb in University City
and go out in West Philly. It turned out that
I would achieve the first item, mostly fail
at the second (the Wi-Fi was spotty, and
my brain felt as jiggly as my laptop screen),
and get my fill of the third well before arriving near nine, stumbling toward the first
food I could find, a pop-up beer garden near
Drexel University with tasty fish tacos and
oversweet undergrad margaritas.
It’s on me that I was unduly optimistic
about the arrival time, considering that
Amtrak had clearly signaled its m.o. that
morning. I’d received a text saying the
train was delayed, but it might catch
up, so basically, forget we told you that.
It wound up leaving half an hour late,
which was fine. The real trouble started
in Washington, D.C., where apparently the
diesel engine had to be replaced with an
electric one. Some hitch there accounted
for most of the delay, as passengers either
sat in the powerless train or milled around
by the tracks, studying what can only
be described as train pee and queasily
wondering where it was coming from.

PHILADEL

PHIA

But it was during this interstice that we
began to drift away from our devices and
magazines, as a certain American impulse to
figure out just what the hell the problem was
and who was to blame took hold. Even tiny
emergencies have a way of bringing people
together, and you can only sit next to someone pretending they aren’t there for so long.
By the time we got moving again, I had
gotten to know my seatmate, a kind, patrician eighty-two-year-old potter. Emboldened by my quiet cackling over Anthony
Lane’s takedown of Bill Clinton and James
Patterson’s thriller, she took a deep breath
and asked what I thought about “the direction the country was going,” and we cemented our bond in anxious commiseration. Our
little society soon drew in the guy in front of
us, a garrulous hard worker and player with a
snowy white ponytail. A frequent rider who
seemed cheerfully furious about the delay,
claiming it happened every single time, he
talked about Amtrak in a “never again” way
that made you certain he would be back next
week, repeating his talking points.
By the time we crossed into Pennsylvania,
someone had gotten out a guitar and was
playing songs for two women in front of him,
who draped themselves over the headrests
as if they were in the balcony of a concert
hall. I have no doubt that, had the trip lasted
another hour, someone would have started
roasting meat on a spit in the aisle, perhaps
using the guitar as kindling. And maybe with
the guitarist on the spit.

Some passengers were immune to
annoyance, though. A little boy was
perpetually excited by everything he saw,
wanting to know what was inside all the
tall buildings and asking if he could go on
a boat someday when a harbor stretched
below us. “Mommy, a train, a train!” he
shouted whenever one passed us, seeming
to forget he was on one. But aren’t most
things easier to appreciate when they’re
zooming by you than when you’re snug
inside them?
This, you see, is what being on a train for
too long will do to a person’s mind.

I

f time on a train stretches out in
stages, like linked cars, then time in
a city scrunches up and rushes by, like
all those buildings and pedestrians. What
do I remember? A third-floor walk-up,
small but clean and pretty adorbs, with
a surprisingly large TV I never turned
on and a surprisingly large shower that,
in the Philly summer, I definitely did. A
spicy old fashioned in a crowded little
cash-only speakeasy above the Ethiopian
restaurant Abyssinia. Breakfast at The
Gold Standard Café and a tarot reading in
the park. Sweet, sesame-crusted salmon
at a BYOB Mediterranean-Moroccan
restaurant called Figs. Wandering between
tall row houses through a neighborhood
block party near the museum and into
a bar called Bridgid’s that, I now know,
specializes in craft beer, which perhaps

I mean, look, I get it. The locomotive is
one of those machines, like the piano, that
got as good as it could get long ago, and then
never changed. It’s not like I think Amtrak
could ever make the trains arrive right on
time. (Or maybe they could, and it’s just a
ploy to shake us down for $9 microwave pizzas.) They just shouldn’t say 5:00 p.m. when
they mean between five and ten. Just say
that, Amtrak! Let the misadventure be an
informed decision.
As we neared Durham, the vibe was getting decidedly Snowpiercer. People were
smoking in the bathrooms, like, go ahead,
Amtrak, say something to me. The toilets
were unspeakable. Carts stood haphazardly
in the aisles. There was no more ice. I swear
the lights started flickering ominously in
the dining car, though that may have been
an aftereffect from the vape pen a stranger
had thrust into my hand at the last stop.
But even then, when I thought I’d go mad
if I didn’t get off this train, I had the inkling
that it had all been worth it. I had lost a few
hours, sure, but what had I gained? The
high trill of the sculptor’s laugh. The ponytailed man’s maniacal grin. The friendly bro
drinking Jack Daniels airplane bottles who
had a dubious fact at the ready on any topic
that might arise, including the current market price of a bushel of corn. This, I found
ineffably hilarious, deep inside the paradoxical sense of freedom that can emerge when
you’re forced to give up your plans and just
be right where you are.
This, you see, is what being on a train for
too long will do to a person’s mind.
bhowe@indyweek.com
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SMALL-TOWN ESCAPE

Within a half-mile of our hotel, the quintessentially Southern
Southern Pines offered an idyllic weekend getaway
BY SARAH WILLETS

I

first visited Southern Pines when I
was living in Lumberton, a town of
about twenty thousand in rural Robeson County. My time as a reporter there
was rewarding—I met earnest people and
learned a lot—but I’d be lying if I said it was
an exciting place to live. So, my significant
other and I would go to pretty great lengths
to seek out something to do. We’d hit up
Columbia for concerts, Wilmington for the
weekend, Fayetteville to grocery shop.
And Southern Pines to treat ourselves.
It was in that spirit that we took the
hour-and-half train ride from Raleigh for
a recent weekend trip.
When you think of Southern Pines (if
you ever have), you probably think of golf
and ladies with sweaters around their
shoulders. You would not be wrong.
There’s also a lot of good food, a topnotch beer store, and a surprising amount
of crunchy-granola people. In addition,
Southern Pines is home to a Creation
Museum that’s really just a collection of
tools, taxidermy, and Bible verses, and the
North Carolina Literary Hall of Fame, but
I didn’t get to see those things, so you’ll
have to Google them yourself.
Southern Pines is a quintessential small
Southern town. It’s both preppy and downto-earth—the kind of place where you’re
definitely going to hear “Wagon Wheel,”
but it’ll be the original version. Being there
is like being in this bubble where the grass
is always trimmed and everything is clean
and shaded by a big magnolia tree. It’s a
bit like Disney World in that way, only the
storefronts are real, the beer is cheap, and
everyone says hello to you because they’re
genuinely nice people, not because they’re
paid minimum wage to do so.
We took the Silver Star from Raleigh’s
old train station on a Friday night, the last
weekend of operation before Union Station
opened. The train was late (I’m told this
happens often), so we arrived at the station
in downtown Southern Pines—restored to
its original 1898 glory—at about midnight.
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We were staying about a block away at the
Jefferson Inn, which opened in 1901. There
was live music in the lobby bar and a crowd
in the courtyard, but we couldn’t hear a
thing from our second-floor room.
Without a car, we managed to spend our
trip within about a half-mile radius of the
hotel. With a car (and better weather), we
might have ventured to the farmers market,
hiked in the nine-hundred-acre Sandhills
Nature Preserve, or visited the Southern
Pines Brewing Company taproom.
I started Saturday bright and early with
warm yoga at Hot Asana, which is above
the historic Sunrise Theater, a space for
plays, music, and independent films. The
class was luxurious; for just $15, the sixtyminute practice also came with a quick
shoulder massage.
For breakfast, we headed down the
street to Betsy’s Crepes. They’ve changed
the menu since we last visited, eliminating our favorite, a mix of sautéed apples,
brown sugar, and cheddar cheese called
the Oo La La. We recreated it as a “build
your own” crepe—just make sure you get
that with the cinnamon-flecked Hungarian batter. There are also savory, glutenfree, and non-crepe options.
Our next must-see was the Country
Bookshop, which has been open since
1953 and is now owned by the local newspaper, The Pilot. I love walking into this
place. It’s cool and crisp with the smell of
brand-new books and little soaps for sale
in between. The book covers are dotted
with yellow Post-Its bearing handwritten
employee reviews.
I love, too, that there are chairs scattered
throughout so you can plop down whenever
something catches your eye. I love that purchases support a local bookstore and a local
newspaper. I love that John McPhee’s The
Control of Nature was on the shelf marked
“Required Reading for School.” (I say was
because I took the last copy home, along
with a Margaret Atwood missing from our
collection and Action Bronson’s cookbook).
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Downtown is just a few blocks, but there
are enough shops and restaurants to keep
you occupied for an afternoon. We perused
the kitchen gadgets and bath products at
Green Goods, which stocks recycled and
natural items. At Swank Coffee Shop, which
also sells locally made jewelry, clothes, and
salves, I had my first golden latte—a savory
blend of espresso, almond milk, coconut oil,
turmeric, cinnamon, and black pepper perfect for the drizzly weather.
For lunch, we went to Southern Whey,
a cheese shop with local products and
spectacular grilled cheese sandwiches.
The shop is decorated with concert posters and chalk drawings. The visual stimulation continues to the (gender-neutral)
bathroom, which is covered wall-to-wall
with stickers and photos, like a cutout of
Matthew McConaughey perched at eye
level directly across from the toilet.
Anyway, the sandwiches. There’s a
selection of cheeses, meats, locally made
bread, and housemade extras, like spicy

plum jam, to mix and match. Overwhelmed
by the options, I panicked and ordered
pimento cheese and pickles on sourdough
(what?), but it turned out creamy, tangy,
crispy, and delicious. My S.O. got crusty
prairie bread with speck, hot peach chutney, hoop cheese, and cheddar and was
silent until finished.
We took a short walk to the Southern
Pines Growler Company, a welcoming, nofrills bottle shop with a rotating selection
of thirty beers on tap. The proprietors are
just as happy to help a novice navigate the
menu as they are to discuss the politics of
beer distribution in North Carolina (guess
which one we were). They take special care
to stock North Carolina beers, even driving
to Durham for Fullsteam and Ponysaurus.
Following an afternoon of catching up
with old friends from our Lumberton days,
a second trip to the bookstore, and a failed
attempt at the Creation Museum, which
was sadly closed, we headed to the Leadmine for cocktails and Korean fusion.

The place opened last year as a needed
middle ground between pubs and sandwich shops and formal restaurants. Dimly
lit with an industrial look, the Leadmine
feels more like New York City than smalltown North Carolina, except the ceilings
would be two feet lower and the cocktails
$4 more expensive in the Big Apple. Fair
warning: The portions were way bigger
than we expected. Another fair warning:
We both ended up sick after the meal, but
we’re not sure of the culprit.

EAT LIKE A QUEEN
Banks may have built Charlotte, but restaurants
are giving it a new identity
BY LAYLA KHOURY-HANOLD

“B

eing
there
is like being
in this bubble
where the
grass is always
trimmed and
everything
is clean.”
We started with maple and mustard
brussels sprouts. They were slightly
burnt, sweet, sticky, and dolloped with
tangy mustard made with Southern
Pines Brewing Company’s Man of Law
IPA. Next, we tucked into pillowy bao
buns, mine with tempeh, his with bulgogi, and both packed with cilantro, kimchi,
and crunchy cucumbers.
For drinks, I ordered a Russian Donkey, a refreshing mix of whiskey, ginger
beer, mint, and lime. He got the signature
Leadmine, made of bourbon, lemon, activated charcoal, and egg whites. It was
creamy, light, balanced, and, yes, black.
While both were good, we agreed the
Leadmine was better and ordered another round, which suffered from too much
gritty charcoal. The bar stocks thirty bourbons plus a couple dozen other
whiskeys if you prefer a neater drink.
Early the next morning, not one person
or car passed by as we walked the 423
feet from the hotel to the train station.
The town was silent. Southern Pines was
still a treat—as it was when we used to
visit desperate for things to do—but this
time the treat was slowing down.
Naturally, the train was late.
swillets@indyweek.com

W

hen I boarded the train for
my first visit to Charlotte, I
had no preconceived notions
about or great expectations for the Queen
City. My INDY colleagues had found
it curious that, of all the destinations
reachable by rail, I’d chosen this one. One
described Charlotte as the “city that Bank
of America built.” Another painted it as
a cultural vacuum known for finance,
NASCAR, and pro wrestling.
All I wanted was to eat my way through
the town and reach my own verdict. I gave
myself eight hours to do it.
The challenge with Charlotte is that
it’s such a sprawling metropolis. To maximize my time, I solicited advice from
Kathleen Purvis, food editor at The

Charlotte Observer
Observer, and built an itinerary around three recommended restaurants in different
neighborhoods.
My first scheduled
stop was Haymaker in
Uptown—which is
actually downtown,
where BOA, Duke
Energy, and other
mega-corporations call home;
the name change
came in the seventies, after a
marketing campaign to improve
the city’s image—
but it wasn’t until
11:00 a.m. With an
hour to kill, I decided
to grab some coffee.
I stopped into local
outfit Not Just Coffee for
a latte before heading to the
Bechtler Museum of Modern Art.
At the exhibit Wrestling the Angel: A Century of Artists Reckoning with Religion,
Religion
I discovered that several of my favorite pieces were by Charlotte artist Gina
Gilmour.
See, guys, not just bankers here!
I loved Haymaker as soon as I stepped
in, especially the bar, with its handpainted blue and white tiles, marble bar
top, and cognac-hued leather stools that
beckoned me to pull up a seat. I asked
the affable bartender for advice. I knew
I wanted the hushpuppies with jalapeño
sorghum butter, but should I opt for the
roasted lamb tartine or herb dumplings
with foraged mushrooms? Since I mentioned I had back-to-back lunch plans, he
steered me to the tartine.
At its most basic, a tartine is toast,
but you can’t have good toast without
good bread. And at Haymaker, it’s
really, really good. Loaves are baked by

pastry chef Ashley Anna Tuttle using
organic, stone-milled flours from Farm
& Sparrow, an Asheville bakery whose
owner fastidiously collects seeds and
stone-mills grains on a custom-built mill.
If all that sounds a bit twee, just know
that this information isn’t recited like
something out of a Portlandia episode.
But the spirit of what it represents—
heirloom ingredients, sustainability, local
sourcing—is there in the slab of toasted
country bread that arrives slicked with
herb aioli and artfully topped with celery
root slaw, thinly sliced roasted lamb, and
spring lettuces.
Though I hadn’t announced myself, chef
William Dissen, who also owns The Market Place in Asheville and Billy D’s Fried
Chicken in Asheboro, stopped by to introduce himself. He said that although he
was initially skeptical about the Uptown
location for his first Charlotte restaurant,
he’s since been pleased to notice how the
city—and neighborhood—is changing.
“Charlotte is going through an evolution. It had a reputation as a banking
capital; it used to be blue shirts, banking, and steakhouses,” Dissen told me.
“It used to be that at five o’clock everyone would head from Uptown back to
the ’burbs, but now there’s a population
of twenty-five-to-forty-year-olds living
in Uptown, so there’s more demand for
[places like this]. People want food to
define us beyond the corporate places.”
I Uber’d to NoDa, named for the former
mill town of North Davidson, for a second
lunch at Haberdish (a portmanteau of
haberdashery and dish). It’s the latest
opening from Jeff Tonidandel, who
also owns Crêpe Cellar Kitchen & Pub,
Growlers Pourhouse, and Reigning
Doughnuts on the same stretch of North
Davidson Street. I’d heard good things
about the fried chicken here, which you
can order a la carte with sides such as
pickled coleslaw and kale salad with
candied benne.
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But the dish that captured my attention
was Livermush Toast, described as “set
with rice, topped with mustard, molasses,
and bread and butter pickles.” My waitress
explained that livermush is a traditional
rural North Carolina breakfast dish that’s
kind of like pâté and breakfast sausage but
crumblier. It’s an apt description; I’d also
add that it’s an acquired taste. I do enjoy
pâté, but where the liver flavor in pâté is
smoothed out with fat, herbs, and usually
wine or brandy, here the liver’s metallic
twang doesn’t have anywhere to hide. But
the molasses and mustard help cut it, and
the housemade bread and butter pickles
are superb.
“As we delved into our local cuisine
and really tried to define Charlotte’s
cuisine, we came to the fact that Charlotte is a Southern crossroads, where
Appalachian, Piedmont, and low-country cuisine come together,” Tonidandel
explained. “All of this has had an influence on our style and cooking. Livermush
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is quintessentially from this region and
is an important part of the childhoods of
generations past. It really was about saving money and using the whole animal in
a part of the country that was really not
that prosperous.”
On to the fried chicken: The thigh I
ordered was textbook, with a craggy,
golden-ombre exterior and moist, juicy
meat within. I’m always happy when a
dish like livermush delivers a side of history, but for my next visit to Haberdish,
I’d order a fried chicken thigh and Biscuits with Fixings to make a fried chicken sandwich with a biscuit chaser.
After lunch, I wandered up North Davidson to poke in and out of shops, admiring
the street murals along the way before I
headed to coffee-shop-and-bar Trade &
Lore for an afternoon pick-me-up. I copied a couple of locals’ off-menu order for
an I Love You A Mate, a yerba mate-based
beverage made with oat milk, cardamom
hibiscus vanilla syrup, and aromatic bit-

ters. It would have been easy to while away
the afternoon under the ivy-draped canopy, but I’d made plans to meet an old friend
in the Southpark neighborhood.
After a too-short catch-up over horchata ice cream at Golden Cow Creamery
and a quick peek at the Oscar de la Renta
exhibit at the Mint Randolph, I headed to
The Stanley in the Elizabeth neighborhood for a few small plates and a cocktail
before my 7:00 p.m. return train.
The Stanley is helmed by chef Paul Verica, who earned his James Beard Award
semifinalist nod at his previous restaurant Heritage in Waxhaw (a town forty
minutes away). The hyper-seasonal menu
here is as subject to the bounty of local
farms as it is Verica’s whims; the number
printed in the upper right-hand corner
indicates the number of times the menu
has changed—thirty-two on the night I
dined, less than two months after the restaurant’s opening.
The foie gras funnel cake Purvis raved

about was no more, but Verica’s whimsy
was on display with a dish called Corn—
As Many Ways as We Could Think Of,
which included corn panna cotta strewn
with crispy corn silks, a glass of corn
“bubbles,” and corn sorbet with a savory
corn crumble among its nine components
(he’s since added two more).
The Surf and Turf was another standout;
beef tartar is anchored by veggie slaw,
topped with fried oysters, crowned with
frizzled onions, and plated with truffle
aioli. It’s no wonder that the contrasts
of textures and flavors—hot and cold,
crunchy and creamy, briny and earthy—
makes it one of Verica’s favorite dishes.
This dish—and The Stanley’s menu—
also sums up my impression of Charlotte.
It’s at once familiar yet surprising,
constantly evolving, and much prettier—
and more delicious—than I imagined.
Know what I think of Charlotte? It’s a
destination food city in the making.
laylakh@indyweek.com

I-40 IS FOR SUCKERS
A short Amtrak ride from Durham to Raleigh
offers a window into the Triangle’s mass-transit future
BY ALLISON HUSSEY

L

ight rail in the Triangle is a messy
subject, as evidenced by this publication’s stories and comments
section on a fairly regular basis. The
debates about its $2.5 billion price tag
and the planned seventeen-mile route,
from Durham to Chapel Hill, are fractals of conflict. But taking the Carolinian
from Durham to Raleigh on a weekday
morning was such an aggressively pleasant experience that it made me want to
start breaking ground on a rail project
with my own bare hands.
If you buy a one-way, reserved coach
seat more than a day ahead of time, it’ll
cost you a flat $7. A $14 roundtrip for
a regular commute seems ludicrous,
but for the convenience of one day of
not having to sit in traffic or pay for
parking, it may be worthwhile. Cruising
peacefully and letting my mind wander
while I gazed out the window from a
cushy seat certainly beat the hell out of
hurtling down I-40 through a gauntlet of
menacing tailgaters, left-lane slowpokes,
and turn-signal avoiders.
Raleigh’s gleaming new Union Station
opened the day before I made my trip, and
everything had that oddly specific chemical smell of new stuff: the punch of fresh
paint, of course, but also the cool, sterile
smell of unblemished brushed-metal fixtures and the mellow, clean scent of hard
plastic that hasn’t yet met a thousand
asses. The station’s interior is a familiar
warehouse-chic style—crisp, modern fixtures amid exposed beams. We’re trying,
we really are, it all seemed to ooze.
A “staycation” in a city I already visit all
the time was a challenge I didn’t expect. I
didn’t have a chance to find a way to the
art museum before grabbing coffee with
a friend, leaving the history and science
museums as my main options for free
daytime entertainment. Having grown
up in Cary, I’ve visited these institutions
approximately one thousand times. I
wandered through the science museum
feeling like a patient ghost taking inventory. There’s the dinosaur heart, there are
the fake plastic woods, there’s the escapeartist sloth. The gang’s all here.

A friend and I met up for coffee at
Morning Times, a reliable standard, and
made our way to Capital Club 16 to meet
up with a larger group of friends who
were enjoying the England vs. Croatia
World Cup soccer match. I sat near a wall
in a puddle of sunlight, halfway paying
attention to the game between sips from
a half-liter of Croatian beer.
The game ended with a Croatian victory, and I parted ways with the group to
meet yet another friend for dinner. We’d
hoped to eat at Mecca, the almost-ancient
mainstay on Martin Street that hits the
trifecta of being cheap, convenient, and
delicious. Although the day’s lunch menu
was posted in the window, the patio furniture was out, and a table was littered

with half-filled water glasses and a vinegar bottle, the restaurant was closed with
no sign of reopening for dinner service.
Again, I thought of ghosts.
So we got a burger at Chuck’s, and
after, I found myself solo again. I ambled
around town partaking of other decadent delights: a scoop of Maple View ice
cream from Treat, a shocking blue alcoholic slushy at Fox Liquor Bar, a full hour
of pinball and Galaga at Boxcar Arcade.
It all felt like a strange marriage of childhood and adulthood, a food-and-beverage
Neverland where I could enjoy the substances and settings of being grown up
while pretending I hadn’t.
My big day out ended with a concert
at Neptunes Parlour, where the music

offered a soothing coda to a long day of
relative luxury. As a silly conclusion, I
took a $25 Uber home, because the last
train to Durham leaves Raleigh at 5:16
p.m. (With a little more planning, I probably could’ve gotten a hotel for the night,
but that felt like a bit much.)
Will the Triangle get a light rail? We’ll
find out next year. If all goes to plan, it’ll
begin running in a decade—right around
the time Wake County’s planned thirty-seven-mile commuter rail line begins
connecting Raleigh to RTP to Duke
University.
But for about fifteen bucks—and if
you’re willing to call it an early evening—
you can pretend the future’s already here.
ahussey@indyweek.com
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Eats Issue
The

Tuck into the INDY’s annual celebration
of all things edible in the Triangle

T

he INDY publishes Eats every year, but this is my first as food editor. It’s also my
first year living in the Triangle, and what excites me most about the food scene
here is how much I have yet to discover. According to our head-spinning rundown
of one hundred must-eat local dishes, I still have dozens to cross off my list. But
I’m happy to report that I added a few of my own discoveries, like the green-chili samosas at
Mithai Indian Café, the wonderfully garlicky and briny-sweet gambas al ajillo at The Cortez
Seafood + Cocktail, and the butterscotch sticky bun that rivals Hummingbird’s cocktails as the
reason for its destination status.
Beyond the diversity of cuisines, styles of dining and drinking establishments, and new
places opening every week, what has struck me most about the food scene here is how closely
the industry is intertwined with the community. I’ve never lived anywhere else where the term
“food community” isn’t just defined by the people in charge, but also by the people they serve.
The Triangle’s restaurants, bars, farms, breweries, distilleries, and more all work closely with
one another in the spirit of collaboration and for the greater good of those who live here. This
year’s Food Triangles awards highlight three leaders who embody this ethos, working to feed
our spirits—by pursuing inclusion, sustainability, and social justice—as well as our bodies.
I’ve got my work cut out for me as food editor (it’s good work if you can get it, right?), but
beyond the pleasure of eating and drinking well, I’m most excited about the discoveries I have
yet to share with you about the people who are making the Triangle’s food scene so uniquely
nourishing. —Layla Khoury-Hanold

Shrimp and grits at Crook's Corner PHOTO BY CAITLIN PENNA
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Essentials
The

Eat your way from A to Z with our top 100 local dishes right now
Photos by Caitlin Penna

L

ike nearly all couples I
know, my wife and I have
this thrice-weekly game
in which we try to come
to some sort of agreement on where
we want to eat. Sure, we have our
regular haunts, most of which are
close to where we live in Durham,
but we also have favorite spots in
Raleigh and Chapel Hill and Carrboro
and elsewhere in the Triangle. And
so we debate—“I had pizza yesterday.” “Really? Mexican, again?”—and
debate—“Can we go somewhere we
can sit outside and bring the dogs?”
“I’m not driving that far tonight; I
don’t care what you’re craving”—until
we give up and either get something
from around the corner or make dinner at home.
A decade ago, the psychologist
Barry Schwartz wrote a seminal
book called The Paradox of Choice,
in which he argues that the abundance of choices at our disposal overwhelm us and paralyze our decision-making processes. Increasingly, I think this applies to the Triangle’s
food scene. There are so many excellent restaurants, so many innovators doing magical
and interesting and weird things with food, so many styles and cuisines and regions of the
world well-represented, and so many options that settling on just one can seem impossible.
We can’t offer a solution to this paradox of choice. Indeed, as a newspaper that prides
itself on championing the best parts of local culture, we want our food scene to keep
expanding, to keep getting better, to keep racking up James Beard nominations and national acclaim, to keep getting weirder and more experimental. This is a good problem to have.
But what we can do is provide a guided tour of what we believe to be essential Triangle
dishes. From brussels sprouts to barbecue, pizza to pork brains, churros to chaat, what follows is a list of one hundred dishes and desserts and apps and accompaniments that we
think you absolutely must try, arranged in alphabetical order. There are obvious choices
(yes, Poole’s mac and cheese) and Southern staples (yes, lots of ’cue), but we also have
selections that reflect our culinary diversity. There are plates that are beautifully simple
and others that are more complex; some from highbrow restaurants, others from food
trucks; some from places that might be familiar, others that won’t be.
The next time you and your significant other are having some difficulty figuring out
where to eat, consult this list, find something new, and dig in. —Jeffrey C. Billman

Contributors: AMANDA ABRAMS (AA), JEFFREY C. BILLMAN (JCB), KATIE JANE FERNELIUS (KJF),
CURT FIELDS (CF), LENA GELLER (LG), RYAN HAAR (RH) ERICA HELLERSTEIN (EH), BRIAN HOWE (BH),
LAYLA KHOURY-HANOLD (LKH), ALLISON HUSSEY (AH), DEBBIE MATTHEWS (DM), MEG NESTEROV (MN),
HANNAH PITSTICK (HP), ERYK PRUITT (EP), CAITLIN SLOAN (CS), SHAN STUMPF (SS),
MADDY SWEITZER-LAMME (MSL), MICHAEL VENUTOLO-MANTOVANI (MVM),
IZA WOJCIECHOWSKA (IW)

Apple Honey
Rosemary Pie
EAST DURHAM BAKE SHOP,
DURHAM

I’d been waiting for the East Durham Bake
Shop to open for quite some time, after
getting to know baker Ali Rudel’s pies at
Ponysaurus and other pop-ups when she
was still baking them at her house. So when
the (very cute) shop finally opened earlier
this year, I visited it on its first day, stared at
the chock-full pastry counter indecisively
for many minutes, and ultimately settled on
a slice of apple honey rosemary pie.
It is, dare I say, the perfect pie. The crust,
like in all of Rudel’s pies, is delightfully
flaky, and the subtle herbal flavor of the
rosemary brings a plain old apple pie to
extraordinary new heights. For me, apple
pies are often too cinnamon-y, too sweet,
or too syrupy, but there’s none of that here.
The honey does its part beautifully, but
the pie as a whole isn’t particularly sweet,
which is pleasantly refreshing. I expect
I’ll be paying the East Durham Bake Shop
many, many visits—the handmade morning buns, Videri chocolate croissants, and
savory pot pies are tantalizing—but I don’t
think anything but the apple honey rosemary pie can ever take the cake. (IW)

Avocado Toast
NINTH STREET BAKERY,
DURHAM

When we’re on deadline, I’m not above eating
a day-old light pastry left out on a counter in
the newsroom to survive, and on a good day,
I’ll maybe grab a butter bagel from the Bagel
Bar down the street. But every now and then,
even masochistic editors need to treat themselves, which is why I keep my head on a swivel when I pass by Ninth Street Bakery in case
they have the avocado toast that day. It’s a pile
of mashed avocado securely affixed to big,
toasted slices of artisan country loaf, heaped
with sticky, crunchy candied almonds and a
masala spice blend. It’s satisfying enough to

be lunch, sweet enough to be dessert, and easy
to eat while working. I can’t even imagine
how good it must be if you actually stop typing
long enough to taste it. (BH)

Bad Grampa
SUNRISE BISCUIT KITCHEN,
CHAPEL HILL

Butter and jam? Sausage or ham? Traditional
biscuit toppings are put to shame by Sunrise
Biscuit Kitchen’s Bad Grampa. Why choose
between a bacon, egg, and cheese or a chicken biscuit in the morning when you can have
both? You can’t count yourself a Southernbreakfast expert until you’ve tried this delicious combo. Sunrise fries its juicy chicken
fresh every morning. The chicken is stacked
between warm eggs, crispy bacon, and then
smothered in gooey cheddar cheese. These
layers are then tucked between fluffy homemade biscuits. Add a side of hash browns,
and that’s what we call a real breakfast. (RH)

Baleadas
LA CACEROLA, DURHAM

It’s easy to miss La Cacerola when driving down Guess Road. Tucked beside an
electronics store, the Honduran restaurant
camouflages itself amid nail salons and
mini-marts. It’s a place you need to deliberately seek out rather than saunter into, but
it’s well worth the intention.
The menu offers a range of Honduran
items, usually adorning fried chicken or fish
or ground steak in signature sauces: entomatado or enceballado. But the baleadas
are the hallmark option. Thick, soft flour
tortillas folded over mounds of sour cream,
cheese, beans, eggs, and sometimes chicharrones, the baleadas are too hearty to qualify
as a taco, but not structured enough to qualify as a burrito. You hesitate before deciding
whether to eat them with your hands or use a
knife and fork. They are sloppy, homey food,
good for breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Just be
sure to order the horchata (with cinnamon
and lime rind) and a side of plantains to go
with yours. (KJF)
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Barbecue Sandwich
CAROLINA BBQ STAND,
UNC’S BOSHAMER STADIUM

Foregoing requisite stadium fare like hot
dogs or popcorn, I recently ordered a single
barbecue sandwich from one of Boshamer Stadium’s rolling food carts that line
the upper rim of the beautiful venue. The
sandwich was gone by the time I found my
way back to our seats, a mere thirty or so
feet away.
As I sat extolling its virtues, my wife
suggested that I was just excited because I
had never expected such quality barbecue
at a college baseball stadium. I challenged
her challenge by ordering two subsequent
sandwiches and found each more delicious
than the last.
The no-nonsense sandwich, slightly
larger in size than a slider, with nothing
but meat on a fist-sized roll, hit all the
hallmarks of North Carolina’s famous ’cue.
The vendor had both Eastern and Western
sauce, which the customers apply themselves. I went with the vinegary Eastern
sauce, which was sweet but possessed plenty of kick. The meat clung to itself, making
it a perfect and neat ballpark snack.
As I bit into my third sandwich of the
evening, my wife asked whether she had
been correct in her assessment.
“Nope,” I replied. “Still amazing.” (MVM)

Bhaji Chaat
VICEROY, DURHAM

Back in my traveling days, street food was a
revelation. Instead of enduring stale Westernized dishes in bland dining rooms, I
could bump elbows with locals and enjoy
just-cooked food with flavors that sang a
song of the culture. Grilled sardines and
roasted eggplant in Morocco. Falafel sandwiches with radishes in Syria. Meaty, fatty
noodle soup in northern China.
Which must be why Viceroy’s bhaji chaat
spoke to me so loudly. In India, chaat is a
snack sold in stalls on the street, the kind
of thing you might grab at midnight after an
evening with friends. Its personality is protean: Chaat can be hot or cold, wet or dry, based
on potatoes or chickpeas or fried bread or
crispy noodles. What it always is, though, is
simultaneously spicy, sour, and crunchy.
Viceroy’s menu lists bhaji—vegetable
fritters—separately from the restaurant’s
chickpea-based chaat, allowing customers
the option of ordering simply the fried cauliflower and potatoes. Which is a shame,
because bhaji without chaat is like Frito pie
without toppings: There’s no point. Together, the chaat’s tomato-based tanginess and
raw onion zing serve as a counterpoint to
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the broad goodness of fried vegetables.
Chickpeas provide body, mint and tamarind sauces lighten and brighten, and a
drizzle of yogurt evens it out.
It’s not a crowded street in Bangalore or
Agra or Chandigarh, of course; it’s a swanky
restaurant in Durham. But close your eyes
while you take that first bite. You might be
transported for a moment. (AA)

recipes to emulate the crackers she remembered from her time at Angus Barn, until she
tried the same winning formula as Relish’s
tortilla chips, using flour tortillas cut and
fried. The combo is inherently Southern yet
feels a bit Asian: The hummus hits the rich
savory note of a peanut satay, the jelly is a
more piquant sweet-and-sour sauce, and the
crackers are as crisp as fried wontons. (MN)

Blueberry Scone

Brussels Sprouts

BREAD & BUTTER,
CHAPEL HILL

SAINT JAMES SEAFOOD,
DURHAM

Look, I get that in most cases, a good scone
is still a mediocre pastry. In North Carolina, where our flaky, butter-laden bakedgoods focus is reserved mostly for biscuits,
it can be hard to get excited about the
idea of a scone. But the blueberry scone
at Bread & Butter is definitely something
to get excited about. The crisp exterior
yields to a heavily blueberried, cake-tender inside, flavored with butter and a light
sweetness subtle enough to comfortably
call this scone breakfast.
The modesty of the space from which
Bread & Butter produces its fresh pastries
and bread each day does not reflect the elegance of the products being baked. Behind
the rickety chairs and shadowy exterior
lies some of the highest quality ingredients
available to bakers in the area. With flour
from Lindley Mills in Graham and Maple
View Farms dairy, the breads and cookies are fresh and elevated far above what
has become the standard for area coffee
shops. But while everything here is tasty,
it’s the blueberry scone that keeps me coming back week after week. (MSL)

Boiled Peanut
Hummus
RELISH, RALEIGH

Freshly harvested peanuts boiled in salt are
are a staple snack in North Carolina. At Relish—which specializes in local comfort food,
from gourmet grilled cheese to mac and
cheese skillets to brunch biscuits—they’re
interpreted in a non-traditional way.
Relish developed the boiled peanut hummus for a Department of Agriculture event
in 2014, and it was such a hit that it became
a permanent fixture on the test kitchen
menu. Relish’s hummus is made much like
the traditional chickpea dip, with tahini,
garlic, cumin, and a bit of cayenne pepper.
But like a peanut butter sandwich, it isn’t
really complete without jelly. In this case,
a pepper jelly made by Yahs Best Products.
Scoop up the hummus and jelly with one
of Relish’s housemade lavash-style crackers. Owner Sharon May tinkered with many

Saint James is a no-brainer when you have
a hunger that only helpless, tender little sea
creatures can fill—sorry, after years of strict
vegetarianism, I’m still getting used to eating
fish again—but you might not suspect that
the Durham seafood spot also has some ace
brussels sprouts in its briny pocket, in a city
where the competition is no slouch. It’s good
to have a warm bowl of hearty, earthy green
vegetables to balance out the chilly gray
slither of oysters. But Saint James’s sprouts
don’t rest on reliability. Instead, they’re
sweetened with nước chấm and crunched
up with shallots, peanuts, and benne seeds

for a refined but welcoming take on a Southern staple. (“Benne,” if you’re curious, means
“expensive sesame.”) (BH)

Buen Gusto
THE NORTHSIDE DISTRICT,
CHAPEL HILL

Margaret’s Cantina and the Chelsea. Garland
and CAM Raleigh. Parts & Labor and Manbites Dog Theater (RIP). Through a strange
alchemy of placement and preference, certain
places I go and certain places I eat sometimes
become inseparable. When I go to Nightlight
in Chapel Hill, I virtually always stop next
door first, at The Northside District, where
I always order the Buen Gusto. Unless you
pay a few extra bucks for tofu, fowl, or pork,
it's just a lovely plate of maduros with black
beans, yellow rice, a bit of cilantro and—this
is key—the house-made chili sauce, which
you’ll pour on the caramelized plantains, the
rice and beans, the napkin, whatever, until it’s
gone. It’s a great ballast for a wholesome night
of noise music next door, served in a Rosemary Street standby I’ve been haunting since
like five names ago (still miss you, Henry’s
Bistro). (BH)

Bun Tom Thit Nuong
and Cha Gio Saigon
SAIGON GRILL, DURHAM

In the hierarchy of salads, those with noodles are the clear winner. Extra points are
awarded for salads with a hefty crunch and
juicy meats.
The Bun Tom Thit Nuong salad at Saigon
Grill hits every note a salad should, and a
few that you might not expect. A combination of lettuce, mint, cilantro, and cucumber peak out from under tender vermicelli
noodles, creating a canvas of bright, clear
flavor. Slightly sweet grilled pork, lightly caramelized shrimp, and crunchy salted peanuts are tossed on top. A generous
handful of lightly pickled carrots and daikon and a sprinkle of fried onions round out
the dish, which easily serves two for a satisfying lunch. For the ideal eating experience,
create your perfect ratio in a separate bowl
and top generously with the accompanying
lime wedges and chili vinegar sauce. More
will be offered if you run out.
The only possible improvement is a side
order of the Cha Gio Saigon, or deep-fried
spring rolls, which are somehow deeply
crisp and supremely light, with a filling of
ground pork, carrot, and mushroom. While
still bright and herbaceous, the mushroom
and ground pork bring a rounder flavor.
When Durham is as hot and sticky as southern Vietnam, there’s nothing that makes
more sense to me than this meal. (MSL)

Butterscotch
Sticky Bun
HUMMINGBIRD, RALEIGH

With its craft cocktails, stepped-up bar food
menu, and intimate space, Hummingbird
has quickly cemented its spot as a Raleigh
nighttime destination. But during the day,
it transforms into an airy, sunlit café serving up avocado toast and chia pudding parfaits at breakfast and po’boys and salads at
lunch. Whatever you order, don’t sleep on
the butterscotch sticky bun. Chef-owner
Coleen Speaks worked on nailing the recipe
right up until the restaurant-bar’s opening last November, landing on a supremely
tender yeasted dough that’s drenched in a
pecan and butterscotch sauce spiked with
dark rum and dulce de leche. Snag one
of the canary-yellow stools at the bar and
pair with a cup of coffee, made with locally
roasted Joe Van Gogh beans. (LKH)

Cauliflower 65
GARLAND, RALEIGH

Cauliflower 65 has a cult-like following at
Garland. The Raleigh hotspot boasts Indi-

an-Asian cuisine, which inspired the delicious Turmeric-yogurt sauce served with
the cauliflower. The dish also features
curry leaves, fresh chiles, lime, cilantro,
and house-pickled chiles. If you’re looking
for a heartier (or at least meatier) appetizer, the cauliflower can be substituted for
fried boneless chicken thighs. This option
is fine, too, but unnecessary. The cauliflower stands up on its own. (RH)

Chaat
LANTERN, CHAPEL HILL

At a restaurant that has been as good as
Lantern for as long as Lantern, there will
inevitably be dishes that are overhyped and
overplayed, like a summer pop song at the
end of September. It may have surprised
and delighted once, but now it is simply
background noise. For me, that’s the salt
and pepper shrimp. Luckily, there’s still a
dish that makes me want to dance every
time I taste it: the chaat.
Like so many vegetarian options, it’s easily overlooked. But this is not a placeholder. Instead, it’s a chorus of intense flavors
and textures—crunchy black lentils and
cashews, tender roasted cauliflower and carrots topped with bright mint chutney. It’s
heavily seasoned with coriander and pickled
red onions, with root vegetables as an anchor.
The effect is a bowl of vegetables that I refuse
to share—if you want some, get your own.
With so many restaurants today claiming
Asian influence, it’s comforting to know that
Lantern can still fill diners with wonder and
excitement, a reminder to look beyond the
top hits of a favorite, familiar restaurant and
try something new. (MSL)

Chapel Hill Toffee
VARIOUS RETAILERS

My grandmother (rest her soul) always had
candy in a white hobnail glass dish on her
dining room table. Usually, it was something old-fashioned and beautiful that stuck
together in one giant clump that, after chiseling apart, tasted like the overly sweet, artificially flavored corn syrup it was made from.
Chapel Hill Toffee is also old-fashioned
and beautiful, its dark brown squares dusted
with delicate pecan crumbs that resemble
tree branches at the first signs of a new
snow, but the taste experience is of a much
higher caliber than anything Grandmother
(as she insisted on being called) offered up.
The candy’s decadent dark chocolate
skin, applied at just the right thinness, could
stand on its own, but it pairs perfectly with
its buttery, slightly burnt, coffee-tinged candy
center. The pecan dust on the top of each
piece adds a sweet nuttiness that perfectly
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complements the other flavors, making
it distinctly Southern. The overall flavor,
appearance, and firm-meets-soft texture
make it one of the best candies I’ve ever had.
A start-up product hatched from a secret
family recipe in 2006, the blue-boxed toffee
is available Triangle-wide and in more than
four hundred retail locations in twenty-six
states. I dare you to make a box of it last more
than a day. (SS)

Cheeseburger
and Onion Rings
ALLEN & SON BARBECUE,
CHAPEL HILL

I was talking to a Chapel Hill native and
self-styled barbecue expert (aren’t they
all?) when this venerable spot came up.
“You know the only thing to get there,
right?” he said. “It’s the cheeseburger and
onion rings.”
My curiosity was piqued, especially as a
New York City transplant, where the famed
Peter Luger Steakhouse is also noted in some
circles not for its prime cuts of steak but
for its humble hamburger. Like its Brooklyn
brother, the Allen & Son cheeseburger is only
available at lunchtime, not for takeout, and
with no substitutions. You’ll need a knife and
fork to eat this half-pound behemoth, which
will still crumble before it reaches your
mouth under the weight of its fatty goodness.
The cheeseburger is an antidote to the
artisanal, overwrought burger of many Instagrammy hipster restaurants, a greasy
spoon classic that’s more salt of the earth
than farm to table. The patty is slathered
with mustard, with some slaw, chili, and
chopped onions applied to its undercarriage. The onion rings, a little browner than
golden and big as life, master the balance of
batter and actual vegetable.
Perhaps it’s best that it’s only available
during daylight hours because it’s best followed by a nap. (MN)

Chicken Pot Pie
BEASLEY’S CHICKEN + HONEY,
RALEIGH

Beasley’s Chicken + Honey is prime real
estate when it comes to mouth-watering
fried chicken. But there’s a menu item that,
by comparison, flies under the radar: the
chicken pot pie. Leave it to an Ashley Christensen spot to take a classic, spin it on its
head, and turn out a version that eclipses
even our nostalgia-motivated devotion to
the comfort foods of yore. Sorry, Grandma—it’s just that delicious.
Almost more like a soup than a traditional chicken pot pie filling, Beasley’s choice of
milk gravy is a warm, distinctively South-

ern rendition. While you might find pot pies
across a wide variety of menus, the choice
of a gravy so quintessentially Southern is
just as on-brand for the elevated Southern
restaurant as it is delicious.
If I had to choose this dish’s pièce de résistance, however, it would be the cornmeal
pastry crust. Pulling in even more influence from humble Southern roots, this crisp
round of light pastry floats atop the bowl of
chicken pot pie and invites you to break off
a piece of its golden brown flakiness to dunk
even further into the gravy. (CS)

Chopped Pork Plate
JOHNSON FAMILY BBQ,
DURHAM

I entertain a lot of folks from out of state.
Whether they be Yankees, fellow Southerners, or Texans, they all have one thing in
common: They can’t wait to try some North
Carolina ’cue. My go-to is Johnson Family
BBQ. For a rustic, authentic experience, you
can’t do better than this small diner out back
of a gas station down Highway 98 to Wake
Forest. You’ll smell the hickory long before
you reach the intersection and race for a spot
at the patio tables next to the giant smoker.
Ambiance aside, the real star of this show
is the pig. Perfect portions of charred cracklings mingle with succulent shards of moistened pork tossed in red pepper and vinegar.
There’s sauce on the table, but you won’t
need it. They’re not stingy, either. Often these
out-of-towners make bug eyes at the portions but leave nary a scrap on their plate.
And this baby rides alongside two sides and a
pile of hush puppies. I recommend the spicy
mac and cheese and—if it’s available—the
succotash. See if your guests don’t start making up excuses to come back and visit. (EP)

Churros
COCOA CINNAMON, DURHAM

Churros are the primary food option at
Cocoa Cinnamon’s newest location in Lakewood, which is part of the reason they’re
executed so perfectly. Owner Areli Barrera
de Grodski wanted to make sure the churros
were authentic, as close as possible to the
ones she grew up eating in Mexico, with the
perfect crunch and an ideal amount of sugar.
They’re served fresh all day, and customers
can watch the process start to finish, from
when the coiled dough is fried in the circular
oil vat to when the churrista dips each piece
into the flavored sugar of their choice. They
can be made with or without sugar, with
sugar flavors including cinnamon, cardamom, and orange. Highly recommended: Dip
the churros into one of the rich hot chocolates. (HP)
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The Classy Hen with
Macaroni & Cheese

The Corned Beef
Benedict

Deluxe Burrito

DAME’S CHICKEN AND
WAFFLES, DURHAM & CARY

PEPPER’S MARKET
AND SANDWICH SHOP,
MORRISVILLE

My friend Tim recently returned to Durham after six months away at college. Before
reuniting with his friends, or even dropping his bags off at home, he headed to Cosmic Cantina to get a burrito. Tim isn’t an
anomaly; another one of my friends asked
her parents to bring her a burrito when they
drove up to visit her in Virginia, and when I
returned to school out of state after winter
break, I brought three burritos in my suitcase, eating them over the course of a week
and dreading the next few months that I
would have endure Cosmic-free. Cosmic’s
burritos are modest and magical, a classic
combination of meat, rice, beans, cheese, and
salsa (plus guac and sour cream if you order
it deluxe, which you should) enveloped in a
paper-thin tortilla. The fact that there’s nothing fancy about them is exactly what makes
them so good; in a world of “sushirritos” and
burritos stuffed with French fries, Cosmic’s
product is refreshingly simple. When you try
it, you’ll understand why my friends and I go
through withdrawals at college. (LG)

In 1938, Harlem musicians piled into Well’s
Supper Club to get a bite after the nightclubs closed. Too late for dinner, too early
for breakfast, the jazzmen dined on and
adored Well’s middle-of-the-night pairing
of fried chicken and waffles.
A star was born.
Since then, lots of eateries have put it on
their menu, but very few restaurants put
any heart or care into the dish. You might as
well toss frozen waffles and pretend chicken
nuggets into a microwave. Then in 2010,
Damion “Dame” Moore and Randy Wadsworth opened Dame’s Chicken and Waffles
on Main Street in Durham, and the Triangle
discovered what the fuss was all about. The
guys offer 105 possible chicken and waffle
combos, including vegan options.
The Classy Hen is the perfect gateway
plate. It’s a chicken cutlet (no bones to stress
over), a classic waffle, and vanilla-almond
schmear. You might think this plate is dull, but
you’d be wrong. This is the edible equivalent
of a Chanel suit—perfect timeless elegance.
You get a side, and the macaroni and cheese
will probably be the best you’ve ever eaten.
A word to the wise—make reservations.
(DM)

Corn Tortillas
PANADERIA PAHUATLAN,
DURHAM

In the decidedly unglamorous shopping
complex at the intersection of Club and Roxboro that houses Compare Foods and a longdefunct movie theater sits a little Mexican
bakery that you wouldn’t know was there
unless you were looking for it. But you should
very much go looking for Panaderia Puhuatlan. The fresh-baked bread and desserts,
from the tres leches cake to the pastries, are
sublime—some of the best in the area.
But what you really need, especially if
you’re planning taco night at home, is to
head to the counter and ask for the corn
tortillas. They’ll come out a second later
piping hot and wrapped in white paper—
cheap, too, at two pounds for three bucks—
so fresh and inviting they almost demand
to be devoured on site. But don’t do that.
Instead, drive right home and get started on
your taco prep. No matter what you’re making, the rich flavor of the warm tortillas will
only make your meal better. (JCB)
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Pepper’s is a bright, modern looking deli
in a new shopping center in Morrisville. It
doesn’t look like the kind of place that even
knows what corned beef is, let alone serves
a version that could win blue ribbons.
Pepper’s slow roasts the brisket in-house
and uses it to make a succulent Reuben,
which is great. But if you’re very, very lucky,
you’ll be there at brunch for corned beef
Benedict. They replace the English muffin
with a couple slices of rye bread. Then they
lay on the corned beef, cover it with perfectly poached eggs, and drown the whole
thing with lemony, sunny Hollandaise. It’s
too much, but isn’t that what brunch is?
It’s on the menu in the cooler months, so
unless you can convince them otherwise,
you’ll have to wait a little while to indulge.
(DM)

Dark Chocolate
Crostata
BABY SCRATCH,
DURHAM

When chef Phoebe Lawless’s Scratch
closed its downtown space earlier this year,
Durhamites mourned, wondering where
they would get their buttermilk donut muffins on Saturday mornings. Thankfully,
there was Baby Scratch in Lakewood to
help ease the pain—if you were willing to
make the short drive. The new location
wouldn’t offer the full breakfast and brunch
service of its namesake, but it would still
feature Lawless’s famous baked goods, a
culinary achievement in their own right.
It is difficult to pick poorly at Baby
Scratch. The donut muffins are, of course,
a classic. A slice of pie always proves delicious. And the rotation of savory crostatas
never disappoints. But the real star of the
show is the dark chocolate crostata with
sea salt.
To get a dark chocolate crostata right, you
have to (a) make impeccable pastry dough,
(b) make the perfect fudgy brownie, and (c)
have a strong sense of flavor in order to avoid
making a baked good too cloying to eat. It’s
a difficult balance, but if done right it makes
for a dessert that satisfies any connoisseur
of sweets. And around here, no one does it as
right as Lawless and company. (KJF)

COSMIC CANTINA, DURHAM

Dixie Cannonball
LUCETTEGRACE, RALEIGH

There's an old Hank Williams tune called
“Dixie Cannonball,” but while eating
lucettegrace’s Dixie Cannonball, the song
running through my head is instead a 1950s
gospel tune from the Soul Stirrers, “Jesus
Hits Like the Atom Bomb.”
That’s how your taste buds will react to
this breakfast-y treat that’s as perfect for
a 3:00 p.m. boost as it is for a morning kick
start. A delicate, muffin-shaped smoked
cheddar and scallion biscuit is by itself the
stuff of dreams. Take a bite, and BOOM—
you discover lurking in the biscuit’s hollow
interior bits of locally produced sausage
and a generous dollop of sausage gravy.
Have napkins handy because the gravy will
begin oozing out at the first opening. Of
course, the Dixie Cannonball is delectable
enough that you'll be tempted to wolf it
down so quickly the gravy has no time to
escape. Show some restraint though, and
give your palate time to appreciate the swirl
of flavors and the loveliness of the biscuit.
Everywhere you look these days, places
are offering variations of breakfast meals in
portable, one-handed styles, from breakfast
sandwiches to breakfast wraps. The Dixie
Cannonball is the most elegant form of that
concept that you’ll find anywhere. (CF)

Double Chocolate
Budino
PIZZERIA MERCATO,
CARRBORO

Pizzeria Mercato’s menu is known for
exactly what you’d expect: pizza. And the
pizza is fantastic—award-winning, in fact.
What you might not know, however, is that
Mercato has an absolutely sublime dessert
menu featuring a confection that’s worth a
trip in and of itself. The double chocolate
budino, a decadent take on the classic Italian pudding-like dessert, is the perfect finish (or a meal in its own right). It’s certainly
rich enough to have earned the moniker
of double chocolate, yet it’s light enough to
melt as soon as it hits your tongue.
While the chocolate flavor could stand
wholly on its own, there’s a beautiful addition of caramel and whipped cream to polish
the dish and add balance. What’s particularly delightful is the crisp crackle of the
chocolate crumble and salt flakes over top of
the budino, which add contrast that the soft,
sweet elements definitely need.
From top to bottom—literally—this dessert is delicious. At the bottom of the glass
cup it’s served in, there’s a crumbly chocolate crust that I prefer to scoop out and eat
before anyone I’m sharing with can do the
same. (CS)

Dragon Tuna
CITY MARKET SUSHI,
RALEIGH

City Market’s Dragon Tuna might raise eyebrows as its description is first read: soft shell
crab sushi topped with fish and fruit. Weird,
right? What makes this roll a winner, though,
is that exact combination. Creamy avocado
and crunchy, panko-coated soft shell crab
are pleasing enough on their own, although
not groundbreaking. Adding soy paper, sweet
ponzu, and tobiko punches up the creativity.
However, the choice to pair dragon fruit with
cubes of fresh tuna as a topping is particularly smart, as the fruit emphasizes the flavor
of the tuna. While the subtleties of tuna can
sometimes be muddled with the addition of
other, more assertive ingredients, the dragon
fruit (which has a bit of a soft kiwi flavor) is
mild enough to let the tuna shine.
To say this dish is merely pretty would
do it an injustice; it’s beautiful and visually vibrant, with its contrasting colors and
the unusual appearance of the dragon fruit.
But ultimately, the playful mix of sweet and
savory makes it a star. (CS)

Duck and Waffles
BRIER CREEK BEER GARDEN,
RALEIGH

If you’ve tired of the now-ubiquitous chicken
and waffles, try this twist at BCBG. You get a
generous serving of duck meat atop Belgian
waffles with a house-made blueberry compote. The duck sports a pleasing sear that
traps the duck fat, which essentially melts
and laces each bite with flavor. The waffles
are well-crafted, with a satisfying crunchiness on the outside surrounding the fluffy
interior. The dish is only available on the
weekend brunch menu, served Saturdays
and Sundays from 10:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m. (CF)

Durham Bull Balls
BIG BUNDTS CAKE LOUNGE,
DURHAM

Duck Hash
TRUE FLAVORS DINER,
DURHAM

At True Flavors Diner, every meal feels
incredibly haute and homey, with beautiful
presentation and uber-generous portions.
It’s difficult to go wrong, but veer toward
the Southern classics: shrimp and fourcheese grits, chipotle honey glazed fried

chicken and buttermilk waffles, biscuits
and gravy.
Above them all, though, the duck hash
shines with its combination of sweet red
peppers, luscious white cheddar, and soft,
gamey duck. Served in a cast iron skillet
with two fried eggs and buttermilk biscuits,
the meal is exorbitantly rich and flavorful,
the perfect prelude to a relaxing weekend
afternoon. (KJF)

When Kristen Benkendorfer started her
business from her home, the focus was on
Bundt cakes of all sizes and flavors. Dull,
they were not. Those Bundts weren’t the
last cakes picked for kickball; they were
first-string all the way. In 2016, Big Bundts
moved into its current location on Broad
Street in Durham. Last year, it dropped the
smaller sized Bundts and introduced cake
balls—freshly baked cakes of various flavors, mixed with frosting, formed into balls,
filled with buttercream, coated with white
or dark chocolate, and garnished.
Big Bundts has a regular cast of six flavors, including birthday cake, red velvet,
peanut butter cookie dough, and a rotating
cast of seasonal guest stars. But the best
of the bunch, and not just because of the
name, are the Durham Bull Balls, chocolate
sour cream cake formed into golf ball-sized
spheres of joy. They’re filled with Belgian
chocolate buttercream, covered with dark
chocolate, and decorated with a cobalt blue
drizzle. The cake is shockingly moist with
a chocolate so dark it absorbs surrounding light. The buttercream is luscious and
tastes like lightly sweetened chocolate butter. The outer shell cracks like the top of a
crème brulee when you bite into it.
If all of that wasn’t tempting enough,
they’re sized perfectly for one, so you never
have to share. (DM)

Falafel with
Hummus
MEDITERRANEAN DELI,
CHAPEL HILL

Every time I walk into Med Deli, I start
to panic because I want to try every side,
entrée, and dessert eyeing me behind the

glass deli case. But since that’s not an
option, don’t miss the classic falafel pita
topped with hummus and maybe a dash of
couscous. The falafel at Med Deli is just
good math, the sum of many good parts. The
falafel is dense, but moist, with a slightly
crisp outer layer, while the veggies are fresh
and the pita is soft and supportive. (HP)

Fiocchi
TUSCAN BLU, RALEIGH

Once upon a time, when I was still new to the
culinary landscape of Raleigh, I had no idea
Tuscan Blu existed. Then came Triangle Restaurant Week. One happy night that week,
I had my first experience with Tuscan Blu’s
fiocchi, a dish that’s made this Italian restaurant one of the most consistent spots on my
ever-changing list of recommendations.
Cinched pasta purses are stuffed with
sweet pear and soft mascarpone cheese, then
liberally dressed with a flavorful pink tomatocream sauce. It isn’t overly complicated, nor
is it highly conceptual. What it is, however, is
incredibly delicious. The creaminess of the
cheese complements the firm, slightly grainy
texture of the pear. Pear can sometimes take
on a mealy texture, but here it never does;
even when the grain of the pear is slightly
more pronounced, the cheese tempers it. The
tomato-cream sauce adds a slight acidity that
brightens the whole plate. (CS)

Fish Tacos
EL CENTRO, RALEIGH

It’s a tall order, but El Centro’s fiery fish
tacos may satisfy even the most jaded Californian (me). All the tacos on the popular Mexican restaurant’s menu are
crowd-pleasers—especially the carnitas
and los carlos, filled with grass-fed steak—
but my vote goes to the spicy pescado tacos,
a catch of the day fried up and topped with
sweet fruit, red cabbage, spicy cilantro
mayo, and pico de gallo. The fish, salty and
battered to perfection, pairs perfectly with
the spicy mayo and sweet fruit and cabbage.
Served on double corn tortillas with cilantro rice and refried beans, it’s a satisfying
and reasonably priced treat (for lunch, the
tacos are $9). The other taco choices on
the menu are delicious, too—for vegetarians, there’s an option with mushrooms,
poblanos, red bell peppers, spinach, onions,
and creamy tomatillo sauce; for the diehard Southerner, there’s a fried chicken
taco with ranch, red cabbage, and jalapeños. Consider adding a side of crispy tortilla
chips, salsa, and fresh guacamole or queso.
Your mouth won’t regret it. (EH)
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Garbanzo Sandwich
LUCKY’S DELI, DURHAM

French Vanilla
Ice Cream

Fried Mac-N-Cheese
Bites

I would never order lobster from a diner. As
much as I love steak tartare, I’d only dare
request it after I’ve personally met the chef
and watched him wash his hands.
This caution extends, of course, to oysters.
Color me leery when it comes to that briny
bivalve, perhaps due to a case of once bitten,
twice shy. However, the Triangle seems suddenly flush with top-notch seafood joints
as of late, and one of the advantages of this
boon is an influx of great oyster houses.
Place St. Roch’s at the top of that pyramid.
Bubbling with New Orleans attitude, this hip
spot in the former Joule coffeehouse location is a one-stop shop for all things oyster.
Each night, executive chef Sunny Gerhart
offers from a selection of five or so fresh
raw oysters, as well as three roasted options.
However, the star of this show is the Fried
Oyster and Oat Hotcake. Originally offered
as a rotating feature, this bad boy quickly
muscled its way to a spot on the everyday
menu. It’s since become a mainstay.
Think a Cajun-inspired take on fried
chicken and waffles: Plump bivalves
crusted in crisp cornmeal then lightly fried
and served atop an oat hotcake inside a
mini cast iron skillet. Add a cruet of chilespiked cane syrup, and you’ll perform your
best (or worst) Justin Wilson impression,
I guar-RON-tee. (EP)

MASON JAR TAVERN,
HOLLY SPRINGS

Gambas al Ajillo

ANDIA’S HOMEMADE ICE
CREAM, CARY

Just as a plain cheese slice is a pizzeria’s
benchmark, a scoop of vanilla is an ice cream
shop’s yardstick. Though you’ll no doubt be
tempted by the roster of inventive flavors
at Andia’s (like baklava and rose pistachio),
don’t miss the French vanilla. There’s nothing plain Jane about it. It’s got a buttery
mouthfeel, owing to the ice cream base’s
quality milk—owner Andia Xouris sampled
milk from ten different dairies before finalizing her supplier—and a 14 percent butterfat
content. The rich, pronounced vanilla flavor
comes from using top-notch ingredients like
Madagascar bourbon vanilla extract, made
from Madagascar vanilla beans, aka the
Cadillac of vanilla beans. The French vanilla
is a local fan favorite, and even won national
acclaim after placing second at the National
Ice Cream Retailers Association awards—
you didn’t know that was a thing, did you?—a
sought-after prize among national ice cream
shop owners. (LKH)

As any State Fair attendee can attest, there’s
one consistent answer to how to make a
good thing better—fry the sumbitch. The
epitome of this axiom would be the fried
pimento mac-n-cheese bites found at Mason
Jar Tavern in Holly Springs. Don’t expect a
bowl of macaroni covered in cheese. In fact,
you may initially wonder where the mac or
cheese can be found the first time you see it.
The appetizer arrives with five hefty fried
rounds, each the size of a generously proportioned hush puppy, nestled in marinara
sauce on the plate. There’s no visible cheese
or macaroni. All it takes, though, is one bite
into the delicately crispy orbs to discover
the pimento, the macaroni, and ah-inducing
goodness. It may be a guilty pleasure, but it is
most definitely a pleasure. (CF)

Fried Oysters
and Oat Hotcake
ST. ROCH FINE OYSTERS + BAR,
RALEIGH

I may have trust issues. There are menu
items I won’t order from just any restaurant.
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THE CORTEZ SEAFOOD +
COCKTAIL, RALEIGH

The raw North Carolina oysters and ceviches get top billing at The Cortez, and with
good reason, so it’d be easy to skip over the
humble-sounding gambas al ajillo, or garlic shrimp. But it’s the menu’s dark horse,
and one of chef Oscar Diaz’s favorites. Diaz
starts with large shrimp, lops off the heads,
and butterflies them in an unusual way,
leaving the shell on but cutting them down
the middle so that the sauce can still flavor
the flesh within. The shrimp is simply seasoned with salt, pepper, and paprika, seared
in a pan, and cooked with nothing more than
garlic, lemon, and butter. The shell-on factor
makes the shrimp messy to eat, but the payoff is worth it: The shrimp’s briny sweetness
is offset by the glossy, garlicky sauce, and the
remaining pool begs to be sopped up by the
accompanying slices of Yellow Dog baguette,
toasted to the point at which they’re flirting
with being burnt. The airy crumb and shatter-ready crust makes it perfect for mopping, so order a side of Bread and Weed
Butter to have extra on hand. (LKH)

Everything about this sandwich goes big: big,
toasty sesame hoagie roll you have to crunch
down to bite (except for you, big mouth);
big, thick dials of cucumber and tomato riding big, round blimps of deep-fried chickpeas; big, squiggly squirts of tahini and green
sauce that will inevitably spatter the basket
like crime-scene evidence after you somehow go beast mode on this entire eight-inch
torpedo before you even realize what’s happened. Falafel by any other name, it turns
out, would also taste as sweet. But does anyone want this pickle spear? I’m full. (BH)

Garlic Soup
ROYALE, RALEIGH

As a French onion soup loyalist, I came to
Royale’s garlic soup with a very skeptical
eye. Ordering it jolted me out of the monotony of my one-soup French bistro routine.
Royale’s garlic soup is rich, velvety, and
brimming with garlic. If you’re not a fan of
the pungent little clove, you probably won’t
like this much. It is a lot of garlic (one quart
of it, to be precise), but that’s precisely what
makes it so good. On its own, it would be way
too overpowering, but a hearty dose of milk
and cream help round out the flavor, leaving
your tongue swimming in a smooth garlic
wonderland. Pros: Warding off the vampires
that prowl in Moore Square. Cons: Don’t try
this on a first date. (EH)

German Shepherd
with Crinkle Fries
and Pink Lemonade
DOG HOUSE, DURHAM &
HILLSBOROUGH

It’s entirely appropriate that hot dogs started life as the signature sausage of Frankfurt, Germany, because the hot dog, crinkle
fries, and pink lemonade combo at The Dog
House is the greatest example of edible
gestalt known to man.
Contemplate the dog: steamed, not grilled,
as only the very finest tube steaks are. A
first-bite snap that sounds like the crack of
a bat on a cloudless June afternoon. The soft
bun is painted with spicy brown mustard
that treads the razor-thin line between spicy
and burn-y. On top is a generous amount
of puckeringly briny sauerkraut. It costs
extra, but a sprinkling of chopped onion adds
crunch and a funky allium bite.
The Dog House crinkle fries are the very
best ambassador for potatoes of their ilk,
so fresh that they make the trip home with
both heat and crispiness intact. As dunk-

age, I highly recommend the unexpected
condiment of mayo (the result of a childhood friendship with a pair of Dutch sisters). And the fountain pink lemonade
recalls childhood picnics. It’s sweet, but not
too, and sour, but not too.
The women behind the counter remind
me of the Southern grandmother I never
had, and always call me “Shug.” While you
wait for your order, your fellow customers
are a parade of humanity that will frighten,
amuse, depress, and delight you, but they
will never, ever bore. (DM)

Gray’s Mom’s Lamb
Spaghetti
JACK TAR DINER, DURHAM

You expect a diner menu to lean heavily on
the comfort-food classics, and you’ll find
them in spades at Jack Tar: pancakes, fried
chicken, biscuits and gravy, pie à la mode.
But the next time it’s cold or rainy or you’re
just in need of something warm and comforting, order Gray’s Mom’s Lamb Spaghetti.
The inspiration came from owner Gray
Brooks’s grandmother, a Durham native who
learned to cook from her Cretan husband.
Brooks’s mother grew up eating this kind of
Southern-Greek symbiosis. When it came to
feeding her family, she channeled her mother’s braised lamb with tomatoes into a baked
spaghetti dish. It became a dinner staple,
and the Jack Tar version is pretty faithful to the working-class variety, though the
original grocery-store mozzarella has been
upgraded to Italian buffalo milk ricotta and
the lamb comes from a family farm in Colorado. It’s served in a small baking dish, well
dusted with melty cheese.
The combination of braised lamb and
creamy ricotta could be overwhelming, but
the proportions are spot on, just enough to
satisfy and perhaps leave room for a plate of
warm cruller doughnuts. (MN)

Half-Chicken
ALPACA, DURHAM

The menu at Alpaca is straightforward. Do
you want a quarter-chicken, a half-chicken,
or a whole chicken? It’s often the case that
the smaller the menu, the better the food,
and that’s the case with Alpaca. Every time I
go—and it’s right around the corner, so fairly
often—the chicken is perfectly roasted, with
slightly crispy skin and tender meat. But
even if the chicken was trash, which it’s not,
the complementary dipping sauces could
make anything taste good. I recommend the
half-chicken with sides of maduros and rice
and black beans and a copious amount of the
spicy green sauce. (HP)

Hatch Breakfast
Burritos
ACCORDION CLUB, DURHAM

These burritos went through quite a journey to get into that six-pack “adult happy
meal” every Sunday afternoon at the Accordion Club.
First, co-owners Talitha Benjamin, a
New Mexico native, and her husband, Scott
Ritchie, flew over a whole bunch of Hatch
chiles straight from Santa Fe. Then, she and
her siblings bickered over the correct way to
prepare green chile stew. Once that was settled, her brother Aaron Benjamin, the Gocciolina chef-owner, began preparing batches
in his restaurant kitchen, later setting aside
portions for burritos. Finally, the burritos
are prepared, wrapped, and presented at the
bar in a six-pack, along with a tiny Miller
High Life, a shot of tequila, a chile back shot
as chaser, and a toy, promising to cure any
hangover you may have had.
The green chile stew at Accordion is
worth a try on its own, but for some, it may
prove too spicy. The green chile on the veggie breakfast burritos, however, is tempered
by its supporting ingredients of a farm egg,
cheese, roasted potatoes, sautéed onions
and poblanos, and lime crema. Equally delicious are the adovada breakfast burritos,
made with local pork braised with Hatch red
chile. The burritos are delivered to Accordion every Sunday around 12:30 p.m. and are
available until sold out, which is usually a
couple of hours later. (HP)

Heirloom Summer
MONUTS, DURHAM

There are many things about summer in the
Triangle I don’t like—the punishing heat and
unrelenting humidity, for starters, and the
waves of ticks and mosquitoes and other
horrible little pests that are so abundant on
any outdoor excursion. There is one thing
about this season I look forward to, however:
the summer menu at Monuts, and the return
of several wonderful breakfast plates made
with chevre.
There’s the Like a Hash, a mess of fried
tomatoes, spinach, a delectable sweet basil
pesto, eggs, and soft chevre. There’s the Spicy
Tomato and Avocado sandwich, which puts
those two things plus chevre, spicy peach
jam, pea shoots, and sea salt in between two
slices of focaccia bread. My favorite, though,
is the Heirloom Summer, which combines
chevre with Monuts’ excellent bagels and
the year’s heirloom tomato harvest. It’s an
open-faced bagel (go with the salted bagel),
smeared with chevre cream cheese, and
topped with heirloom tomatoes and, if you
want, eggs (recommendation: over easy).
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The sweet basil pesto comes on the side.
Monuts switches out its menus with the
seasons, so this chevre bounty won’t be
around forever. A word of advice: If you’re
going on a weekend, get there early. It gets
crowded fast. (JCB)

Hickory Grove
Cheese
CHAPEL HILL CREAMERY,
CHAPEL HILL

If you’ve ever wondered what a happy cow
looks like, there’s a whole bunch of them at
Chapel Hill Creamery.
Deep in the most rustic, out of the way
part of Chapel Hill, you’ll find the Hickory
Grove Church. And beyond that, down a
side road, is a collection of trim buildings
among green pastures. That is Chapel Hill
Creamery. What Disneyland is to human
children, the creamery is to cows. They are
protected, loved, and spoiled. And all the
milk produced at this bovine bed and breakfast goes to make award-winning cheeses.
This is kind of place where each cow has a
name and a human friend who looks out for
it. And believe it or not, you can taste this
environment in every bite of every cheese.
There is the impulse to liken these cheeses to familiar types: cheddar, brie, gruyere,
and so on. But that impulse is incorrect.
Though they may be hard or soft or melty,
the creamery’s cheeses are solely its own
and a wannabe of none.
It’s hard to pick one favorite, but the
Hickory Grove makes the most banging
patty melt ever devised by man. It’s melty,
salty, and tastes a little bit like grass, fresh
air, and sunshine. (DM)

Hipster Poutine
PARTS & LABOR AT MOTORCO,
DURHAM

I’ve never eaten real poutine, so I don’t have
a baseline understanding of the iconic Canadian fries/gravy/cheese curd concoction. I’m
also generally turned off by things being
labeled “hipster.” Nevertheless, I will swear
by Motorco’s hipster poutine, especially late
at night, and especially after drinking. The
fries are piled high and topped with generous helpings of caramelized kimchi, bulgogi
beef, cheddar, sriracha mayo, green onions,
and cilantro. (For vegetarians, the Canuck
Poutine, with mushroom gravy and cheese
curds, is a good option as well.)
It kind of feels like a drunk person with
access to a Korean kitchen invented this
dish—who’s to say that wasn’t the case?—
but whoever did it did a truly masterful
job. Canadians would probably scoff, and
hipsters would probably be offended that

sriracha mayo is still associated with them,
but the fries are always hot and fresh, and the
salty/spicy/cheesy combination of toppings
here is perfect and just made to pair with
beer. And though there are other “large pile
of fries with sauces and toppings” dishes to
be had around town (e.g., the Pile at Geer
Street Garden or the loaded fries at Bull
McCabe’s), they pale in comparison, leaving
you longing for that caramelized kimchi.
And bless Motorco for keeping its kitchen
open until 2:00 a.m. on the weekends—the
Hipster Poutine’s time to shine. (IW)

Horchata Milkshake
PINCHO LOCO, DURHAM

Pincho Loco is serving up a milkshake you’d
be hard-pressed to find even on Cook Out’s
tome of a menu. They substitute milk with
their own horchata, a sweet Mexican drink
made with rice and cinnamon, adding a
beautiful depth that will make you question ever going back to a standard vanilla
shake. It’s the perfect indulgence for a humid
summer day, though the hint of cinnamon
imparts a warmness that makes it apt to
enjoy in the colder months as well. (LG)

Hot Dog
ROAST GRILL, RALEIGH

When I first moved to North Carolina, one
thing that struck me was the inordinate
number of hot dog joints dotting the landscape. These people take their hot dogs seriously, I thought. Nowhere is that truer than
at Roast Grill. The menu options are few.

No cheese. No kraut. No mayo. No pickles. No relish. And, for the love of all things
holy, no goddamn ketchup. Go ahead, ask.
If George Poniros, who mans the grill and
tends the pot of chili made with a decadesold family recipe, yells at you, you have no
one to blame but yourself. Such accoutrements are an affront. And don’t expect sides
like chips or fries either. Instead, squeeze in
the tiny space that, since 1940, has served
college students, governors, state legislators,
and Man Vs. Food’s Adam Richman, and ask
George for a burnt one all the way. Wash it
down with a Coke before topping it off with a
scrumptious slice of homemade pound cake.
Then, and only then, can you truly consider
yourself a local. (CF)

Hush Honeys
SALTBOX SEAFOOD JOINT,
DURHAM

Come for the freshly-caught-that-morning
drum, mullet, or bass that comes out piping
hot and melts in your mouth, stay for chef
Ricky Moore’s famous hush honeys, which
he’s trademarked with good reason. These
fried-cornmeal nuggets of dough come drizzled with spiced local honey, completely
changing your perception of what a hush
puppy can—and should—taste like.
Moore grew up eating hush puppies, and
says the idea to bring a sweetness to them
came from his love of Italian zeppole, fried
balls of dough dusted with powdered sugar.
The crispy outside, the soft and steaming inside, and the sticky sweetness of the
honey that pools at the bottom of the plate

make them perfect on their own, but the
flavors are also an excellent complement to
the tangy slaw and spiced fish that are Saltbox’s hallmark.
The best part is that a solo order of hush
honeys—say, paired with a side of fried
broccoli or brussels sprouts—can stand as a
lunch on its own, meaning that you can skip
the long wait for a fish plate, especially at
the original, tiny Mangum Street location.
They say hush puppies get their name
because hunters would give them to their
dogs to keep them quiet. While a hush
might fall over the picnic table at Saltbox as
people dig into their hush honeys, the name
seems like a misnomer. Everyone I know
who’s eaten them can’t shut up about them
afterward. (IW)

The Hustle
with Tuna
RALEIGH RAW, RALEIGH

Poké—basically deconstructed sushi bowls—
has been a raging trend the past few years,
and you can find some of the Triangle’s best at
the DTR hangout Raleigh Raw. If you’re new
to the poké game, or just want a go-to classic, do the Hustle (sorry). Start with a base
of either rice or micro greens and then pile
on the toppings: chive, dragon fruit, jalapeño,
pistachio dust, sesame asparagus, seaweed
salad, shallot, and chef's mix microgreens.
Pair the bowl with fresh tuna, which complements the sweetness of the dragon fruit. Top
your bowl with a tangy house sauce and spicy
mayo, and then snap a pic of your aesthetically appealing (and healthy) lunch. (RH)

Ice
Cream
Sandwiches
ROSE’S NOODLES,
DUMPLINGS, AND SWEETS,
DURHAM

It’s often said that when your preferred
deity closes a door, she opens a window.
There is no better proof of this adage at play
in downtown Durham than Rose’s Noodles,
Dumplings, and Sweets. This tiny twenty-five seat restaurant was once home to
Rose’s Sweet and Meat Shop, a whole-animal butchery and bakery that sadly stopped
service last year in order to retool, rebrand,
and return as its present incarnation. While
the sampling of sausages may have been
replaced by tasty ramen dishes and dumplings, owners Justin and Katie Meddis didn’t
dare tinker with the true recipe for their success: those amazing ice cream sandwiches.
What at first may seem like a Mad Lib
pairings of flavor (white miso gingersnap?)
turns out to be the most unique and innovative journeys across your pleasure palate.
One offered sampling featured lemon-blueberry-buttermilk ice cream on gingerbread,
ingredients that paired together like Texas
and chainsaw massacres. These savory
confections are available both at breakfast
and lunch, as well as for carry-out, which
make them the perfect treat for that long
walk back to your parking space after a big
bowl of ramen, giving them plenty of time
to thaw to the perfect consistency. Be sure
to save room! (EP)
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Kenny J Fries
AL’S BURGER SHACK,
CHAPEL HILL

There are two types of people in the world:
meat lovers and carb lovers. I am a carb lover
who hangs out with meat lovers, and as a
result, I have had to figure out what to order
at Al’s Burger Shack, the home base for meat
lovers across the Triangle. In fact, TripAdvisor recently declared Al’s Bobo Chili Cheeseburger the best burger in the United States.
It’s no secret that the meat is the backbone of the menu. It’s also no secret that
the topping combinations that Al and his
customers cook up are all exceptional. For
the bread-and-potato obsessed among us, it
might be a secret that if you ask nicely, Al’s
will top your fries with whatever burger toppings you request. Specifically, you should
ask for the Kenny J toppings.
I have come to refer to these simply as
Kenny J fries, which the good people of Al’s
have come to acknowledge as a somewhat
actual thing. For the unfamiliar, the Kenny
J burger has pimiento cheese, bacon, and
Cheerwine barbecue sauce. Served on crinkle cut rosemary fries with a squirt of Sriracha, this thing is good enough to convince
even the staunchest carnivore to carb it up.
(MSL)

KFC Wings with
Garlic Soy Glaze
M KOKKO, DURHAM

David Simon, the television writer behind
The Wire, once said in an episode of David
Chang’s Ugly Delicious that “of all the animals that you could consume, a chicken
seems like it was brought into the world
to be eaten. I’ve never put chicken into my
mouth and said, ‘This was a leap.’”
The Korean fried chicken wings at M Kokko—M Sushi chef-owner Mike Lee’s other,
newer restaurant—buttresses his case. The
spicy sauce is good, but the garlic soy glaze is
better. No one element of the sauce overpowers the other, making for a savory, sweet, even
tangy taste in your mouth. By themselves, the
wings make for a satiating meal, but they also
are the perfect accomplice to any other dish
on the menu. I prefer to pair them with the
Jjiajang Men noodles with black bean sauce.
Eat with your hands. It’s not often that
you get to go to a fine-dining establishment
and lick your fingers, so revel in it. (KJF)
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Kitfo
GOORSHA, DURHAM

Since it opened last year, Goorsha has been
committed to traditional Ethiopian fare:
The in-house injera has the perfect tang
and buoyancy for sopping up kik alecha, the
doro wot is as spicy as it should be, and the
gomen could compete with the best of the
South’s collard greens. This is good, hearty
home cooking. But certain dishes on the
menu not only capture the spirit of Mom’s
cooking but also one of culinary excitement—equal parts comfort and surprise.
The kitfo appetizer exemplifies this
dynamism. Kitfo, a special-occasion meal
in Ethiopia, is a finely minced steak tartare
marinated in a spice blend, served with
gomen and ayeb (a mild cheese, close in
texture to cottage cheese). At Goorsha, it’s
served on small discs of injera, propped up
to look like a folded taco. While most of the
menu is eaten with pinches of injera, the
kitfo appetizer is meant to be eaten in a
few precarious, generous chomps. It manages to make you feel like you are eating
something incredibly special and incredibly casual at the same time. And, in doing
so, it captures just what makes eating at
Goorsha such a treat. (KJF)

Lavender/Vanilla
Cotton Candy
WONDERPUFF

More and more, Wonderpuff has been
popping up at events around the Triangle,
immediately transporting everyone in its
path to a place of childlike wonder—wonder at how sugar is spun into cotton before
their eyes, wonder at how such a miracle is
made more whimsical with the addition of
edible sparkles, wonder at how unexpected
flavors such as lavender and cardamom
taste so right as they melt into nothingness
on your tongue with the bittersweet tinge of
ephemeral summer.
Wonderpuff is run by a Raleigh couple
who recently made the business a full-time
operation. You can find their space-agestyle cart at various events around the area,
or in your living room if you choose to book
them for a party all your own. (HP)

Maple Bourbon
Bacon
RALEIGH BEER GARDEN

If someone says “bar food,” my mind leaps
not to nuts or mozzarella sticks, but straight
to bacon. The smell of bacon at eight in the

morning is universally beloved; the smell of
bacon at one in the morning, however, can
be even more enjoyable.
Tucked away on the menu of a place more
renowned for a record-breaking number
of beer taps, RBG’s maple bourbon bacon
doesn’t get enough attention. Maybe I’m
biased, as I routinely dredge bacon in maple
syrup anyway, but these strips of crunchychewy perfection are the best accompaniment to whichever pint you might choose
to quaff. The rich, strong flavor of thick-cut
bacon, which is sourced from Cheshire Pork
in North Carolina, is the perfect tie to bind
together the sweetness of brown sugar and
maple with the smokiness of bourbon.
This bacon is a perfect example of bar food
done right: sticky, caramelized strips that are
imaginative enough to pique your interest
but without fussiness or being overly difficult
to eat. At worst, you’ll suffer from sticky fingers, but it’s worth the inconvenience. (CS)

Meringues
LA CASTELLANA BAKERY,
DURHAM

When you walk into this traditional bakery, which sells both bread and desserts,
it smells old-fashioned, like a bakery in a

Frank Capra movie. An entire case is taken
up with pastel-colored meringues, each
the size of a baby’s head. Meringues are
exactly what their name implies; beaten egg
whites that are sweetened, piped onto baking sheets, and very slowly baked until they
are as crispy and enticing as a giant Lucky
Charms marshmallow.
The thing is, meringues are simple, but
they sure aren’t easy. Mix them too little,
and they won’t hold their shape. Mix them
too much, and they get grainy or collapse.
Cook them too long, and they turn brown.
Undercook them, and they’re chewy in the
center. Store them badly and they get soggy.
But done right, they’re addictive. At La
Castellena, they don’t know how to do it any
other way. (DM)

Macaroni
Au Gratin
POOLE'S DINER, RALEIGH

Poole’s Diner’s Macaroni Au Gratin is arguably one of Raleigh’s most iconic dishes,
and whether you’re a City of Oaks native, a
Triangle newbie, or a tourist, few can resist
ordering the baked macaroni and cheese
dish at chef extraordinaire Ashley Christensen’s acclaimed eatery. Even lactoseintolerant diners have been known to give in
to its hypnotic powers.
The made-to-order mac features al dente
elbow macaroni tossed in a silky threecheese sauce—including Jarlsberg, Grana
Padano, and sharp white Vermont cheddar—
that’s heaped into a gratin dish with more
cheese, and broiled until the cheese forms a
crisp topping. It’s a sight to behold. Even if
you’ve never heard of the dish before dining at
Poole’s, you’d be clued in as order after order
of the mounded mac, complete with a serving
spoon jutting up from its center, passes your
table. It’s not cheap—at $14, it’s likely one of
the most expensive side dishes around—but
if you don’t feel like sharing, make it your
entrée, and it’s a relative bargain. (LKH)

I thought it would be a quiche; it wasn’t. It
was pita dough covered with amber caramelized onion, mushrooms, garlic whip (whatever that is, I want more), a three-cheese blend,
and sesame seeds. Tons of cheese, but not too
much. The onions were savory and crispy
in spots, and there were just enough mushrooms. It looked like a pizza, but it was smoky
pita dough. And there was no red sauce
underneath to overpower the whole thing.
I also thought I’d only have one slice, but
I ate three, and regretted that fourth and
final piece I gave my child. (DM)

Nachos
THE FEDERAL, DURHAM

Until earlier this year, The Fed’s Nachos cost
fifteen bucks and could easily feed a small
army. They were massive, a gob-smacking
pile of chips and cheese and sour cream.
Way too much for any one human to handle,
especially if you planned on eating anything
else, either there or for the next several days.
So the bar and restaurant dropped the
price and the portion size: $9, and something reasonably approaching what two people can handle. They are, however, no less
delicious, and pair just as well with one of
The Fed’s cocktails or rotating crop of craft
brews: corn tortilla chips, healthy dollops of
sour cream, pico de gallo, jalapeños, refried
beans, all smothered in cheddar cheese (you
can add chicken, pork, or guac if you like for
$3). It’s nothing fancy, no innovative twist or
unusual ingredient. Just straight-ahead bar
food—wonderful for your mouth and terrible
for your gut—and lots of it. (JCB)

N.C. Core Sounders
with Pimiento and
Prosciutto
18 SEABOARD, RALEIGH

At 18 Seaboard, chef-owner Jason Smith
has earned a loyal following for his modern takes on Southern cuisine crafted with
fastidiously sourced ingredients. While I’ve
got nothing but love for the main dining
room, these days the action is at the bar.
The roster of bar snacks fuses fine-dining
flair with chef de cuisine Jake Wood’s creative flavor combinations, including a gildthe-lily treat called N.C. Core Sounders
with Pimiento and Prosciutto. Core Sounders—plump, super briny oysters from Jarrett Bay—are shucked to order, dolloped
with house-made pimento cheese (based
on Wood’s great-grandma Vena’s recipe)
and brûléed till melted, then topped with
gossamer-thin slices of Prosciutto Maestri
and drizzled with a Louisiana hot saucelaced cane sugar syrup. The oysters are
plated atop a bed of crushed ice and sprinkled with garlic sea salt and puffed farro
piccolo, as addictive a garnish as I’ve seen
in a long time. (LKH)

Nigiri Chef’s Choice
M SUSHI, DURHAM

With a chef and owner like Mike Lee, it
is wise to order anything on the M Sushi
menu with the words “chef ’s choice” or
“omakase” written next to it. His vast
knowledge of sushi and extreme attention

to detail, including personally inspecting
all fresh fish deliveries, means he knows
best what you want. The nigiri at M Sushi
may include anything from yellowtail
belly to amberjack from Hawaii to salmon
belly, and every piece is expertly sliced and
served atop perfectly prepared rice. (HP)

The O.G.
BUOY BOWLS

I’ve always got an eye out for the big purple
truck branded with Buoy Bowls’s signature
slogan, “It’s AH-SIGH-EE, y’all!”
Happily, your experience at the vibrant
truck gets even better once an Instagramworthy bowl of bright purple açaí topped
with organic hemp granola, fresh fruit, and
raw honey is actually in your hand. The O.G.
is the first item on the menu for good reason: It’s the best option to ease yourself into
both the vibrant flavor of those blue-purple berries and, more important, the brisk,
amplified energy charge that happens once
you tuck into your first bowl.
It’s almost like a smoothie said, “Hey,
what if I was served in a bowl instead?”
Somehow it’s better, though, getting to
experience the icy texture of a smoothie
combined with the almost nutty crunch
of granola, the fresh burst of strawberry,
the creaminess of sliced banana, and (my
favorite part) the sticky-sweet globs of raw
honey drizzled over top, which tie everything together. It’s a special treat that I
never feel guilty about eating, even though
it fulfills the cravings of an active sweet
tooth. (CS)

Mushroom
and Onion Pie
SASSOOL, RALEIGH & CARY

We ran into Sassool at the Shoppes at
Kildaire in Cary so my kid could grab a quick
bite before hitting Trader Joe’s. I wasn’t even
planning to eat. But it smelled really good
in there, I hadn’t eaten all day, and there
was delicious-looking food all over the place.
Minutes after entering, I was already twice
as hungry as I was when we walked in.
I stopped fighting it and succumbed to
both my appetite and the menu. After giving it a quick scan, I chose the mushroom
and onion pie.
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is crispy without a trace of greasiness. These
things are flat-out delicious and so comforting that eating them feels like a hug from a
teddy bear wearing flannel pajamas. (DM)

Patacon Pisao
LUNA, DURHAM

Drawing inspiration from his years of work
improving global food systems in Latin
America, chef Shawn Stokes knocks it out of
the park with the patacon pisao, a Venezuelan-style sandwich stuffed with your choice
of slow-roasted, juicy rotisserie meat (the
chili-braised brisket is particularly excellent) or jackfruit, jicama kale slaw, chili-lime
mayo, and cheese. But the most exciting part
is that, in lieu of bread, the filling comes
sandwiched between two plantain discs.
Like tostones, these discs are made from
green plantains that are fried, smashed, and
then fried a second time. This creates a surprisingly solid vehicle for all the meat and
cheese inside—slightly crispy, a little nutty,
and overall delicious.
As if the huge sandwich weren’t enough,
it comes with a choice of one (very hard to
choose) side, such as hominy “mac” and
cheese, bacon collards, yucca fries, or, if you
haven’t yet had your fill of plantains, cinnamon maduros. The meat at Luna is really
good, but eating it with double-fried plantains is the greatest thing since, well, sliced
bread. (IW)

Peppercorn
Mango Lamb
AZITRA, RALEIGH

Orange Habanero
Salsa
SALT & LIME CABO GRILL,
RALEIGH

As you settle into a booth at Salt & Lime
Cabo Grill, you’ll no doubt want to pair your
margarita with some chips and salsa while
you peruse the rest of the Baja-inspired
menu. But what to choose from the dizzying
array of options? Easy: the Orange Habanero
Salsa. It packs a powerful punch, so it’s not
for the heat-averse, but if you like spice, it’s
got an addictive hurts-so-good quality. Salt
& Lime likes to play with sweet-and-spicy
flavor combinations, so the habaneros’ heat
is tempered by blending it with mango.
It’s a great match for the tacos, like the
BBQ mahi-mahi or beer-battered fish, and
if you’ve got any leftover salsa, bring it home
to drizzle on breakfast tacos the next morning. The fiery orange salsa is a cult favorite
among the staff, too, and the owners hope
to start bottling the spicy elixir soon. (LKH)
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Papas Rellenas
CARMEN’S CUBAN CAFE,
MORRISVILLE

My family moved to Puerto Rico when I was
nine, and lived there three years. The beaches
were awesome. The small base we lived in
was like Mayberry with palm trees. But the
best thing was the food.
Cuban food is similar. Both cultures revere
pork, and do the most delicious things with it.
The biggest difference between Puerto Rican
food and Cuban food is bean color. Puerto
Ricans use pink beans. Cubans go for black.
Carmen’s Café in Morrisville has a menu
loaded with authentic Cuban dishes. And out
of all the delicious choices, my favorite dish is
papas rellenas.
Papas rellenas sound like lunacy: balls
the size of navel oranges made from mashed
potato, stuffed with spiced hamburger, then
breaded and fried. Each element is perfectly
executed; the potatoes are fluffy, the spice in
the meat is garlicky and herby. The outer shell

Indian cuisine is my go-to for all occasions
from celebratory to self-consolation. Generally, I’m a classicist. Nothing makes me happier than a basket of garlic naan and a big
serving of vindaloo or chicken tikka masala.
But sometimes I want to mix it up a bit—
and that’s when I turn to the “contemporary
selection” section of Azitra’s menu to order
the restaurant’s peppercorn mango lamb.
If you do the same—and you should—
make sure you’re either hungry or have room
in the fridge for leftovers. The plate arrives
with seven or eight small filets of lamb and
a handful of broccoli in a peppercorn mango
ginger sauté. Lamb tends to be leaner than
many meats, but the lack of fat marbling
doesn’t leave it lacking flavor. Plus, the sauté
admirably does considerable heavy lifting
on that front, delivering a slightly sweet but
not-too-much-so flavor that works beautifully on both the lamb and the broccoli.
You’ll savor the taste while chewing the typically firm meat. Of course, you should give a
nod to the classics and have a basket of garlic
naan on the side. (CF)

Plain Pizza Pie
ITALIAN PIZZERIA 3,
CHAPEL HILL

We always yearn for a sense of home. And
for me, a nearly lifelong resident of New
Jersey and New York City, that home can
be found in a perfect, piping pizza pie. Chapel Hill’s iconic IP3 trades in a pie that is as
close in quality to anything produced in the
pizza meccas of my youth, a happy anomaly
in a place known for barbecue, biscuits,
and Brunswick stew. With a crust that is
perfectly doughy, cheese that pulls from
its foundation leaving just enough behind
for you to fork off the tray, and sauce that is
at once chunky and oily, tangy and robust,
there is little to quarrel with about an IP3
pie fresh from its herculean oven.
With any true pizza parlor, the plain pie
is the benchmark of quality. Dress it up
however you like, if you like, but to experience the pie in its purest iteration, one plain
pizza delivered to your table on a tin tray is
all that is required. (MVM)

Pupusas de
Chicharron
PUPUSERIA Y TAQUERIA
ORELLANA, DURHAM

Pupuseria y Taqueria has mastered the art
of the perfect pupusa, in addition to offering a host of other Salvadoran options. The
tamarind juice and yucca fries are particularly exceptional treats. And the tacos are
up there with the best of Durham. But the
crowning achievement is pupusa chicharron, the most popular item on the menu.
They’re served fresh and warm, made to
tear into right away in order to take in the
ooze of melted quesillo cheese, the smell
of corn, the gasp of steam that escapes.
Each pupusa comes with a side of curtido
(a pickled coleslaw) and hot sauce, both of
which should be heaped generously onto
the pupusa, offering an acidic crunch and
spicy burn to each savory bite. The curtido
at Pupuseria is particularly good, with a
pungent tang that cuts through the delightfully fatty excess of the pupusa. One pupusa
will appease your appetite, but two or three
quickly become a feast. (KJF)

Pork Belly Soup
BIDA MANDA, RALEIGH

There are few foods I think about as frequently as Bida Manda’s pork belly soup. The
first time I tried the silky, luxurious stew, I literally clutched my heart in delight. This soup
is the ultimate comfort food—and all I want
after a long day at work. Made up of chewy
rice noodles, fresh herbs, and vegetables,

all swimming together in a creamy coconut broth, and topped off with crispy bits of
pork. All these different flavors and textures
mingle together to create a taste that is truly
one of a kind in Raleigh. A sip of this broth
goes down smoother than your skin after a
day at the spa, and it’s even big enough to split
between two. I know. Could it get any better? Probably not, which is why it’s one of the
restaurant’s most popular items. If you’re a
vegetarian, I mourn for your taste buds. (EH)

Pork Rinds with
Collard Ranch
MANDOLIN, RALEIGH

At Mandolin, a farm-to-table gem in
Raleigh, you’ll find a menu of unexpected-yet-approachable twists on Southern
dishes, like chicken and waffles topped
with a bacon-mushroom emulsion, or a riff
on shrimp and grits made with sautéed
North Carolina shrimp, Carolina Gold Rice
risotto, and a porky jus. Chef Sean Fowler’s more-than-meets-the-eye execution
extends to the mix-and-match bar plates
menu, too, which also happens to be one of
the best bar deals in town. Fifteen bucks
get you a craft beer and either a main dish
or two sides, like the can’t-miss Pork Rinds
with Collard Ranch.
The airy pork rinds, which eat like a chip
and leave just the right amount of grease on
your fingertips, meet their match in housemade ranch. For his take on the classic
buttermilk dressing, Fowler uses crème
fraiche made from unpasteurized buttermilk as a tangy, creamy base, then folds it
with a smoked collard powder, made from
smoked, fermented, and pulverized collard
stems, to pack the dip with a serious punch
of tart, fermented umami flavor. (LKH)

Quiche Lorraine
COQUETTE, RALEIGH

Coquette in North Hills sets the bar for
quiche around here. And its quiche Lorraine
is an exceptional display of exactly what
quiche should be: light, pillowy egg custard,
so fluffy that it wobbles a bit when your plate
is set in front of you; crust that breaks with
an audible snap when you cut into it; and just
the right balance between ingredients that
are rustic and refined.
The French-American bistro swaps out
the more traditionally French lardons for
pieces of bacon, a choice that works well
with its inclusion of ham. Happily, Coquette
also adds in caramelized onions, which lend
themselves well to the humble, almost pastoral impact of the meats. Perhaps the most

amusing part of this quiche, however, is the
sheer size of it. There’s no messing around
with this slice—it’s massive. (CS)

Righteous Chicken
Biscuit
RISE BISCUITS DONUTS,
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

As a Midwesterner ignorant to the wiles
of a fresh Southern biscuit, I found myself
soundly seduced the morning I first stumbled into RISE. Although my senses may
have been clouded by the haze of a hangover, I believe this love was pure. Baked
fresh every half hour, the biscuits are delicious whether you top them with fried
chicken, bacon, eggs, pimento cheese, or
mac and cheese. The biscuits themselves
are dense but moist, and perfectly buttery,
with just the right amount of salt.
RISE’s Righteous Chicken Biscuit comes
in four options: Classic; Deluxe, with pickles
and cheese; Southern, with pimento cheese
and bacon; and the Spicy Chickaboom, with
pickled jalapeños, crispy onions, and something delicious called Boom Boom sauce.
No matter your choice, I recommend ordering a donut on the side. (HP)

Rotisserie Chicken
with Salsa
LA SUPERIOR, DURHAM

For the first-timer, La Superior can be overwhelming. Don’t be deterred. Inside are endless hunger-curbing, crave-inducing secrets,
best used to feed a group. Turn left when
you enter and sniff your way to the butcher’s counter, where you’ll find a plethora of
roasted meats. King of these is the roasted
chicken, spatchcocked for easy chopping. It
will come wrapped in Styrofoam and plastic,
with a baggie of fresh salsa taped on top.
Taco night is a classic way to feed a hungry family, but for $9.99, La Superior’s
roasted chicken will elevate taco night to a
true taco party. Add a quart of beans stewed
with chorizo and chilis if your heart desires.
Grab your preferred quart of fresh salsa
from the cooler to the right of the counter.
Now, wind your way to the back of the store,
where baked goods and prepared foods will
tempt you to abandon friends or family
waiting at home.
Maybe grab a concha for the morning, but
head to the tortilleria, where a mesmerizing machine churns out fresh corn tortillas.
Grab a few pounds and pay for your bounty.
Congratulations! You’ve put dinner on the
table without breaking a sweat. (MSL)
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Salted Butter
Caramel Ice Cream
THE PARLOUR, DURHAM

You’d be hard-pressed to find any ice cream
on planet Earth better than you’d find at Durham’s The Parlour, and for my money—at $9
a pint, it ain’t cheap—you’d be hard-pressed
to find any ice cream at The Parlour better
than the Salted Butter Caramel. Rich? Yep.
Creamy? Good God, yes. The right sprinkling of saltiness to contrast with the sweetness of caramel? Definitely. Buttery? Oh hell,
let them never show me the calorie count.
The Parlour, which opened its brick-andmortar location in CCB Plaza in 2013, then
doubled in size two years later, still can draw
lines out the door and around the corner,
especially during peak hours. Inside, there
are tables filled with families eating sundaes
and waffle cones, but you can grab a pint
of your favorite flavor from a cooler by the
front door and make a beeline to the register
if you’re in a hurry. The Salted Butter Caramel is The Parlour’s most popular flavor—
and it’s worth every iota of the hype. (JCB)

Salty Chipwich Ice
Cream Sandwich
BITTERSWEET, RALEIGH

Practically anything on the Bittersweet menu
is worthy of the “must-try” designation.
There's the Derby Pie, a slice of chocolate
bourbon pecan goodness, for example, or the
light and luscious Key Lime Tequila Parfait.
But vox populi vox dei, Bittersweet’s most indemand offering is the Salty Chipwich Ice
Cream Sandwich. It’s available only Wednesday through Saturday, but you’re taking a risk
if you wait until Saturday to get one. Once the
supply for the week runs out, that’s it. What
sparks such fervor begins with two impressively large chocolate-chip sea salt cookies.
Add luxuriously creamy vanilla ice cream.
Add rolled-in-bourbon caramel popcorn.
Slice into two thick triangles and arrange artfully. The result is a truly devotion-worthy
dessert. Or entree. Who are we to judge? (CF)

Samosa
MITHAI INDIAN CAFE, CARY

Mithai Indian Café has made its name on
crafting flavorful confections crafted with
pure ingredients. Though Mithai literally translates to sweet, don’t gloss over the
savory snacks menu. The savory snacks are
made with the same attention to detail and
quality ingredients as their sweeter counterparts. Opt for the samosas: They are twice as
large as typical samosas, yielding a filling-tocrust ratio that favors the filling, comprising
peas, potatoes, and a less common addition
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of cauliflower, a nod to owner Davina Ray’s
Bengali roots. The veggie medley is bolstered by a heavy dose of spices, including a
red chile- and cumin-heavy spice blend and
chopped fresh green chiles, whose lingering
heat is tempered by a dunk in the accompanying tamarind sauce. The samosas come
two to an order, so they’re great for sharing
alongside a smattering of other small dishes,
or polishing off solo. (LKH)

Scrambled Eggs and
Rose Pork Brains
BIG ED’S CITY MARKET
RESTAURANT, RALEIGH

Many North Carolina classic delicacies stem
from the idea that when someone is poor and
kills an animal for food, nothing is wasted. In
that spirit, the Scrambled Eggs and Rose
Pork Brains at Big Ed’s are listed unceremoniously on the menu under “Southern Specialties,” next to more expected offerings like
Sliced Pork Tenderloin and Fried Catfish.
When the dish comes to the table, there’s
little to distinguish it from a typical scrambled egg preparation. Rather, with the exception of a scattering of pale pink cubes, it
looks more like the cook made a mistake and
tossed in a couple of extra whites with two
whole eggs. But your nose will sniff a gamy,
spicy-sweet fragrance that’s not off-putting
but is a subtle reminder of what’s to be eaten.
The taste is reminiscent of a classic scramble, but silkier in texture and a bit richer in
flavor, coating the mouth ever so slightly
with a thin layer of buttery fat.
So what’s the fuss besides the added richness? Besides expanding your knowledge
of food and coming away with a story, it’s
an opportunity to experience a dish rooted
in North Carolina’s past. It’s history on a
plate. (SS)

Sea Salt Caramel
Popsicle
LOCOPOPS, DURHAM &
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

Before everything was pumpkin spiced,
salted caramel was the hot flavor profile,
found in everything from hot chocolate to
macarons (another trendy treat imported
from France). It’s no wonder that Sea Salt
Caramel is one of the mainstays on the
Locopops menu. The salted caramel popsicle tends to be a hit with both children and
adults; it’s not cloyingly sweet, but creamy
and rich, with a touch of savory saltiness.
In summer, Locopops’ Hillsborough
Road headquarters transitions from the
Sea Salt Caramel on the “regular” popsicle
menu to a Lemon Curd, but the salted cara-

mel flavor remains in ice cream form. This
is a bonus for fans of the flavor, as you can
taste ribbons of salted caramel in a more
pliable, scoopable form, adding a new level
to the experience. Year-round, you can find
the flavor in many of Locopops’s wholesale
cases and at the Durham Bulls’ ballpark,
and it can always be special ordered. (MN)

Shanghai-Style
Mooncakes
BREWERY BHAVANA, RALEIGH

Personally, I think one of the most satisfying textures in culinary existence is the
crispy, crackly, audible-crunch-on-eachbite of flaky scratch-made pastry. Tell me

that same pastry holds something savory,
I’ll end up running to try it.
Enter Brewery Bhavana’s dim sum menu,
which conveniently features its Shanghaistyle mooncakes. Conveniently situated
between scallion pancakes with bone marrow and oxtail jam, and crispy pig ears with
spicy fish sauce, these pastries are a welcome haven for those whose palates might be
slightly less adventurous. There’s a refined
simplicity to the beef, onion, and black pepper
stuffed into carefully folded golden pastry;
you could imagine these handhelds sitting
on a family table as easily as you can see them
sitting on a plate in the acclaimed Bhavana,
piled with scallion relish. And yet, even as
someone who will happily order a plate that

includes the more unusual bone marrow or
crispy pig ears, I find myself ordering these
mooncakes again and again for my table.
They’re warm, simple, and strike just the
right note of savory comfort food. (CS)

Shrimp and Grits
CROOK’S CORNER,
CHAPEL HILL

A dish that needs no introduction, one that’s
been written about in books, lectured about
at universities, and discussed on panels
nationwide, is Bill Neal’s renowned shrimp
and grits. The dish transcends its brick and
mortar environ, having helped put not just
Chapel Hill and North Carolina, but the
entire South on the gastronomical map.
It was one of the first mentions from any
of my food-crazed New York friends when
I told them I was relocating to Chapel Hill,
and is often the first thing they request when
I pick them up at RDU for a weekend visit.
The virtues of Crook’s Corner’s shrimp and
grits are many. The thickness of the grits
and how the tiny chives stick between the
prongs of your fork, begging to be sucked out.
The way the cheese melts just enough to be
noticed but hardly overwhelms. The interaction between the firm and perfectly cooked
mushrooms, giving an otherwise creamy
dish a sense of sturdiness.
But to me, the majesty of this dish lies in
the tiny lemon wedge that too many people
consider a simple garnish. When applied
generously, the sweetness of the lemon
juice acts alongside the savoriness of damn
near everything else to give the dish an
entirely new complexity and depth, while
still retaining its true identity as a simple
and hearty Southern bedrock. (MVM)

Signature Kale
Salad
THE REFECTORY CAFE,
DURHAM

When I was fourteen, I emailed the owner of
The Refectory to beg for her kale salad recipe. I’m not a big fan of leafy greens, and I definitely wasn’t back then, but the salad is just
that good. I didn’t end up getting my hands
on it (another sign that it’s top notch; I would
keep a recipe that delicious under wraps,
too), but two key words in the dish’s description hint at The Refectory’s secret method: “massaged kale.” By massaging the kale
with a Miso ginger vinaigrette, The Refectory breaks down the stiffness of the leaves
while infusing them with a wonderful flavor.
They round out the salad with walnuts and
craisins, adding nutty and sweet complements to the savory, slightly spicy dressing.
The salad is so scrumptious you’ll forget how

healthy it is until you’re done, when it leaves
you feeling reinvigorated and ready to conquer the world. (LG)

Smoked Gouda Grits
REMEDY DINER, RALEIGH

Despite growing up in Alabama, as Southern a place as you could find (the license
plates proclaimed it “The Heart of Dixie”),
my Southerner card was always on the
verge of revocation. NASCAR bored me.
Venerating people who, a century earlier,
staged a rebellion and lost the subsequent
war seemed like weird fetishism. And,
putting my regional membership most at
risk, I didn’t like grits. Hated them, in fact.
Just seeing scoops of them oozing across a
breakfast plate made me cringe.
So it’s a testament to how delicious the
smoked gouda grits at Remedy Diner are for
them to be something I actually crave on a
consistent basis. I think the secret is that
their grits-ness is camouflaged by the gouda
and massive quantities of butter. Whatever
the reason, they’re addictive, and as part of
the Remedy breakfast, they help the diner
live up to its name with a plate of solace for
whatever ails you at the moment. (CF)

Smoked Pork
Belly Bowl
MOFU SHOPPE, RALEIGH

Pipers and poets, pawns and kings. There
is one thing that unites the writing class
with the business class: the affinity for
the three-martini lunch. However, with
the Mad Men days of wine and roses long
behind us, it’s less copacetic to roll besotted through the workday.
Thank heavens for a repast like Mofu
Shoppe’s Smoked Pork Belly Bowl.
Available for lunch, dinner, and the allimportant between shift, it’s perfect for
those lunch meetings that have run long
and have run druuuunnk. What better to
cut through all that booze than slabs of
pork belly, thick as Texas brisket? Or a pile
of pickled carrots and onions overtop a
crunchy Thai basil raw corn salad? All of
this is served in a compact metal bowl, topping a heaping helping of coconut white
rice made sticky by a perfectly poached egg
and—voila!—the ship begins to steady.
The owners of Mofu Shoppe sharpened
their culinary know-how inside Raleigh’s
popular Dump Pho King Truck (Season
6 winners of The Great Food Truck Race),
so perhaps they know how to cook for a
drinking clientele. Regardless, by the time
you reach the bottom of that bowl, you’ll be
ready for another cocktail—or better yet, a
nap. (EP)
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Spaghetti
Carbonara

Steak
Tacos

GOCCIOLINA, DURHAM

EL NIÑO TACO TRUCK,
CHAPEL HILL (USUALLY)

I’ve heard great things about the fresh pasta
dishes at Gocciolina, but I’ll probably never
know for myself. I’d love to take a crack
at chef-owner Aaron Benjamin’s spaghetti
all’amatriciana or the baked gnocchi, and
each time I promise myself I’m finally going
to indulge. But it has yet to be. The moment
my eyes lay sight on the word carbonara, my
sense memory floods with reminiscences
of the thick chunks of house-cured pork
belly, the silky slivers of pecorino cheese,
the pasta made sticky with the unctuous
pleasure of a cracked egg.
Benjamin, who travels frequently to Italy
to research, prefers “bronze-cut” pasta,
which is coarser and more porous than your
average, everyday noodle and allows the
sauce to better cling to it. The specials on the
chalkboard sound enticing. Benjamin shares
shots on the ’Gram during daily prep that
make my tummy rumble. But once I recall
that texture, that lip-smacking glee, I shortcircuit and the only word summoned forth
to yonder waiter is “carbonara.” Furthermore, at $9—Nine. Dollars.—there’s plenty of
scratch leftover for a glass of wine and selections of fresh mezze. Next time, I tell myself,
after I swab clean the plate with a chunk of
warm bread, I’ll branch out and try another
pasta dish. Next time. (EP)
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From Cactus Tacos and Taco Zone in Los
Angeles to Rosita’s Al Pastor in Austin, from
New York City’s beloved Taqueria to Chicago’s Big Star, I’ve enjoyed many of America’s
most famous tacos over the years. And no
matter what the menu may offer, no matter
how lauded the al pastor or the fish tacos
may be, I always order at least two or three
steak tacos as a tortilla-wrapped litmus test.
Much like the pizzeria’s plain pie or the icecream joint’s vanilla, the taco purveyor’s
true barometer is the steak taco. And the
steak tacos from the Tacos El Niño truck are
among the best in America.
Perfectly sized and expertly portioned, the
truck—which, on most nights, sits across
from the Jiffy Lube near the corner of
Merritt Mill and the west end of Franklin
Street—slings a variety of tacos, but go for
the steak. Tiny chunks of deeply marinated
meat mingle with chopped white onions and
fresh cilantro, while the truck’s proprietors
provide a small selection of salsa and hot
sauces from which to choose.
Season as you wish, but I find anything
beyond the three core ingredients superfluous. As with any truly great steak taco, the
formula is simple, but the results are divine.
(MVM)

Street Vendor
Corn on the Cob
JOSE AND SONS, RALEIGH

The Street Vendor Corn on the Cob from
Jose and Sons is a like a mini vacation for
your mouth. It’s unassuming—just a head
of corn sprinkled with lime-infused mayo,
queso fresco, chile, and cilantro—but with
that simplicity comes great responsibility.
And this concoction hits all the right marks.
The chile and lime give the corn, which is
hot and layered to perfection with a creamy
dollop of mayo and cheese, the perfect tangy
note. This dish is for anyone who had a religious experience after his or her first bite of
elote, or Mexican street corn, often roasted
over a grill and then coated with salt, lime,
and a dash of cotija cheese. After trying Jose’s
version, you may find yourself seeking conversion once again. Best paired with a margarita and a humorous companion. (EH)

Suppli
PIZZERIA TORO, DURHAM

Suppli (supp-lee) is the Italian name for rice
balls. An Italianization of the French word
for “surprise,” the traditionally Roman
snack consists of rice and fresh, melty mozzarella, deep fried in small round or oblong
morsels. From the outside, suppli generally
don’t appear to be much. Small orbs of fried
something or other, often speckled with
seasoning. Bite in, however, and realize the
surprise, as therein lies the true essence of
Italian cooking: minimal ingredients of the
highest quality.
Pizzeria Toro slings suppli that are near
perfect in size, consistency, and flavor;
they’re one of the few menu items I request
almost every time the waitstaff stops by
mid-meal to inquire how our table is doing.
Though a serving comes independent of
sauce, the traditional method by which to
consume suppli is with a side of warm marinara in which to dip. Ask for the add-on, and
the staff at Toro is more than happy to oblige.
As good as any main course or pizza on
the menu, Toro’s suppli alone are worth the
trip to downtown Durham. (MVM)
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Sweet Potato
Biscuits
NEAL’S DELI, CARRBORO

Any biscuit-loving Triangle dweller may
already know that Neal’s only serves its
fresh biscuits and breakfast toppings
before 10:00 a.m. on weekday mornings and
11:00 a.m. on the weekends. What they may
not know is that, for the very best biscuit
experience, Neal’s has set even tighter constraints. On Wednesdays only, Neal’s serves
up sweet potato biscuits that regularly get
college students out of bed before eight,
heart pounding with the thrill of the chase.
You may not have realized that you needed a Wednesday morning pick-me-up, but
believe me when I tell you that you do.
These sweet potato biscuits deliver on two
counts—the flavor and texture are exceptional. The sweet potatoes lend a dark
orange hue and light sweetness to the biscuits, allowing them to stand up to savory
toppings just as well as sweet.
These biscuits also have the structural
integrity to hold sausage, cheddar, and fried
apples without crumbling into a frustrating
pile in your lap—an undervalued trait in an
ever-growing world of biscuits.
Neal’s has maintained cool, classic
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elegance in the face of increasingly absurd
trends. This sweet potato biscuit proves it
could never be called a one-trick pony. (MSL)

Sweet Potato
Pancakes
ELMO’S DINER,
DURHAM & CHAPEL HILL

When I was in the third grade, I played a
sweet potato in the school musical. My dad
made me a costume in which I looked eerily
yam-like. My best friend played a stick of
butter and carried a very large butter knife.
I thought there was no higher calling for
me and the rest of my sunset-hued brethren
than those six and half minutes in the spotlight on the stage at Central Elementary
School. But I was so wrong.
Elmo’s Diner takes its multigrain pancakes, adds a little spice, and folds in sweet
potatoes. They’re spicy, sweet, and slightly smoky. Normally served with whipped
cream, they’re better with maple syrup. The
bittersweet bite of the maple is the perfect
foil to the earthy pancake. Though I’m not
normally a sweet potato or cinnamon lover,
every couple of months I run down like a toy
with dead batteries, and the only thing that
recharges them is a plate full of these things,

eaten with no shame and plenty of gusto.
There is a good news-bad news situation. The bad news is they are not available
every day. They reside only on the weekly
specials menu, appearing every few weeks.
The good news? They are the best pancakes
you will ever eat, I promise.
Elmo’s posts its specials menu online, so
you might want to set up a Google alert. (DM)

Sweet Potatoes
with Burnt Honey
MATEO BAR DE TAPAS,
DURHAM

The problem with writing about the entrees
and tapas that appear nightly on Mateo’s
blackboard is that they change all the
time. On one visit, for instance, on a New
Year’s Eve, there was a whole lobster dish,
among the best lobster I’ve ever tasted, and
I devoured it in the sloppiest manner imaginable. But I’ve not seen it again. On another
visit, there was this delectable mushroom
thing whose name I can’t recall but whose
texture and flavor somehow evoked steak
despite being perfectly vegetarian.
But there is a blackboard feature I’ve
seen more than once, and one I get nearly
every time I see it: the sweet potatoes with

burnt honey. They are exactly what the
name describes. Four halved sweet potatoes topped with sweet cream and burnt
honey. And they are as good a sweet-potato
dish as you will find not just in Durham but
anywhere in North Carolina, which knows
how to do sweet potatoes right—if you can,
in fact, find them, that is. And that requires
some luck, as there’s really no good way to
know what’s going to be on Mateo’s blackboard until you show up.
For the uninitiated, don’t let that scare you
off. The tapas on Mateo’s everyday menu are
all wonderful—oh my god, the patatas bravas!—and, on any given night, you’ll be able
to spot something on that blackboard that
tickles your fancy. There’s a reason Mateo is
always in the conversation for best restaurant in the Triangle. (JCB)

Szechuan Spicy Fish
GOURMET KINGDOM,
CHAPEL HILL

My love for Gourmet Kingdom has come via
slow and sustained evolution. At first, I was
disappointed and found the whole experience mediocre. It was nothing like the Lower
Manhattan Chinese joints I was used to. I
admonished locals for telling me it was the

best Chinese around and chastised Gourmet Kingdom for omitting egg rolls from the
menu. They were doing everything wrong.
Then a good friend and longtime Chapel Hillian told me that I was one doing it
wrong. To enjoy the full spectrum of Gourmet Kingdom, I had to stop ordering their
Chinese my way and start ordering their
way. He took me for an early dinner during
which I was forbidden to mention anything
named after a general or dishes with broccoli, and introduced me to their kung pao
lotus root, dan dan noodles, beef noodle
stew, and a dish called salt and pepper fish.
The plate, true to its name, was a pile of
deep-fried fish, generously seasoned with
salt and pepper. Simple, easy, and delicious.
I finally discovered what the fuss was
about, returning since on what seems like
a weekly basis, always armed with a staple
order of salt and pepper fish. After a dozen
or so dinners, a waiter suggested I might
enjoy the Szechuan spicy fish. He brought
me what appeared to be my beloved salt and
pepper fish, only this plate was seasoned
heavily with red pepper flakes, pan-fried
green onions, and tiny red peppercorns.
The fish are soft yet crunchy and, though
the seasoning is heavy, it rarely overwhelms
with the perfect blend of heat, kick, and
spice. Simple to eat, and filling but not gutbusting, Szechuan spicy fish has become
a new staple of my regular Gourmet Kingdom order.
Once the fish is gone, the plate is often
left with a heaping pile of leftover seasoning, which I have taken to scooping into to-go
boxes and using at home to season everything
from our morning eggs to baked chicken,
sautéed string beans, and even pasta. (MVM)

Thai Roll Ice Cream
MILK LAB, CARY

Of the dairy delights on Milk Lab’s menu,
the most original—and arguably most Instagrammable—is the Thai Roll ice cream,
which features frozen and crafted-to-order
ice cream. Watching the action is part of
the experience, which is part mad-scientist, part Stone Cold Creamery. Employees
pour silver pitchers of an ice cream base—
say, vanilla, matcha, or chocolate—onto a
special machine that looks like an icy flattop, then feverishly chop and fold in ingredients like Oreos or strawberries as the
base freezes.

Popular ice cream flavors, listed on the
chalkboard menu as you walk in, include
Cookie Monster: matcha, coffee, or vanilla
base cut with Oreo; Monkey Business: vanilla with Nutella and fresh banana; and Unicorn Poop: vanilla with Fruity Pebbles cereal
and caramel. Once the ingredients are incorporated and the mixture frozen, it’s spread
into a single layer, then scraped, rolled, and
lined up into cups. You then customize your
cup with unlimited toppings (or as much
as will fit in the cup) like gummy candies,
Pocky sticks, and fruit. (LKH)

Tuscan Kale,
Ricotta Salad,
and Sweet and
Hot Pickled
Peppers Panini
TOAST, DURHAM

It’s weird to crave kale. But when it’s Tuscan kale, cooked well and sandwiched
between rustic Italian bread alongside
sweet and hot pickled peppers and ricotta
salata, it’s frankly addicting. The combination of sweet, spicy, and savory leaves you
feeling satisfied and nutritionally superior.
Pair the panini with a cup of whatever soup
du jour is posted on the menu board. (HP)

Vegetarian Ramen
DASHI, DURHAM

Dashi—named for a style of cooking stock or
soup used in Japan—a collaboration between
the owners of The Cookery and Toast,
opened in downtown Durham in 2015, offering a selection of ramen dishes as well as an
upstairs izakaya, a Japanese pub featuring
small plates. The ramen bowls tend to be
meat-centric, heavy on pork or chicken, but
there’s no need for all that: The vegetarian
ramen will do you just fine, even if you’re a
carnivorous sort.
The selection of vegetables varies with the
season—sometimes you’ll get a lot of sweet
potatoes, beets, or other root veggies; currently you’ll find snap peas, smoked radish,
pickled turnips, pea shoots, scallion butter,
and nori. But the real beauty of this bowl lies
in the stock, a slurpable roasted vegetable
and mushroom stock that infuses a savory
intensity to the noodles. Add a soy-marinated
hardboiled egg and some chili oil, and you’ve
got one hell of a lunch for $13.50. (JCB)
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Waffle Fries
HEAVENLY BUFFALOES,
DURHAM & CHAPEL HILL

A Southerner might hear “waffle fries”
and immediately think of Chik-Fil-A, but
Heavenly Buffaloes’ take on them blows
the giant fast-food chain out of the water.
At Heavenly Buffaloes, you can customize
your fries—after choosing standard or sweet
potato—with an extra dusting of flavor that
comes at no extra charge. The options include
simple salt and pepper, lemon pepper, garlic
parmesan, and jerk rub, among others. But
the big winner is the Heavenly Buffalo rub,
a special house blend of spices that delivers

a perfect punch of slightly spicy flavor. You
can’t go wrong with these as a side or a
late-night snack. If you’re really not worried
about the state of your arteries, give one a
swipe through some blue-cheese dressing
for a bite of heart-slowing decadence. (AH)

The White Chocolate
Baguette
LA FARM, CARY

When I was a kid, I told my mom one time
that I liked white chocolate. From that day
forward, every Easter I received a whitechocolate bunny. Every. Easter.

As I got older and my palate expanded, I
became increasingly tired of white chocolate. Before long, the only white chocolate
I enjoyed were clusters of golden raisins
covered in the stuff. My kid has even less
love for chocolate’s literal pale imitation. My
offspring was born with a love of dark chocolate—and a seriously undeveloped sweet
tooth, which made the affinity for a popular
La Farm product puzzling, to say the least.
It’s Chef Vatinet’s white-chocolate mini
baguette. It’s just as it sounds: baguettes
studded with white chocolate chips. Which
sounds crazy, right?
The crazy thing is how addictive it is. I
shouldn’t love it, and my child, who’d rather
eat broccoli than brownies, sure shouldn’t
love it. But we do.
It’s a La Farm perfectly made and cooked
baguette. The chips peeking through the
crust get caramelized and crispy on the outside, and the chips inside lend just enough
sweetness to make you take one more bite,
until there are no more bites left. (DM)

Whole Hog
Barbecue
PICNIC, DURHAM

There are a ridiculous number of great
places to grab pork barbecue in the Triangle. Add in the fact that we’re right at the
center of the state’s Eastern vinegar sauce
vs. Western tomato sauce divide—and that
everyone has a signature preparation—and
it can be a struggle to choose a definitive
’cue to show off to visitors.
For me, you gotta go whole hog.
Picnic’s Whole Hog Barbecue uses locally sourced heritage pigs raised on a feed
mixture that includes sweet morsels such
as pumpkins, acorns, and butternut squash
at Green Button Farm up the road in Bahama. Slow-cooked over oak, the meat is
hand-pulled as opposed to chopped, and
minimally seasoned. The lean pork strands
are melt-in-the-mouth moist with a mix
of dark and white meat. Pig Whistle, the
house-made sauce, is a compromise of
those aforementioned vinegar and tomato
styles, driving home the concept that this is
the ideal showcase for the regional cuisine.
You have a choice between getting The
Boat, which pairs the pork with hush puppies and slaw, or The Plate, which adds a
little more meat and two of Picnic’s excellent sides, such as mac and cheese, collards,
or sweet potato soufflé. Since you’re already
going whole hog, go all the way with it. (SS)

The Wiley
Willey
PIE PUSHERS, DURHAM

You can find a lot of fanciful pizza toppings
around the Triangle (or in a two-block radius in Durham), from fiddlehead ferns to
escargot to pistachios to Meyer lemons to
venison. Sometimes that’s exactly what I’m
in the mood for, but other times I just want
something normal. Well, fine, not completely normal, but normal-ish.
That’s where Pie Pushers’ The Wiley
Willey comes in, toeing the line between a
typical pizza and an inventive one. It turns
out that combining mozzarella, pepperoni,
banana peppers, and bleu cheese makes
a really good pizza—so much so that it’s
hard for me to name any other pizzas at Pie
Pushers, because even after perusing the
menu and thinking that maybe it’s time to
branch out, I always end up with The Wiley
Willey. Maybe it’s because its name is fun to
say. But more likely it’s because the tanginess of the banana peppers mixes really
well with the tanginess of the bleu cheese,
which all then gets mellowed by the pepperoni and mozzarella. It’s a very satisfying
pizza that uses very normal pizza ingredients that, when combined, make you feel
like you’re eating something special. A very
wily move indeed. (IW)

Zeppinos
POMPIERI PIZZA,
DURHAM

A great sandwich is truly one of life’s most
profound simple pleasures. You wouldn’t
expect to find a high-quality example at a
Neopolitan pizza shop, but Pompieri pulls
it off with its zeppinos. They’re modest in
size, which makes them a great option if
you’re looking for a filling meal that won’t
leave you feeling overindulged. The bread—
the bread!—has the good crunch and light
pull of a pizza crust, but it’s a little more
sturdy for its sandwich-supporting responsibilities. You have six different options for
your zeppino’s insides, from a simple combo
of warm tomato sauce and mozzarella to
bacon, fontina cheese, glazed onions, and
salad greens. The only catch is that you have
to get your timing right in order to avail yourself of this specialty—they stop selling them
at 3:00 p.m. daily. (AH)
Think we missed something great? Let us
know at food@indyweek.com.
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The INDY’s Third Annual

Food
Triangles
BY LAYLA KHOURY-HANOLD

N

ow in their third year, the INDY’s annual Food Triangles
awards honor leaders in our food and beverage industry
who go above and beyond the plate in their efforts to make
our community more inclusive, more supportive, and more
nourishing for everyone. All three of this year’s winners challenge us to
reconsider what we eat, where it comes from, and who gets to eat it—not
to mention the wellbeing of those who grow it, prepare it, and serve it to us.
One reason many people get into the food industry is that they have a deep,
unyielding desire to feed someone, and each of this year’s recipients—a
chef, a farmer, and a restaurateur—possess this quality and demonstrate it
through actions, not mere words. They’re not just changing the way we eat.
They’re changing the way we’re fed.

Chef Scott Crawford, who owns Crawford and Son and will soon open his second restaurant,
Jolie, is a nationally acclaimed chef. But beyond winning accolades, the work that matters
most to Crawford is Ben’s Friends, an organization that supports food and beverage industry workers who are battling addiction. By founding the Raleigh chapter and sharing his own
story of addiction and recovery, Crawford is helping to give industry professionals hope and
resources to get sober and stay sober.

Tami Purdue, who grows fifty-five varieties of microgreens in an abandoned shipping container, is one of the most sought-after farmers in the Triangle. Microgreens are a prized ingredient
among local chefs, but what Purdue really wants people to know is that they’re also a nutrition
powerhouse, and they’re easy—and sustainable—to grow.

When Maggie Kane started Raleigh’s first pay-what-you-can cafe, she had no experience running a restaurant. But through her work with people experiencing homelessness, she knew she
wanted to create a place that not only fed people but also allowed them to dine with dignity. At
A Place at the Table, every member of the community can order wholesome, scratch-cooked
meals, with the option to pay what they can, monetarily or by volunteering.
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Recovery
Served Warm

With Ben’s Friends, an addiction-support group for food-industry workers,
Crawford and Son chef Scott Crawford holds space for sobriety in a notoriously intoxicated field
BY LAYLA KHOURY-HANOLD

A

s I pull open the heavy wooden
doors of Raleigh restaurant Crawford and Son, I’m taken aback. I’ve
never been inside chef Scott Crawford’s
eponymous restaurant when it’s closed.
Instead of the buzzing energy that fills it
most nights, a sense of tranquility pervades. Sunlight warms the gray quartz bar,
plays up the reddish hues of the exposed
brick wall, and makes the walnut chairs
glow. When I take a seat at one of the
black soapstone tables, it dawns on me that
this is the vibe every Sunday morning and
Monday afternoon, when Crawford hosts
Ben’s Friends meetings here.
Crawford started the Raleigh chapter of
Ben’s Friends—a support group that helps
hospitality professionals struggling with
substance abuse and addiction—soon after
going public with his own story of addiction and recovery last year. The Raleigh
chapter was the second, after the founding
Charleston chapter, and Ben’s Friends now
has chapters in Atlanta and Richmond,
too. In Raleigh, it provides Triangle foodand-beverage professionals who are battling substance abuse with the support to
not only get sober but also stay sober in an
industry rife with temptation.
Ben’s Friends was founded by two of
Crawford’s friends, Mickey Bakst and
Steve Palmer, Charleston-based hospitality professionals who had long spoken about the need to do something about
the industry-wide problem of substance
abuse. They weren’t sure what that something was, until one of their friends, chef
Ben Murray, relapsed and took his own
life shortly after a restaurant opening he
had worked on with Crawford and Palmer.
In the wake of that tragedy, Palmer and
Bakst founded Ben’s Friends in late 2016
and started holding weekly meetings in
Charleston.

Scott Crawford PHOTO BY CAITLIN PENNA
“We didn’t know how much he was battling. We were devastated,” Crawford says.
“What we really struggled with was how
we were there together and unable to help
him. He felt unable to reach out. People
do unfortunately suffer alone. They feel
ashamed.”
That shame is something Ben’s Friends
hopes to destigmatize. Much like support
groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous or
Narcotics Anonymous, it provides a safe,

judgment-free space and practices acceptance and gratitude. Its attendees also have
sponsors—someone who has been sober
for long enough to support someone else—
though the structure is less formal.
“For us, it’s more of a system of support
and accountability,” Crawford says.
Crawford opens each meeting with a
reading that underscores Ben’s Friends’
mission, and he or another attendee introduces a topic for discussion. Although

Ben’s Friends doesn’t shy away from the
twelve-step language of AA and NA, it is
not central to its approach. Instead, meetings tend to be open, free-flowing discussions, with attendees taking turns sharing
their experiences and the particular challenges they face as hospitality-industry
workers.
“We’re all learning from each other all the
time. You hear things that resonate with you
for the whole week,” Crawford says.
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One key way in which Ben’s Friends differs from AA and NA is that its founders and attendees are encouraged to speak
publicly about their stories and the organization, though anonymity is respected
for those who want it. When Bakst and
Palmer shared their sobriety stories with
the founding of Ben’s Friends, it helped give
Crawford the strength to share his own
story publicly.
“It was scary, but I felt it was necessary
just to let people know that it’s OK to be
vulnerable, it’s OK to be flawed,” Crawford
says. “This is how it works for me in recovery: If you have something great—which to
me is sobriety and peace, and it took me so
long to find it—you have a responsibility to
share it. That is my path to continued sobriety and peace and happiness.”

I
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“T

his is
how it
works for me in
recovery: If you
have something
great, you have a
responsibility to
share it. That is my
path to continued
sobriety and peace
and happiness.”

t was 2004 when Crawford made the
decision to get sober. He was working
at The Woodlands Resort & Inn as executive chef of The Dining Room, which, along
with the resort, held a Mobil Five-Star and
AAA Five Diamond ratings. By all appearances, he was at the top of his game.
“It was my dream job, and things were
going extremely well, other than the fact that
I was a drug addict and an alcoholic,” Crawford says. “What was life-threatening beyond
that was the fact that I had been diagnosed
with type 1 diabetes about a year prior.”
Type 1 diabetes is an autoimmune disease
in which the immune system attacks the
insulin-producing cells in the body, leading
to fatigue, weakness, and weight loss.
Coupled with the exhaustion of working
long hours, the stress and pressures of
pursuing perfection in the kitchen, and
punishing his body with substance abuse,
everything came to a head. It took a phone

AA and NA helped Crawford get sober,
but he was left with questions about how to
stay sober and continue working as a chef.
A 2015 study by the Substance Abuse and

call from Crawford’s brother, who had been
sober for fifteen years at the time, to finally
to do something about his crumbling health.
“He called me to do his version of an
intervention because he just believed in
his heart that I was going to die,” Crawford
recalls. “That conversation with him was it.
I was on my knees and maybe just needed
someone to say that to make me believe it.
My only path at that point was to walk into
a meeting, and I just kept going back with a
really strong desire to get clean and sober.”

Mental Health Services Administration
reports that, compared to other industries,
hospitality and food service has the highest
rates of substance-use disorders and the
third-highest rates of heavy alcohol use.
When Crawford got sober, there wasn’t
a support system specifically for hospitality workers, who face unique challenges
during recovery. They work in an environment where drinking and drugs are part of
the late-night, adrenaline-fueled kitchen
culture.

“I remember the first time I had [to do]
a wine tasting to write a menu for a really high-profile restaurant [The Dining
Room at The Woodlands Resort & Inn],”
Crawford says. “I think I was the youngest
five-star chef in the country. I have a thousand-dollar-a-week cocaine habit, and if
I didn’t get clean and sober I was going to
die. And yet part of our monthly routine
was to go into the wine cellar and get drunk
as we tasted through these incredibly highend wines for the next wine dinner. What
am I supposed to tell people who are used
to drinking eight bottles of wine with me
after service?”
With Ben’s Friends, Crawford wants to
continue sharing his experiences to help
others navigate recovery challenges—
though he’s clear that if someone feels they
need to get out of the industry to stay sober,
they should. Since they began in March
2017, the Sunday meetings have included
a core group of ten regulars, though sometimes twenty to thirty people show up.
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Richie Reno, a local bartender, became
Crawford’s cochair and started hosting
Monday afternoon meetings to accommodate people working Sunday brunch or latenight Saturday bar shifts. And while Ben’s
Friends was founded with hospitality professionals in mind, meetings are open to
everyone; the Raleigh chapter also counts
several musicians among its regulars.
“A lot of us have a difficult time transitioning from the adrenaline rush. For musicians, it’s the same thing. To us, service is
like being on stage,” says Crawford.
Ben’s Friends also has a board that helps
manage fundraising efforts and allocate
money, and it has partnered with local
addiction specialists to connect attendees
with professional counseling.

In the future, Crawford hopes to raise
money not only to help people pay for
professional treatment but also to help
formerly incarcerated people transition
into hospitality jobs. When Crawford
first started talking publicly about sobriety, he received an outpouring of support,
including letters from inmates who were
in jail because of crimes connected to
their addictions.
“It’s contributing to something that’s
bigger than us,” Crawford says of Ben’s
Friends. “It’s bigger than cooking. It’s
bigger than hospitality. We’re helping humans [who] need help. We’re
letting people know that it’s OK to be
vulnerable.”
laylakh@indyweek.com
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Small Wonders

As more people live farther away from less healthy food,
urban microgreen farmers like Tami Purdue are primed to nourish the future
BY HANNAH PITSTICK

A

t Sweet Peas Urban Gardens in
Hillsborough, a million things are
happening at once. Bees are pollinating, shiitake mushrooms are growing,
LED lights are illuminating seedlings in a
crop box, compost is slowly turning scraps
into fertile soil, and WWOOFers—volunteers who work on farms in exchange for
room and board through the World Wide
Opportunities on Organic Farms program—
are planting vegetables and building a cob
house from organic material and subsoil.
“The way we grow food right now is not
sustainable,” says Tami Purdue, who farms
Sweet Peas with only two employees. “This
country focuses on monoculture—wheat
and corn—but it’s not what’s good for our
bodies. If we don’t rethink the food system
in a meaningful way, and we don’t get on it
right now, we’re going to have some serious
issues with food insecurity.”
By 2050, the world’s population is
expected to reach nearly ten billion, and
someone’s going to have to feed all those
people.
Agribusiness’s profit seeking, however,
contributes to a food supply that’s becoming increasingly undiversified, unhealthy,
and unsustainable. One way to disrupt this
system of monoculture farming and chart
a course toward a more tenable future,
Purdue argues, is to begin thinking small.
Purdue is embracing this less-is-more
mentality in several ways, including housing her five farmworkers in tiny homes and
utilizing a forty-foot shipping container
that’s been repurposed as an indoor growing space. These grow boxes were first
developed by Ben Greene, an N.C. State
graduate, as part of his master’s thesis.
He now sells them through his company,
The Farmery. Purdue’s grow box houses an
acre’s worth of microgreens, tiny vegetables and herbs harvested at the formation
of the first “true leaves” of the plant.
The operation is one of a kind; other
farms may grow microgreens as a way to
extend their growing seasons, but no one
else in the Triangle is doing it on this scale
or utilizing these innovative methods.
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Tami Purdue
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Above: Bull's Blood beets microgreens
Below: Parsley microgreens PHOTOS BY CAITLIN PENNA

The microgreens are all grown hydroponically—without soil, using mineral
nutrient solutions in a water solvent. A
hydroponic environment, Purdue says, uses
90 percent less water than an acre of conventional crops because the water is recycled. And all the microgreens are efficiently
grown under LED lights set to each plant’s
specifications.
“They have made conditions for each particular plant so precise that the plant produces the most antioxidants and it is the
healthiest that it can be in a controlled environment,” Purdue says. “This technology
enables these plants to grow almost by themselves, without a lot of human intervention.”

Chefs prize microgreens for their concentrated flavor and their aesthetic, but
they’re increasingly lauded for their nutrition, too: According to a 2012 study published by the University of Maryland, they
have four to forty times the nutrient density
of adult plants.
“If things become scarce, there’s nothing healthier than putting a baby plant in
your mouth, even a small amount,” Purdue
says. “You can grow a dense amount in a
small space because they’re tiny. They’re
packed with everything the plant needs to
be healthy, so they’re hyper nutritious.”

B

efore Purdue knew micro arugula
from micro cilantro, she worked at an
intellectual property law firm in Raleigh,
dealing with what she describes as the petty
grievances of the lawyers lined up outside
her door. In 2014, she heard through her
children’s high school PTA that there were
about fifty students who were food insecure, and that the PTA wanted to start a
food bank to help alleviate the problem.
Alarmed, Purdue began volunteering at the school’s food bank once a week.
Through her volunteer experience, she got
to know the people behind the Inter-Faith
Food Shuttle, who brought food for the pantry, and they invited her to their urban agriculture workshop.
It was there that she first heard urbanfarming guru Will Allen speak. He had
been brought in to teach attendees how

urban farmer. She relocated the operation
to Hillsborough at the end of 2017.
In addition to weekly deliveries of microgreens and edible flowers to Triangle restaurants, Sweet Peas Urban Gardens sells
microgreens at Rebus Works’ Saturday
Market and local farmers markets. Purdue
also donates market leftovers to A Place
at the Table, downtown Raleigh’s paywhat-you-can cafe (see p. 40), where the
microgreens deliver a concentrated dose of
nutrients and a pop of color to salads and
sandwiches. She will soon have two additional grow box installations in Raleigh,
one at Rebus Works and one at Transfer
Co. food hall.
“We’re getting ready to put in a box in
Transfer Co. which sits in Chavis Heights,
one of the biggest public-housing neighborhoods in Raleigh,” Purdue says. “We’re in

to grow mushrooms, build a compost bin,
erect a hoop house (a type of greenhouse),
and grow microgreens, touting them as a
way to combat food insecurity. Purdue was
also intrigued by his claim that growing
microgreens for area chefs was the quickest
way to establish a revenue stream for a
community garden.
Purdue planted every seed she had on the
front porch of her Raleigh home. A couple
of months later, she joined the Wake Forest
Farmers Market, where she met chef Lotah
Fields from Farm Table Kitchen & Bar, who
bought everything she had grown. She also
began offering her microgreens through The
Produce Box, a Raleigh service that delivers fresh produce to people’s doorsteps, and
started selling microgreens at Raleigh City
Farm, where she met Greene, whose grow
box allowed Purdue to consistently grow five
times as many microgreens in a more controlled environment while still operating out
of her Raleigh home.
Buoyed by the early support from area
chefs, she took a leap of faith and left the
law firm in 2015 to officially become an

the process of purchasing five grow boxes
glommed onto a central brain box and a
processing box.”
This new grow-box technology will
streamline efficiency and maximize the
crop yield of nutrient-rich microgreens
with an even smaller environmental footprint. Purdue has partnered with investors to establish this model in downtown
Raleigh and develop a business plan to
duplicate it in other cities, including Atlanta, Tallahassee, and Dallas.
By demonstrating the potential of the
grow box tech and growing microgreens
in an urban environment, Purdue hopes to
educate and inspire community members
to be part of the change.
“You want people to see what’s going
on,” Purdue says. “You want them to be
the people who get to eat the food that’s
locally grown, and you want them to be part
of solving a community problem, which
includes how we don’t talk to each other, we
don’t eat good food, and we don’t do enough
for each other.”
food@indyweek.com
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Dining
with
Dignity
After forgoing world travel to
work for the homeless, Maggie Kane
opened A Place at the Table, Raleigh’s
first pay-what-you-can cafe
BY LAYLA KHOURY-HANOLD

J

ust before ten on a Tuesday morning, as Maggie Kane crosses a small
dining room, she refills a water glass,
straightens a vase of flowers, hugs a regular,
and answers a server’s question. This may
sound like an ordinary restaurant scene,
but A Place at the Table is not an ordinary
restaurant.
On the first floor of the cheery, sunlight-flooded cafe on West Hargett Street
in downtown Raleigh, people are grabbing
coffees to go. Moms help toddlers pour
syrup over chai-spiced waffles. Friends
tuck into turkey-bacon-avocado club sandwiches around a six-top. But afterward,
some of them will be heading back to a
homeless shelter rather than a home.
Kane believes that no matter where you’ve
come from, where you are, or where you’re
going, everyone deserves a place at the table,
which inspired her to open Raleigh’s first
pay-what-you-can cafe.
A Raleigh native, Kane grew up volunteering with her youth group at Saint Andrews
Presbyterian Church. Its various mission
projects included helping out at Good Shepherd Soup Kitchen in downtown Raleigh,
which feeds up to three hundred people a
day.
She recalls thinking, “Why am I this kid
who is serving people who look just like me
across the line? Why am I so privileged and
they are not?”
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While she pursued a degree from N.C.
State in international studies and Italian
studies—Kane thought she would teach
English abroad or work for the American
embassy in Italy—she volunteered and
interned with the nonprofit Love Wins
Ministries, working with people experiencing homelessness. Soon, Kane was spending more time at Love Wins than in class,
and when she graduated in 2013, she was
hired to run its day shelter.
Kane got to know several people who
came to the shelter regularly, and started
going to eat with them in soup kitchens.
But she soon realized that feeding your
body and feeding your soul are two different things.
“I hated not getting to choose what I
wanted to eat, having a plate of food I didn’t
like, and being rushed. You had to stand in
line and then eat in five minutes,” Kane says.
“There was no community in that moment.
So over special occasions, I took some of
those people out for meals. We spent hours
sharing food, sharing stories, and getting to
know each other. I realized how important
food was to bringing people together.”
She also realized that what those people
really wanted was choice; while she credits soup kitchens for feeding the hungry,
Kane wondered if there was another way
that would also provide the missing components—dignity and fellowship.

Maggie Kane
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In 2014, Kane learned about the concept of pay-what-you-can cafes through
the nonprofit One World Everybody Eats,
which works to create spaces where people eat in dignity and form strong bonds.
There are more than sixty pay-what-youcan cafes in the U.S.; the closest to Raleigh
is F.A.R.M. Cafe in Boone.
Kane repeatedly traveled to Boone over
the course of several months to learn from
the staff at F.A.R.M. Cafe, which she credits
as her mentor restaurant. With each visit,
she brought someone new with her—her
mom, friends—to get validation that this
was something she could do.
“Most people said, ‘This is crazy, how will
you do this?’ But no one said ‘absolutely
not,’” Kane says.
It was enough validation for her.
At the start of 2015, Kane left Love Wins
to make A Place at the Table a reality. First,
she had to learn how to start a nonprofit
and how to open and run a restaurant. It
took time to find the right people—with
both the skill set and the belief in Kane’s
mission—to make that happen, including
a lawyer, an accountant, and people who
could share restaurant-industry insight,
such as Sean Degnan (who chairs APATT’s
board), Tony Hopkins, and Todd Ohle, the
co-owners of buku and soca. To help introduce the concept to Raleigh, Kane spent a
year doing pop-up events.
There was also fundraising, of course.
Kane says she was able to open the doors
thanks to community-wide financial support, both from individual donors who
gave anywhere from $5 to $5,000, churches and faith-based organizations, and
companies like Blue Cross Blue Shield
and Golden Corral.
“It took three years to spread the word,
to tell people who we were, to have people
support us,” Kane says. “We then had to
find a location. A lot of landlords turned us

ents: dishes such as sundried tomato, basil,
and goat cheese quiche, yogurt bowls topped
with fresh fruit and hazelnut granola, and
Kane’s personal favorite, a quinoa salad with
roasted vegetables and mixed greens. You

away. People turned us down because we
weren’t a sexy restaurant they wanted to
put in their space.”
Finally, last January, A Place at the Table
opened in the former Café de los Muertos
space. For Kane, it was important that there
not only be a menu for diners to choose
from, but that it offered healthy, wholesome
options. The menu emphasizes scratch
cooking made with fresh, often local ingredi-

can pair a cup of Larry’s Coffee with pastries from Durham’s Ninth Street Bakery
and snag a bag of Carolina Kettle Chips.
So how does it work? When you walk in,
volunteers, part-time employees, or Kane
herself will explain the concept. Everything
has a suggested price, and the cashier will
ask what you’d like to pay. You can opt to
pay more—anything beyond the suggested
price, including tips, helps offset costs for

“A

lot of
landlords
turned us away.
People turned
us down because
we weren’t a sexy
restaurant they
wanted to put
in their space.”

others, or goes toward a living wage for
APATT staff—or you can pay less.
If you pay at least half of the suggested price, you aren’t required to volunteer.
If you can’t afford to pay anything, you
can instead volunteer for one hour. Patrons
can also purchase meal tokens for others,
which can be added to a communal jar
located near the entrance or given to anyone who’s hungry for food or community.
“There’s a person who volunteers twice a
week for food. She’s found her family here,”
Kane says. “She lives on such a minimal
budget that all she eats is heavy pastas, so
when she comes here, she gets a salad. She
says that the house salad is the best thing
she’s ever had.”
Kane continues: “I think there is dignity
in getting to choose what you want versus
being handed a plate. In being served, having someone bring it to you, filling your
water glass for you, and getting to sit down
and savor it.”
laylakh@indyweek.com
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College is hard.
We’re here to help.

T

BY JEFFREY C. BILLMAN

his fall marks twenty-one years since I packed my few worldly possessions into a 1990 Toyota Camry and, after lying that I would abstain from
any illicit substances, left my parents’ abode for the first time. I was off to
explore the world on my own. (Sort of: It’s not like I was paying my own bills.) My
adulthood is now old enough to legally drink.
The world has changed since then. The year I graduated—when this year’s crop
of freshmen were toddlers; God, I’m old—terrorists flew planes into the Twin
Towers, and the U.S. has been at war in the Middle East ever since. The housing market ballooned, then crashed, then ballooned again. We’ve elected a smart
black president and then a dumb orange one. My cohorts and I are drowning
under a tsunami of student debt that is, in turn, stifling middle-class prosperity,
such that politicians are now tossing around ideas like student-loan forgiveness
and free college that two decades ago would have been unthinkable. And perhaps
most important, the internet, which was then frustratingly slow and complicated, has revolutionized how we learn and work and communicate with each other.
College, too, has changed, in ways both obvious and subtle. Life moves faster;
connection is omnipresent; access to knowledge is immediate. Students are
more socially engaged and, dare I say, responsible. But some things remain the
same: College is and will always be a time for self-exploration and self-definition, to discover who you are and who you want to be.
The INDY’s Campus Guide is designed to assist the mass of students (and
their parents) who will descend on the Triangle over the next few days for movein weekend navigate their brave new world. And because it’s been some time
since our staffers could relate to the target demo, we’ve largely delegated this
package to an ambitious team of summer interns—Elizabeth Chen, who served
as project manager; Macon Atkinson; Absaroka Mann-Wood; and Cole Villena—
who, drawing on their own experiences, dish out advice on living cheaply, pulling all-nighters, getting around without a car, finding events you shouldn’t miss,
and all sorts of other things newcomers need to know.
We hope you enjoy it. More important, we hope it’s of use. Those first weeks of
college may feel overwhelming and intimidating—at least, they did for me—but
you’ll get through it. We’re here to help.

TRIANGLE
TRIVIA

The Triangle comprises Raleigh, Durham, and
Chapel Hill, and got its name from the creation of
Research Triangle Park—home to dozens of tech and
research companies—in the 1950s.
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Got questions about college? We’ve got answers.

T

imes have changed since our parents went to college,
and their “back in my day” stories can get old fast. So
what’s it actually like being on campus in the twenty-first
century? Because nothing beats advice from fellow millennials
who’ve been there, we asked seven current or recent students
for the 411 on doing college in 2018. Sorry, Mom and Dad, but
these collegians know best. —Elizabeth Chen

Allie
Kvasnicka

Meredith College ’20
How do you deal with living
with a roommate?
Communication is vital. As
a previous resident assistant to first-year students,
I noticed that the majority
of roommate conflicts arise
due to a lack of communication. Establish and talk about boundaries before the school year starts to
avoid future conflicts. Consider discussing things like items that are OK
or not OK to share, visitors, study habits, sleeping habits, cleaning routines,
etc. Also, if something is bothering you,
talk to your roommate about it because,
chances are, they had no idea you were
uncomfortable in the first place. If you
are having a hard time talking to your
roommate, or if an issue is unable to be
resolved, reach out to your RA or other
on-campus resources.

Shayna Wolery
Duke ’19

What’s been your most meaningful on-campus experience?
Project WILD [Wilderness Initiatives for Learning at Duke, in
which students go on outdoor adventures such as hiking through Pisgah National Forest] has been my
most meaningful on-campus experience by far. I was first introduced
to the group when my brother participated in the backpacking trip two
years before me. He then became a
staff member and convinced me to
sign up, making Project WILD my
first Duke-related experience. From
there, I became a staff member and
eventually became one of the program directors. I also took a course
offered by the organization during
my sophomore year that allowed me
to learn how to create a welcoming
and safe environment for incoming
freshmen. I would not have become
involved with Project WILD if my older brother had not come
home from his backpacking trip with so many wonderful stories.

Jayda Bernard

William Peace University ’21
What has been your most meaningful on-campus experience?
One of the organizations I’ve been involved with is the Division of Student
Life. I am an orientation leader. It’s been the most fun I’ve had on campus. I’ve been able to interact with so many different people with different
backgrounds, and I've gotten to know other student leaders and staff. I got
involved by reaching out to student leaders and asking them questions.
Some advice I would give is to always check your email, because there will
be emails coming left and right about things to do. Getting to know the
campus as a student leader really put a positive outlook on my college life.
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Jonah Graffius

Bailey Wilson

Did you play any intramural
or club sports?
I played club hockey, and I did intramural flag football and intramural street
hockey for a little while. You have to
have a team ready to play intramurals,
so they’re not the best
way to get involved.
However, I made some
of my best friends on
the UNC club hockey team, and I found
that it was a really
great way to start a
social circle. I would
suggest that everyone get involved in
one thing—it doesn’t
have to be an athletic
activity, but everyone
should join a club or
something to get face
time with new people.

What was your favorite on-campus event?
My favorite on-campus events were probably the live concerts or campus fairs where you look for new potential jobs after graduating. The fairs
were nice because they made us feel like our school was looking out for our
futures. At the job fairs, if you found a booth you were interested in, you
would get all the information about the job and pursue it. I also found out
about a lot of volunteering
events, and I ended up meeting some great friends.

UNC-Chapel Hill ’18

TRIANGLE
TRIVIA
When Duke

and UNC’s
basketball teams
tipped off for the first
time last season, each
school had won fifty of the
last one hundred games played
between them, and the Blue
Devils had outscored the Tar
Heels by two points: 7,767–7,765.

Mackenzie Roberts

Taylor Gurganus

Did you have any particularly great
relationships with professors?
I developed a strong relationship with a
favorite professor who teaches in my major
mostly by following up with her outside of
class on interesting things
that we had discussed during class. She taught the
introductory class for my
major during my freshman
year, and I would occasionally send her news articles that I happened to see
that were related to the
class material. I eventually
began asking her for advice
on which other classes to
take, and we kept up a relationship until I could take
another smaller seminar
class with her junior year.
She’s since been a really
helpful adviser and good
source of guidance.

What’s been your most meaningful
on-campus experience?
The most meaningful on-campus experience I’ve had has been getting to know
my sisters in my sorority. They were there
for me when no
one else was, and
they have helped
me through the
worst semester of
my college experience. I got involved
through sorority recruitment
and didn’t expect
to find my best
friends and future
bridesmaids, but I
did. Greek life has
made my college
experience everything I’d hoped
it would be and
more.

Duke ’19
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Eastern Carolina University ’14

UNC-Chapel Hill ’20

All-time basketball records:
UNC–Duke:
UNC leads 136–111
UNC–N.C. State:
UNC leads 155–78
N.C. State–Duke:
Duke leads 145–101
Durham was the
host of the only
Rose Bowl game
not played in
California. Duke
hosted the 1942
Rose Bowl due
to fears that the
California venue
was a likely
target following
Pearl Harbor.
The first
miniature golf
course was built
in Fayetteville.
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Ten unexpected things
you need in your dorm room
BY ELIZABETH CHEN

M

EXTRA PENCILS AND PENS

WEEKEND BAG

Seems obvious, right? Perhaps, but I can’t
count the number of times I’ve forgotten
to bring a pen to class. Always keep extras
in your backpack; your classmates will
thank you.

Weekend trips are fun.

READING LIGHT

STAIN REMOVER PEN

NOISE-CANCELING HEADPHONES
A nice pair of headphones or earbuds
are probably the most important item
you’ll need. You’ll use them walking to
class, on the bus, while studying, in your
dorm room (especially if your roommate
is annoying, which is definitely a possibility), everywhere.

FIRST AID KIT
You’re clumsier than you think.

SPONGE AND DISH SOAP
Do the environment (and your wallet) a favor and forgo plastic or paper
plates and utensils. Invest in reusable
plates and utensils and wash them with a
sponge and dish soap. Don’t be lazy.
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HAWAIIAN SHIRT OR LEI

IO N BY C H

R IS TO PH ER

Tacky? Yeah. But I promise you’ll go to a
Hawaiian-themed party. When in Rome …
Spill coffee on your favorite T-shirt in
a two-hundred-person lecture hall? No
problem. Tide-to-go or any other stain
remover pen will save you a trip to the
laundry room. You should still do laundry
at least every two weeks, though.

EAR PLUGS AND EYE MASK
The former, in case you have a loud roommate. The latter, if you like to sleep in.

COLD MEDICATION
Unless you have the immune system of
Deadpool, you’re going to get the flu and/
or a bad cold nearly every year. If you’re
too tired/sick/vomit-y to walk to the campus health center, a couple sips or tablets
of Dayquil (or whatever you prefer) can
take the edge off. (Disclaimer: I’m not a
doctor; read the bottle before using.) That
being said, you should definitely try to get
to a doctor as soon as flu-like symptoms
arise: Tamiflu can literally be a lifesaver.

IL LUST R AT

If you’re an avid night reader or just a
night owl, get a reading light; it will keep
the peace between you and your early-tobed roommate.

W IL LI A M S

oving into a dorm is terrifying in and of itself: You’re
cramming all your stuff into a tiny room with another person
whom you’ve likely never met. On top of it all, you’ve probably
never been on your own before. How can you prepare for the next
four years of your life if you don’t have everything you need? Don’t
worry. We’ve been there and know all of the overlooked things you
should consider putting in your suitcase.

TRIANGLE
TRIVIA

Durham’s nickname, the Bull
City, comes from Bull Durham
Tobacco, the first national tobacco
brand manufactured in Durham. By
1957, Bull Durham Tobacco was the
largest tobacco company in the world.

An ESPN poll in 2000 ranked the
Duke/UNC basketball rivalry as the
third greatest North American sports
rivalry, and Sports Illustrated named
it the "hottest rivalry" in U.S. college
basketball.

You’ve procrastinated long enough
BY MACON ATKINSON

W

e’ve all been there: the lab report left until the last minute, the paper due at 8:00 a.m.,
the exam that seemed so far away on the calendar but then suddenly is tomorrow.
While a little planning goes a long way, all-nighters are inevitable. Don’t fret; here are
five tips for doing ’em right.

CAMPUS
GUIDE

REST UP
Get some sleep beforehand if you can.
Go to bed early the night before; take
a nap before you hit the library—the
more rested you
are, the better.
Sometimes even
taking a quick
nap during your
study session
can help. According to a NASA study,
a forty-minute nap improves performance by 34 percent and alertness by
100 percent.

ZZZ
Z
ZZZZ

FUEL UP
Whenever I think of all-nighters, I
immediately think of bottomless coffee.
But drinking too much caffeine too fast
can actually be counterproductive. Anything more than four cups of coffee, or
four hundred milligrams of caffeine, can
make you jittery and unfocused.
The key is to avoid chugging
that latte. Instead, spread out
your caffeine intake throughout the night. Keep snacks on
hand, too: Granola bars
and fresh fruit
are quick,
healthy
options.

CHOOSE A GOOD SPOT
Studying in your bed isn’t a setup
for success. You want a place where
you feel alert and awake, somewhere
that has plenty of light and minimal
noise. And stay away from your damn
phone: I usually put mine in my backpack—out of sight, out of mind.

TAKE BREAKS
Use the fifty-ten rule: After every fifty
minutes of studying, take ten minutes to do some kind of activity—walk,
stretch, talk to a friend. Studying is a
marathon, not a sprint.

GET BACK TO NORMAL
So you finished. Now what? Take it
easy and get back to your normal sleep
schedule as soon as possible. Don’t
overcompensate with caffeine, and
don’t go to sleep before sunset. Go to
bed a little earlier than normal and try
to wake up naturally the next morning.

TRIANG
TRIVIA LE

North Carolina’s state ...
Drink: Milk
Bird: Cardinal
Flower: Dogwood
Animal: Grey squirrel
Dog: Plott hound (so named for its original breeder, Johannes
Plott, whose dogs are the only dog breed certifiably native to
the state and one of only four breeds native to the U.S.)
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Unless your parents are loaded,
in which case, whatever
BY ELIZABETH CHEN

F

iguring out your financial situation in college can be tricky. Tuition,
books, supplies, food—it all adds up, and you might not have time to
get a job. So how can you do college and not be perpetually broke?
Start by asking yourself: Do I really need this? Will I actually use it?
If you answered no to either of these questions, maybe reconsider the
purchase. To ease your monetary anxiety, we compiled these tips to help
you keep your finances in check.

CAMPUS
GUIDE

Walk to class, take the free campus bus, bike, etc. instead of driving and paying for parking.
Undergraduate student parking permits cost up to $444.65 for the academic year at UNC,
$414 at Duke, and $200 per semester at N.C. State.
If you live off campus, pack your lunch instead of buying food on campus. The classic
PB&J with an apple and a bag of chips is an easy, quick, and packable meal. However, if
your taste buds are more refined or if you can’t be bothered to BYO food,
many campuses have cafés or gas-station-esque shops for a cheap bite.
Ask upperclassmen who’ve previously taken your courses if the textbook is really necessary, or wait until you know you won’t drop the
class before you buy it. I can’t count the number of times I’ve purchased
textbooks and (a) learned that the class barely used them or (b) ended
up dropping the class anyway. If you must, buy used textbooks or rent
them. (Amazon is the devil, sure, but its prices are usually better than the
student bookstore’s.)
Use apps like Hooked or Pocket Points to get restaurant and shopping discounts. Sign up for
UNiDAYS with your student email address to unlock discounts for more than three hundred
fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, tech, and food brands that can be used online or in store.
Always carry a reusable water bottle to fill up instead of paying for bottled water.
Take advantage of free stuff at your college’s first-week-of-school festival (FallFest at UNC,
Packapalooza at State, and so on) and club meetings (there’s usually free pizza or cookies).
Usually, booths at first-week-of-class festivals allow you to stock up, but
supplies are always limited!
Invest in a legit coffee maker—not a Keurig. Not only is it better for the environment, it’s cheaper to buy coffee grounds than it is to buy Keurig cups. If you
don’t have time to make coffee or would rather stop by the student café, bring a
reusable coffee tumbler—most places offer a discount for doing so.
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High Point—
out in the Triad,
about an hour’s
drive west of the
Triangle—is the selfproclaimed furniture capital
of the world.

The best cheap eats in the Triangle

W
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BY ABSAROKA MANN-WOOD

hile most of your meals will come in dining halls, there are
plenty of ways to switch things up without breaking the
bank. Here are some of our favorite places to eat on a budget.

TIME-OUT

201 East Franklin Street, Chapel Hill
timeout247.com
Franklin Street is probably the perfect location for a 24/7 restaurant, and
that’s what’s made Time-Out not just a
post-basketball-game hang but a yearround favorite. Whether you’re in the
mood for a pulled pork sandwich or
a platter of pancakes, nothing on the
menu will set you back more than $10.

THE DANKERY

Durham
instagram.com/
shrimpandpastasdankery
Operating out of a food truck, The
Dankery offers the dankest late-night
food on a budget. While it’s only open
from 9:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m., The Dankery will hook you up with trays of chicken or vegan tenders, wings, or a shrimp
burger with home-style fries. There are
twenty different flavor offerings, and
most trays cost $7. You can DM the Instagram account (@shrimpandpastasdankery) to order, pay through Paypal,
and they’ll deliver your food to Durham
and the surrounding areas.

TRIANGLE
TRIVIA

COOK OUT

Multiple locations in
Raleigh and Durham
cookout.com

THE ROAST GRILL

In between Raleigh, Chapel Hill, and
Durham, Backyard BBQ Pit is easy to
get to from anywhere in the Triangle.
They offer sandwiches for $4, and you
can get a half pound of any side for
only $2.50. Located right near RTP,
it’s twenty minutes from Duke’s and
N.C. State’s campuses, fifteen minutes
from UNC, and just ten minutes or so
from N.C. Central. Buy yourself a pint
of pork for $9 while you’re there, and
you’ll be set for the week.

Cook Out is cheap and unhealthy and
will feed your soul while making your
body hate you just a little. They’re most
famous for their “fancy milkshakes,”
which have a calorie count of at least
five hundred but will only set you back
$2.79. If you’re looking for something
more substantial, get one of their legendary trays. For only $4.99, you get a
main, two sides, and a drink. The real
hack? Get a main of quesadillas with
two sides of quesadillas—four quesadillas for $4.99.

The Roast Grill in Raleigh has been
serving classic hot dogs at low prices for more than seventy years. Their
menu is short and to the point: hot dogs.
They serve one type of hot dog that you
can top with mustard, onions, slaw, or
chili. But don’t even think about asking for ketchup—or cheese or kraut or
pickles or relish or mayonnaise. For
$2.50, you can get a hot dog and a glass
bottle of Coke, but make sure you bring
cash. They don’t accept cards.

COSMIC CANTINA

CHUBBY’S TACOS

BACKYARD BBQ PIT

5122 N.C. Highway 55, Durham
sweetribs.com

1920 Perry Street, Durham;
128 East Franklin Street, Chapel Hill
With locations in both Durham and
Chapel Hill, Cosmic is the place to
go when the party’s over, but no one
wants to go home. You can get a burrito for $5, a taco for $3, and a margarita
pitcher for $12.

In 1903, the Wright Brothers made their
first successful man-powered flight at Kill
Devil Hills near Kitty Hawk, although Ohio
foolishly tries to steal North Carolina’s thunder
for this accomplishment merely because the
Wright Brothers were born, raised, lived, and drew
up plans for their airplane in Dayton, Ohio.

7 South West Street, Raleigh
roastgrill.com

2444 Wycliff Road, Raleigh
Although the Durham location closed
in the last year, State students can still
gorge on chips and salsa at Chubby’s
Raleigh spot. Only five minutes from
campus, you can get tacos for $2.69 or
Chubbychangas for $5.69. Free chips
come with every order, and a fan favorite is the salsa bar—a range of salsas of
various heats, all for no extra charge.
There’s also a sushi bar, pizza place,
and deli all in the same strip mall.

“Tobacco Road” refers to four rival
universities that play in the Atlantic Coast
Conference, referencing the area’s history
as a major tobacco producer. The Tobacco
Road teams are the UNC Tar Heels, the Duke
Blue Devils, the N.C. State Wolfpack, and the
Wake Forest Demon Deacons.

The Roast Grill

PHOTO BY BEN MCKEOWN
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What aspect of college are you most worried about?
Classes

Getting around

Money

Being social

Do you want good professors?

Are you planning to walk to class or
take the bus?

Do you want to save money?

How do you feel about people?

Don't care

Of course!

Walk

Bus

Don't care

Duh

They are
generally
terrible and
I hate being
around them

I love everyone!

Have a car?
Does that mean
you can afford
the good weed?
RATE MY PROFESSORS

Do you take
notes online?

Yes

NEXTBUS

UNIDAYS

No

Do you like
eating out?

Nah. Dorm food
is fine.

Of course

I prefer to
waste paper
and watch the
world burn

Do you need
an easier way
to schedule
things?
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WHATSAPP • LINE

You should
work on that.
Broadening
your cultural
horizons is an
integral part of
the collegiate
experience.

Doesn’t
everyone?
AMAZON • CHEGG
BOOKSHELF

I keep
everything in
my head, thanks

Good luck

No

I don't care

That's stupid

Are some of
your friends
international
students?

Yes

HOOKED • UCONNECTION

I'd rather not

EVERNOTE

NETFLIX • HULU
HBO NOW

Sure

Well, how do
you feel about
paying full price
for textbooks?
LYFT

GROUPME

COURSICLE

POCKET POINTS

Do you want to
earn rewards
for going to
class?

Not really

Yeah, cool

We don’t
get you

CAMPUS
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Here’s how to navigate the world of
public transportation.
BY COLE VILLENA
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aybe you’re an N.C. Central student with a friend at State you want to visit. Maybe you’re
a UNC student who hates walking from your dorm to class on the other side of campus.
Maybe you’re at Meredith and just need a change of scenery. Chances are, you don’t have
a car on campus, especially if you’re a freshman. Even so, you have plenty of options for public
transportation at Triangle schools.
GOTRIANGLE BUSES

ON-CAMPUS BUS SYSTEMS

GoTriangle (gotriangle.org) is the Triangle’s regional bus authority, with
GoRaleigh and GoDurham providing
transit in their respective cities. There
are a ton of routes available, but the
most important ones for getting from
campus to campus are the 400 (Chapel Hill-Durham), DRX (DurhamRaleigh Express), and CRX (Chapel
Hill-Raleigh Express). Express routes
are all $3 a ride (regional routes like
the 400 or the 800 are $2.25), and a
regional day pass is only $4.50. Before
you buy a one-way pass, check with
your school’s transportation department to see if your student ID qualifies
you for an annual GoPass for unlimited
rides on routes to and from campus.
Every Triangle school provides these
passes in some capacity—students at
N.C. Central get them for free.

TRAINS
Raleigh’s Union Station just opened in
July, making train travel to and from
the capital city a lot more convenient.
A trip from Raleigh to Durham (or
vice versa) will set you back $7.50, and
Amtrak’s Piedmont train is a decent
option for trips to places further west
like Greensboro or Charlotte. See
ncbytrain.org for more details.

FREE CAMPUS SERVICES
TO AND FROM CHAPEL HILL
Most UNC students don’t qualify for
a GoPass, but they don’t have it so bad
when it comes to free transit. Thanks
to a joint program between N.C. State’s
and UNC’s biomedical engineering
programs, there’s a free shuttle that
runs between State’s Centennial Campus and UNC’s School of Medicine
(not exactly the center of either campus, but hey, it’s free). All you need is a
sticker on your State or UNC student
ID from your school’s BME department (you don’t have to be a student
in the department to get it). Getting to
Duke is even easier. GoTriangle operates a UNC-Duke shuttle, the Robertson Express, which is free for anyone
with a Duke or UNC ID.

GETTING TO THE AIRPORT
Before and after breaks, campus transit systems offer shuttles to and from
RDU International Airport. Check
your email as Thanksgiving, spring
break, and winter break approach.

TRIANGLE
TRIVIA

Bull Durham, the
baseball movie starring
Kevin Costner, was filmed
in Durham and made $50.8
million in North America.
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The Triangle’s largest campuses have
extensive on-campus transit options.
There are dozens of routes operated by
on-campus transit authorities to get
you around, but here are some routes
you need to know as a first-year.
Weekday routes loop around campus and will get you from your dorm to
classes and back. Routes with an “R”
run similarly to their normal counterparts, but in reverse.
Weekend routes are similar to weekday routes but have limited service.
After-hours transit at UNC and Duke
is useful for when you’re coming back
from a long night. (Sorry, Wolfpack.)
Duke
Weekdays: Duke Transit C1, C2
Weekends: Duke Transit CCX
After-hours: Duke vans (on-demand
shuttles, 5:00 p.m. to 6:45 a.m.)
UNC-Chapel Hill
Weekdays: Chapel Hill Transit U/RU
Weekends: Chapel Hill Transit U
After-hours: P2P Express (similar
route to U, 7 p.m. to 4 a.m.)
N.C. State
Weekdays: Wolfine #7 Wolflink
Shuttle/#7R
Weekends: Wolfine #7 Wolflink
Shuttle
N.C. Central
Weekdays: Maroon shuttle (8:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m.), Gray shuttle (7:00 a.m.
to 7:00 p.m.)

A guide to local festivals you don’t want to miss

Y
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BY COLE VILLENA

ou’ll find a thousand events to go to on campus throughout your first year: basketball games, on-campus concerts,
club events, and so on. You’re missing out, though, if you don’t get off campus and see what the rest of the Triangle
has to offer. Here are some festivals to get you started.
PRIDE: DURHAM, NC

BEATS N BARS

August 24-26, Durham,
beatsnbarsfestival.com

DREAMVILLE FESTIVAL

Take a break from the stress of moving
in by heading to North Carolina’s largest hip-hop festival. You can catch performances from artists like Dead Prez,
Dumbfoundead, and Ace Henderson,
but check out the panel discussions
for refreshingly interesting lectures
before your actual classes get rolling.

September 15, Raleigh,
dreamvillefest.com

Hosted by Fayetteville native J. Cole,
this one-day festival will be the first
big concert at Raleigh’s new Dorothea
Dix Park. That’s pretty much all we can
tell you about it, as the lineup has yet to
be released.

THE ART OF COOL FESTIVAL

HOPSCOTCH

September 28–29, Durham,
aocfestival.com

September 6–8, Raleigh,
hopscotchmusicfest.com
It’s early September, the novelty of college life is just starting to wear off, and
you need something exciting to do for
a weekend. Look no further than Hopscotch. Arguably the area’s signature
music festival, Hopscotch has seen
everyone from Solange to Gary Clark
Jr. to Pusha T grace its stages. This
year’s headliners include The Flaming Lips, Miguel, Grizzly Bear, MC50,
Mipso, and Liz Phair.

A self-billed “collision of jazz, R&B,
hip-hop, & soul,” The Art of Cool Festival has been spearheaded by trumpeter/music professor Al Strong and
business partner Cicely Mitchell since
it began five years ago. It’s relatively
affordable insofar as big-time festivals
go, and this year, it’s bringing Maxwell,
Erykah Badu, and Nas to town.

IBMA WIDE OPEN BLUEGRASS
September 28–29, Raleigh,
worldofbluegrass.org/
wide-open-bluegrass

So you don’t think bluegrass is your
thing, do you? Well, maybe you haven’t
given it a proper shot. You’ll have no
better chance to do that than at IBMA’s
annual Wide Open Bluegrass festival,
this year featuring performances by
Ricky Skaggs & Kentucky Thunder
with Patty Loveless, Gillian Welch,
Rhiannon Giddens, Chatham County
Line, and a ton of others.

Andrew Bird at Hopscotch

PHOTO BY BEN MCKEOWN

September 29, Durham,
prideindurham.org

The Triangle celebrates Pride in September, not June. Starting this year, the
annual festival will be helmed by the
LGBTQ Center of Durham. It will feature a parade, live music, and a queer
prom, all in one of the state’s most progressive and inclusive municipalities.

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
OF RALEIGH
October 26-28, Raleigh,
internationalfocus.org

The International Festival has a lot of
things going for it, including live performances, exhibits, and the opportunity to meet people from all over the
world. But the best part is the food. Try
anything and everything—you’ve got
the world at your fingertips, after all.

NC COMICON

November 9-11, Durham,
nccomicon.com
There are a few places where you can
geek out in the Triangle (check out
Raleigh Supercon in the summer and
Animazement in the spring), but we
highlighted NC Comicon because it
takes place in the fall. Who wants to
cosplay in the blazing Southern sun?

THE FULL FRAME DOCUMENTARY
FILM FESTIVAL
April 4-7, Durham,
fullframefest.org

There aren’t many documentary festivals better than Full Frame. The fourday event features about one hundred
documentaries and is held within a
reasonably small (and walkable) area
of downtown Durham.

MOOGFEST

April 25-28, Durham,
moogfest.com
Tickets aren’t cheap, but attendees
can expect to see innovative programming and technology as well as musical performances from top-tier acts.
Moogfest typically releases the first
details about its lineup in the winter,
but expect the likes of Flying Lotus,
Animal Collective, and Reggie Watts.

ARTSPLOSURE

May, Raleigh,
raleighartsfestival.com
Otherwise known as the Raleigh Arts
Festival, Artsplosure is a two-day festival held in downtown Raleigh just
as spring starts to kick into gear. It’s a
good place to see artists from around
the Triangle and the country, obviously, but wandering around the sprawling downtown festival will lead you
to everything from food trucks to live
music and dance. Monthly First Friday events offer a sort of scaled-down
Artsplosure experience for people who
head back home for the summer.

TRIA
TRIV NGLE
IA
St. Augustine’s
University was
founded in 1867, making it
one of the oldest historically
black universities in the United
States.
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How to look out for yourself
(and others) on campus

2016 North carolina
college crime statistics*
1,173: reported criminal offenses

BY MACON ATKINSON

imes
20: reported hate cr

P

art of college—and part of being on your own for the first
time—is learning how to take care of yourself. But for
those of us who’ve never even done a load of laundry on
our own, keeping yourself safe in a big, scary world can seem,
well, scary. Relax, kid. You got this. Some simple rules: Trust
your gut, use the resources your school offers, and look out for
yourself and your peers.

There are lots of everyday things you can do to stay safe. First: Always lock
your doors when you leave, whether you’re off campus or in a dorm. Charles
Corr, administrative lieutenant at Wake Tech, also recommends keeping your
car doors locked and not leaving valuables where someone can easily get to them.
“The majority of the break-ins are actually people that are just going around
pulling handles,” he says. “Sometimes someone will just walk through the parking lots and pull handles, and then when they get a door that opens up, they look
through the car.”
If you’re out late, stick with friends or let people know where you’re going and
when you should be back. Lots of colleges have safety apps, like Duke’s LiveSafe,
which offers a SafeWalk feature that allows users to track each other on a map
while they’re walking to a destination. The app also allows students to submit
anonymous tips. Other apps, such as Circle of 6 U, let you share your location
with friends and access campus-specific emergency response systems.
If you feel unsafe on campus, utilize resources like police escort services, safe
ride systems, and call boxes.
And sorry if we sound like your mom, but if you plan on boozing, make sure
you have a designated driver or a ride-share app handy. Also, watch your drink
to make sure no one slips something in your cup. And if some creep is trying to
make you do something you don’t want to do, tell them to piss off: Your health
and safety come first (see p. 21 for more on sexual health and safety).
Mental health is also important in college, which can and likely will be one
of the most anxiety-ridden periods of your life. If you or a friend are struggling,
contact your campus counseling center. If it’s an emergency, call the National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline at (800) 273-8255.
Most important, trust your instincts and stay aware of your surroundings.
“Everybody has that sense—you can feel something is wrong and, you know,
trust it,” Corr says. “If you see something you don’t like, turn around and walk
the other way.”
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590: reported violence-against-women offe
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7,394: reported disciplinary
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*On-campus, reported

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Postsecondary Education,
Campus Safety and Security survey.
UNC SAFE Escort Service: (919) 962-7233
Duke Van Service: (919) 684-2020
NCSU Safety Escort Service: (919) 515-3000
NCCU Escort Service: (919) 530-6106
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In spite of
its name, Wake
Forest University is
located in WinstonSalem. It moved from
Wake Forest to Winston
Salem in 1956.

The Carolina
Hurricanes won the
Stanley Cup in 2006.
The captain of that cupwinning team is now the
coach. The team is now
terrible.
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Life is too short for bad sex
BY ABSAROKA MANN-WOOD

L

et’s not beat around the bush: Sex is everywhere on
college campuses. This is true whether you’re indulging
liberally or abstaining altogether—and, to be clear,
there’s nothing wrong with either. No matter what, you’re
going to confront situations where a working knowledge of
the ins and outs of sex will be useful. This article won’t cover
everything, but it will hopefully be a start.
First things first: Being sexually active is a choice, and everyone should
respect the choice you make.
If you are sexually active, the first priority is safety. Unfortunately, college
isn’t known for fostering a safe and supportive environment, especially for
women. In 2015, the AAU Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and Sexual Misconduct found that 23 percent of undergraduate women experienced sexual
assault at some point during their college career. That’s not meant to scare
you, but it is a reality. So before engaging in any sort of sexual activity, it’s a
good idea to make sure you and your partner are aware of your boundaries
and establish consent. Consent is an enthusiastic and freely given agreement
to sexual activity—not “no means no,” but “yes means yes.”
After that, make sure that you’re protecting yourself. Birth control, obviously, doesn’t prevent disease. Condoms are the best way to guard against
STDs, regardless of what gender your sexual partner is—female condoms and
dental dams exist to keep women safe.
But safe sex isn’t just about your decisions; it’s the responsibility of the
entire community. Learning the signs of sexual assault, along with effective and safe ways to intervene, can make a difference in someone else’s life.
Be aware of your friends and the people around you, especially in situations
where people might be drinking. Have they had too much? Are they being led
away from the crowd? Do they look uncomfortable?
If you decide to intervene, make sure that you’re keeping yourself safe as well.
Direct confrontation can often lead to more problems. Instead of approaching
a potential assaulter, address the potential victim. Offer a way out: “Hey! Do
you wanna come dance with us?” Bring a couple of friends with you.
While safety is priority one, good sex is clearly about more than that. It’s
also about pleasure, so make sure you’re talking with your partner about what
you like and what you’d like to try. In the wise words of I Saw This On The
Internet, life is too short for bad sex.
Many colleges offer bystander intervention programs with comprehensive training on sexual assault prevention. See PACT training at Duke (contact Krystal George for more information: krystal.george@duke.edu) and OneAct training at UNC (contact oneact@unc.edu). At
N.C. State (919-515-2012) and N.C. Central (919-530-6811), contact the Women’s Center
for more information about sexual assault prevention initiatives on campus.
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Maple View Farm
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durham
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1
Eno River

Local 506

DPAC
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1 UNC-CHAPEL HILL
unc.edu

10 DUKE UNIVERSITY
duke.edu

19 SARAH P. DUKE GARDENS
gardens.duke.edu

28 MEREDITH COLLEGE
meredith.edu

2 CAT’S CRADLE
catscradle.com

11 N.C. CENTRAL
nccu.edu

20 THE FEDERAL
thefederal.net

29 ST AUGUSTINE’S UNIVERSITY
st-aug.edu

3 CARRBORO FARMERS MARKET
carrborofarmersmarket.com

12 DURHAM BULLS ATHLETIC PARK
durhambulls.com

21 PIE PUSHERS
piepushers.com

4 ACKLAND ART MUSEUM
ackland.org

13 DURHAM PERFORMING
ARTS CENTER
dpacnc.com

22 FULLSTEAM BREWERY
fullsteam.ag

30 LAKE JOHNSON/
PULLEN PARK
raleighnc.gov

5 MAPLE VIEW FARM
mapleviewfarm.com
6 WEAVER STREET MARKET
weaverstreetmarket.coop
7 OPEN EYE CAFE
openeyecafe.com
8 LOCAL 506
local506.com
9 SUTTON’S DRUG STORE
suttonsdrugstore.com
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14 DURHAM CENTRAL PARK
durhamcentralpark.org

23 THE PINHOOK
thepinhook.com

15 DURHAM CO-OP MARKET
durham.coop

24 BULL MCCABE’S
IRISH PUB
bullmccabesirishpub.com

16 THE PARLOUR
theparlour.co

25 N.C. STATE
ncsu.edu

17 MOTORCO MUSIC HALL
motorcomusic.com

26 SHAW UNIVERSITY
shawu.edu

18 ENO RIVER STATE PARK
ncparks.gov

27 WILLIAM PEACE UNIVERSITY
peace.edu

UNC: After a tough football
year in 1924, head cheerleader
Vic Huggins decided the team
needed a mascot. She decided
on Rameses the Ram, based on
star fullback Jack Merritt, who was
nicknamed the “Battering Ram.”
N.C. State: In 1921, an angry
anonymous alum complained that the
football players were “as unruly as a
pack of wolves.” Within weeks, the N.C.
State Alumni News and the student
newspaper were referring to the football
team as “The Wolfpack.”
Duke: In World War I, the French
infantry fighting in the Alps was
nicknamed les diables bleu, or “the blue
devils.” For some unclear reason, Duke
(then Trinity College) took this moniker
and made it its mascot. Around the
same time, the school lifted its the ban
on football, and by 1922 the team was
widely known as the Blue Devils.
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chapel hill
362
7

21/23
13
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15

5

Duke Gardens

14
24 16

17 22

31 GLENWOOD SOUTH
PHARMACY & MARKET
glenwoodsouthpharmacy.com
32 RALEIGH CONVENTION CENTER
raleighconvention.com
33 RED HAT AMPHITHEATER
redhatamphitheater.com
34 NORTH CAROLINA
MUSEUM OF ART
ncartmuseum.org
35 NORTH CAROLINA
MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCES
naturalsciences.org

UNC claims to be the
oldest public university in
the U.S.—which is true, more or
less. The University of Georgia
was chartered first, but UNC began
admitting students six years before
UGA did. And the College of William
and Mary predates both of them by
nearly a century, but it was a private
institution until 1906, so we’re not going
to count that.
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The Mascots

Chapel Hill fire trucks are Carolina
blue.

Babe Ruth hit his first home run in
Fayetteville, and Jackie Robinson played
for the Durham Bulls.

Krispy Kreme was founded in
Winston-Salem.
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36 NORTH CAROLINA
MUSEUM OF HISTORY
ncmuseumofhistory.org
37 PNC ARENA
thepncarena.com

Pullen Park

38 SAHLEN’S STADIUM
northcarolinafc.com

34

39 THE REMEDY DINER
theremedydiner.com

PNC Arena

40 KINGS
kingsraleigh.com
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38

41 CAM RALEIGH
camraleigh.org
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NINE LIVES

CLAWS OUT

Thundercat’s ferocious,
freewheeling experiments launch
him toward exciting new universes
BY LENA GELLER

Nearly a decade in, Hopscotch
still hasn’t skipped a beat

W

e’ve long passed the point where we worry about the future
of Hopscotch, to the point that we perhaps even take it for
granted. Nine years in, Hopscotch has established itself as
a linchpin of local music activities. While festivals like Shakori Hills’s twice-yearly party have been around for longer,
Hopscotch’s central location in the capital and broad palette of booking has proven to be a winning combination that’s helped it grow from a
respectable local novelty to a regional landmark.
This year, the festival returns to kick off a month that’s now packed
with music festivals—Hopscotch proved that a multi-day, multi-venue
festival was a feasible enterprise for downtown Raleigh. And of course,
the festival’s abundant complement of free parties that run from Thursday afternoon through Sunday’s slate of “Hopscotch hangover” shows.
(Hopscotch super-pros can figure out how to hit all the ones that have
free food and won’t have to pay for a meal all weekend.)
Here, we explore some of the high points of this year’s festival, from
Thundercat’s adventurous jazz exploration to Speedy Ortiz’s energetic,
affirming rock. We address the tender intimacy of Lomelda, and what
it means to be a classic-contemporary country singer-songwriter like
Zephaniah Ohora. Beyond that, we offer a few more recommendations
for daytime diversions and other acts to check out along the way, too.
One thing that’s made Hopscotch feel exceptional over the years is
that, despite its growth in reputation and programming, it’s never lost
its sense of small-town comfort. It feels like a family reunion of sorts,
where, for one weekend, a majority of Triangle music nerds gather for
a stretch of new experiences with old friends. Here’s to year nine and
many more to follow. —Allison Hussey

Thundercat PHOTO COURTESY OF MOTORMOUTH MEDIA

F

rom his music to his outlandish fashion
sense to his sometimes too honest Twitter feed (“These farts are getting pretty
violent,” read one dispatch from April), Steven Bruner—better known by his stage name
Thundercat—is unapologetically himself.
Take “DUI,” the last track on his 2017
album Drunk. The song is quintessential
Thundercat—concise, rooted in jazz,
simultaneously dark and humorous.
“Sometimes you’re alive, sometimes you
are dead inside,” he sings in time with a
succession of discordant bass notes.
“Bottom of the glass, at this point you’ve
made an ass,” he continues, his voice an
ethereal falsetto. “Hopefully you won’t get
caught and get a DUI.” He stops singing,
giving way to unsettling violins, cascading
synth, and the sound of howling wind. It’s a
beautiful listen, and a morose counterpart

HOPSCOTCH2018

to the album’s opener, “Rabbot Ho,” where
Thundercat pledges to “go hard, get drunk,
and travel down a rabbit hole.”
Bruner, 33, is a Grammy-award winning
bassist, singer, and songwriter. He was
raised in Los Angeles surrounded by two
celebrated jazz drummers—his father and
brother—who inspired him to start making
music at an early age. After learning how
to play the bass, a sixteen-year-old Bruner
joined his brother in the band Suicidal
Tendencies. In an interview with Red Bull
Music Academy, Bruner said he successfully
maintained his own jazz-driven style even
while playing in the punk-metal band.
“They never wanted me to emulate anybody’s sound,” he said. “They would just want
me to play the parts and not get them wrong.
I could have my own sound, you know?”
Bruner left Suicidal Tendencies in 2011

THUNDERCAT

Friday, Sep. 7, 7:15 p.m. | City Plaza
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and started collaborating with music producer Flying Lotus, a perfect match. Their
songs usually stem from freewheeling jazz
improvisation sessions, which they record
then dissect and augment digitally to provide
a canvas for lyrical expression. In an interview with Rolling Stone, Bruner described
working with Flying Lotus as “an explosion,” with “flourishing, amazing creative
energy.” The two are in constant collaboration; they’ve worked together on numerous
albums, toured across the country together,
and recently wrote the score for an episode
of FX’s Atlanta.

bright splashes of synth—contextually
and instrumentally similar to many tracks
on Drunk, which Bruner released last
February.
“‘Drunk’ speaks to more than the literal
term,” Bruner said in an interview with Q
on CBC. “[It reflects] how lackadaisical and
how weird everything is. It feels like that
socially. It feels like you’re drunk walking
around. Nothing makes any sense.”
On Drunk, Bruner blends jazz, hip-hop,
funk, and psychedelic pop while singing
about wavering between wanting to com-

bat life’s difficulties (“Let me show you the
way, on the edge of dark there’s the brightest light”) versus embracing its pain and
absurdity (“Out of the pain and into the fire,
the descent into madness”).
As Thundercat, Bruner encourages listeners to join him in pondering, challenging, and changing the ways of the world. He
twists jazz into something new and exciting, using his collaborations to springboard
him toward exploring yet-untold musical
universes.
music@indyweek.com

“As Thundercat,
Bruner encourages
listeners to join
him in pondering,
challenging, and
changing the ways
of the world.”
Bruner soon brought his signature funky
bass lines and high croon to the tracks of
a slew of big-name artists, among them
Erykah Badu, Childish Gambino, and most
notably, Kendrick Lamar, who won the
Pulitzer Prize for music earlier this year.
He’s frequently commended as the “creative
epicenter” of Lamar’s 2015 masterpiece To
Pimp a Butterfly, providing inspiration for
much of the album’s jazz-heavy instrumentation. Beyond providing his own musical
expertise, he often introduced Lamar to
records from jazz greats to get his creative
juices flowing.
“I played [Lamar] Miles Davis’s ‘Little
Church’ and he was like, ‘What the fuck is
this?’” Bruner said in an interview with Rolling Stone. “I was like, ‘This is Miles Davis,
man—and one of his baddest records.’”
Bruner’s work on To Pimp a Butterfly’s
“These Walls” won him a Grammy for
Best Rap/Sung Performance in 2016. The
song examines sex, death, and the human
consciousness, set to a forceful beat with
18 | 9.5.18 | INDYweek.com

WHAT TO HIT: HOPSCOTCH ART SHOW

Outside of Pop Art, high fashion, and skate magazines, art and advertisement are seldom
more creatively intertwined than they are in rock music, where iconic images from album covers can outlast the music they represent, and photos and flyers create personalities not only
for bands, but for whole regions and scenes. People who are only vaguely aware of the Rolling
Stones’ music still recognize John Pasche’s lips-and-tongue logo, and people who’ve never
been to an indie rock show in Chapel Hill still know the telephone-pole aesthetics of local flyer
legends like Ron Liberti and Casey Burns.
Since Hopscotch began nine years ago, it has honored this crucial aspect of music culture
in some form or another as Posterscotch, a poster sale that returns to the Raleigh Convention
Center this year, where you can cop beautiful, unique screen prints repping your cult-favorite
bands and documenting local history.
But this year, the festival is adding a bona fide art exhibit at MOFU Shoppe, the Asianfusion restaurant at 321 South Blount Street. It’s been up since August 24 and runs through
October 4, showcasing the work of eight poster artists and eight photographers who’ve
worked on Hopscotch during the last eight years. The snappers include Gus Samarco, Robert
Pettus, and Willa Stein, while the poster artists include Skillet Gilmore, Kat Lamp, and the
INDY’s own Christopher Williams. Catch it during the Hopscotch VIP party on the night of
Thursday, September 6—if you’re, you know, very important—or join the hoi polloi for the First
Friday reception the next night, September 7, at 6 p.m. —Brian Howe

APPRECIATED VALUE

Lomelda’s Hannah Read offers a tender treatise of
gratitude for those closest to her with Thx
BY KRISTY GUILBAULT

Lomelda's Hannah Read PHOTO BY ADAN CARLO

F

or Hannah Read, growing up in Silsbee,
Texas—a town of fewer than 7,000 people—was no more exceptional than most
people’s childhoods.
“Just the same old shtick,” Read says. “You
play Mario Kart, you try to be in a band, you
play open mic nights. It wasn’t extremely
remarkable in any certain way.”
Nestled at the intersection of U.S. Highway 96 and State Highway 327, Read has
spent a considerable amount of time traveling the lonely roads between Silsbee and the
closest surrounding cities. Speaking over the
phone, Read noted that she was en route to
Norman, Oklahoma for night one of Lomelda’s tour.
“It always kind of feels like a new start,”
Read says. “This tour, day one is with a newly
configured band, so that’s a new start. We’re
playing old songs a little differently, just

HOPSCOTCH2018
based on what we can do together. That’s just
kind of the way I want to always engage with
music, and with life really. It’s treating the
days and experiences and people as a start.”
Despite these sentiments of renewal,
a sense of familiarity and intimacy lingers
with Read’s music. The moniker itself dates
back to her high school years, but has taken
on various physical and ideological forms
since then. But with her airy, acoustictinged songs, Read ultimately aims to foster
interpersonal connections and lament the
tragedies of distance, both of which shine on
Lomelda’s 2017 album, Thx.
Written during a period when Read felt as
though she was mostly living out of her car,
Thx delicately intertwines verbose melodies
and explicit lyricism, exhibited on album
opener “Interstate Vision,” as Read croons
“Interstates are not what I want; headlights

LOMELDA

Friday, Sep. 7, 10:30 p.m. | Nash Hall

scare me into visions.” Stark instrumentation
and Read’s overdubbed harmonies add to
the record’s overwhelming sense of manic
isolation, but these elements are precisely
the reason that Lomelda swiftly transforms
first-time listeners from acquaintances
to timeworn confidants. At times, Read’s
intimate songwriting makes Thx feel like
cozying up with a friend over coffee—such
as on “Mostly M.E.,” when Read recounts
a trip to the coast: “Through the backseat
window/The evergreen shadows reminded
me of home/Now they remind me of us
sitting close.”
Thx began as a collection of Bandcamp
demos that Read rounded up for family and
close friends to hear. Read listed the songs
under the artist name “Thx” rather than
Lomelda at first, and the collection served
as a letter of affection and gratitude for the
INDYweek.com | 9.5.18 | 19

support that small group had given throughout her music career. But Read had caught
the attention of Brooklyn indie label Double
Double Whammy, which eventually issued
Thx in its final form last September.
“I feel very connected to the arts that they
release, so that’s cool,” Read says. “That feels
encouraging to be a part of something that
supports art that I really admire. The internet is vast, but there are also pathways that
are wormholes to the spots you need to be.
This is a Bandcamp love story.”
In addition to Double Double Whammy’s
backing, Read worked closely alongside her
brother, Tommy Read, who leads the band
Hijo del Rio, to co-produce Thx. Following
the songs’ overarching themes of growth and
displacement, the siblings took to various
houses and rooms to record as their parents
moved during the process.
“That was pretty special,” Read says.
“There’s no way it would feel and sound the
way that it does in any other circumstances,
which is cool. I feel lucky that we ended up
with something that we like a lot.”
While Read was responsible for tracking
the bulk of the album (overdubbed vocals,
guitar, piano, bass), her brother played a pivotal role in the development of her favorite
track on the record, “Bam Sha Klam”—titled
after a Home Run Derby-style game that the
siblings thought they had invented.
“My brother wrote that song, and I sort of
stole it and changed it a little bit,” Read says.
“That one’s pretty special to me because
of the whole process of making the record
together, and then getting to attach myself to
a song that he wrote.”
“Bam Sha Klam” is derived almost directly
from Hijo del Rio’s “Here on Out,” which

WHAT TO HIT ELECTRONIC

appears on 2013’s Waco Demos. For her own
song, Read fleshed out the instrumentation,
adding layers of electric guitars, bass, and
drums—as well as an ambient outro accented
by humming synth and reverb vocals.
Despite only being the second track,
“Bam Sha Klam” marks the first of Thx’s
numerous emotional peaks. “Why are you
laughing? Listen here: this is serious,” Read
abruptly addresses the listener, before
launching into a heart-wrenching belt. The
song then softly fades into “From Here,” a
tactful reminder that beauty and strength
often lie in fragility.
Thx is equal parts painful and comfortable, akin to the nervous yet inviting
energy of Read herself. From losing countless baseballs over the fence in the neighbor’s yard while playing Bam Sha Klam, to
pleading with a friend on the phone while
miles away in Brooklyn, Thx is the contented culmination of family ties, childhood
memories, and relationships fragmented
by distance. Read’s vocals are persistently
arresting throughout the album, drawing
a wide audience into the project originally
intended for roughly a dozen people.
“The point of it, in that instance, was
just that I felt that I wanted to make music
and share it,” Read says. “And overwhelmingly, more than anything, I felt thankful
that I got to express myself in that way and
have this small group appreciate it. When
I started finishing up the album, that sort
of feeling circled back and I couldn’t imagine titling it anything else. There’s a lot of
different emotions expressed in the songs,
but the overwhelming thing I wanted to say
was thanks.”
music@indyweek.com

Despite dance music occupying less and less space on the Hopscotch lineup, the inclusions this
year are intriguing. Adventurers looking for serotonin-draining club moods have a number of
underground dance zones to explore.
At Neptune’s on Thursday night at 11:30, Brooklyn’s Killbourne hotwires the brawny stomp of
early-aughts happy hardcore into a modernist, wildly fun form: raw, sloppy, punk-infused beat
chaos. Friday night at 10:30, you might consider heading to the much larger venue The Basement for the eighties pop dreams of Atlanta’s Breathers. One of the finest recent new wave acts,
they tastefully fold the zany spirit of Devo and Yellow Magic Orchestra into the slick structures
of modern pop songwriting.
Saturday night at Wicked Witch, dive brain-first into a rigorous night of dance experimentation. At 9:30, Asheville’s Alex Brown offers gorgeous and propulsive ambience. His club-ready
remix of Frank Ocean “At Your Best” flips the song into moist, thick clouds of dance-floor haze,
closer to Slowdive then Steve Aoki. After him, Philadelphia pop maestro W00dy chops more
samples than your favorite Top 40 producer into wonderfully maximalist dubby weirdness.
At 11:30, Abdu Ali explodes the sounds of Baltimore club, punk, and noise rap into a stark and
brutal performance that stays with you.
Over at Neptunes on Saturday, THOOM tunnels into sound collage and expansive tweakedout drone compositions, which can feel pastoral at times. At 12:30, Negative Gemini closes out
the festival with her visceral brand of club pop, the kind of lush, futurist, genre-blurring stuff
Grimes would probably be still dreaming up if she never signed to Roc Nation. —David Ford Smith
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FAST TRACK

Speedy Ortiz fine tunes its grunge throwbacks on the
staggeringly personal Twerp Verse
BY TAYLOR YSTEBOE

HOPSCOTCH2018

SPEEDY ORTIZ

Saturday, Sep. 8, 5:50 p.m. | City Plaza

Speedy Ortiz PHOTO COURTESY OF GROUND CONTROL TOURING

S

ince forming in 2011, Speedy Ortiz hasn’t
lost a bit of its wry humor or its knack for
wordplay—the band has only leaned into
these signature characteristics even more.
Singer Sadie Dupuis has infused her plucky
spirit and a refreshing sense of self-awareness
into the group’s three albums and three EPs,
and the band has continued to become bolder
in its sonic palette throughout its discography.
On Twerp Verse, released in April, the
band really hits its sweet spot. Its sound
is simultaneously fine-tuned yet grunge-bent, and Dupuis flourishes as a sharp
songwriter. Each song becomes its own living, breathing entity, but the album is tied
together as a symbol of resistance against
the hostile political climate.

Dupuis also demonstrates a staggering
vulnerability, especially as she grapples
with grave topics such as sexual assault
and harassment, but she still artfully navigates that landscape with bright wit. She
doesn’t come out of it unscathed, but she
does come out of it stronger than before.
Twerp Verse is in itself a rallying cry.
Dupuis hones in on personal and collective anxiety, and she ultimately illuminates the value of a strong community and
perseverance. Ahead of the band’s Saturday night slot at Hopscotch—opening for
Liz Phair, no less—Dupuis caught up with
us about the band’s current work, including its mission to help keep fans safe at
shows.

INDY: After releasing Twerp Verse in
April, what is it like to play these songs
live?
SADIE DUPUIS: When you’re working on
the record, you don’t necessarily know
what songs people are going to be psyched
about live, especially because we’ve moved
away from road-testing songs. I’m really
into production and studio tricks and weird
arrangements. I felt like it was hard to tap
into that doing a live-sounding record.
Most of these songs we really hadn’t played
live at all.
That’s sort of been a fun thing, seeing what
songs people connect to and what songs they
know the words to. It’s always nice to know
what deep album songs people are into.
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Twerp Verse expertly captures the anxiety
and anger a lot of us are feeling about the
state of society. At the same time, do you
think it’s optimistic?
I’d say the record is pretty optimistic. It think
a lot of it is focused on how shit is bad, but
there are things you can do to make it better, and there are people who are working
to make it better. That was a goal with the
record for us. It can be hard to feel optimistic, but I think it’s pretty crucial. Otherwise,
it feels like time to give up.

“It can be hard to feel
optimistic, but I think
it’s pretty crucial.
Otherwise, it feels
like time to give up.”
In this same climate of insecurity, the
band has taken steps to help people feel
safe at your shows. Could you tell me a bit
about what steps you’ve taken to do that?
Especially as a woman who goes to a lot of
rock shows and plays them, there were certainly times that I felt inappropriately targeted or harassed or touched. There have been
times where that happened where I’ve been
like, ‘Cool, I’ve played this venue before. I
know who to talk to to get help.’ I realized that

that’s a unique position to be in. I have the
contacts of who’s running the venue tonight
or who’s promoting the show tonight.
If someone in the audience is experiencing
the kind of harassment that I’ve undergone at
shows, it would be great to be able to connect
them with the same resources we have. That
was the idea behind making a text hotline.
So if someone’s experiencing harassment
and they don’t feel safe to stop it without
escalating it or if other people around them
aren’t taking the impetus to step in and help
them out, they have at least a way to get in
direct touch with the venue via us. [Ed. note:
Text 574-404-SAFE (7233) to access Speedy
Ortiz’s help hotline.]
We also distribute bystander intervention
and de-escalation tactics so that people can
feel empowered. If they see something and
feel kind of weird about it, then they have
some concrete ways to go in and help.
With a packed touring schedule and other
musical side projects, what keeps you
motivated to keep playing music?
I think a lot of people who work in selfemployed creative fields feel this, where
there’s this constant internal pressure to
work. I’m like, ‘Oh I have a week off, better
make a record this week.’ I think all of us suffer from that workaholic neuroses affliction.
It’s really gratifying to get to do this as a day
job. The fact that I’m lucky enough to get to
do this makes me want to put in extra work.
music@indyweek.com

WHAT TO HIT DAY PARTIES

Hopscotch’s tradition of day parties is arguably as popular and as fun as the festival itself, and
this year is no exception. Keep your plans flexible as acts and times are subject to change;
seek out Facebook events to stay updated.
Action starts off relatively slow on Thursday, though there are still plenty of reasons to skip
out of work early. Berkeley Cafe features an excellent local roots slate of Anne-Claire, Rachel
Kiel, Hardworker, and Chatham Rabbits—the first of three daytime Guitartown events—while
Slim’s and The Pour House offer more eclectic bills. The former hosts The Dirty Little Heaters’
menacing blues rock along with Horizontal Hold and Shelles. The latter’s packed lineup
includes Pie Face Girls’ in-your-face punk and Lonnie Walker’s jittery rock.
Decisions are tougher on Friday: The reigning champ of day parties, ¡Que Viva! At Slim’s,
pairs Bojangles biscuits with garage rock kingpins Spider Bags—is it really Hopscotch without
them? At Kings, Three Lobed and WXDU offer experimental acoustic sets that you can’t find
elsewhere from the likes of Grouper and Daniel Bachman, while The Pinhook’s party at Ruby
Deluxe is stacked with Moses Sumney, ZenSoFly, Skylar Gudasz, and House & Land. Outside
of downtown, seek out Camp Howard at The Night Rider or Youth League at Schoolkids.
Saturday is even busier, including an official outdoor stage starring Wild Child and Israel
Nash. Person Street Bar’s twangy benefit for refugees and immigrants features Dylan Earl,
Blue Cactus, and John Howie, while Slim’s alternates alt-country icons 6 String Drag and The
Backsliders with Jack The Radio’s alt-rock and Grandchildren’s orchestral pop. Find house
show favorites Fitness Womxn, Essex Muro, and Indigo de Souza at Wicked Witch or local
indie rockers Ghostt Bllonde and Lacy Jags at Crank Arm Brewing.
Wrap the weekend up on Sunday, where your options are largely limited to Slim’s and The
Pour House. The latter skews heavy with bands like Bedowyn, Datura, and GROHG, while the
former mixes touring acts with local favorites The Vibekillers, S.E. Ward, and Naked Naps. Or,
you know, just nap. —Spencer Griffith
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THE BASEMENT
12:30 A.M.

LINCOLN

NEPTUNES

THE LOVE
LANGUAGE

HOLYCHILD

HOPSCOTCH2018 THURSDAY

12:00 A.M.
11:30 P.M.

SLEEP

US GIRLS

MICHAEL RAULT

SHORN SILK

BLANKO BASNET

S.E. WARD

FLETCHER

WICKED WITCH

ANNA ST LOUIS
GLENN JONES

THE TOM PETERS
THEREMIN ORDER

DEX ROMWEBER

SUN SEEKER

NIGHT SHOP
NATHAN BOWLES
TRIO

JESSIE AND
THE JINX

EVERYTHING IS
TERRIBLE!

YAWPERS

JENNIFER CASTLE

BANGZZ
ENEMY WAVES

BEDOWYN

DEEP SOUTH

WAXAHATCHEE
HOUSE AND LAND

DAS DRIP

BLACK BOX
THEORY

9:00 P.M.
8:30 P.M.

DEAF WISH

ERICA ESO
GROHG

NASH HALL

CRIS JACOBS BAND

HATCHIE
SKELETONWITCH

POUR HOUSE

WARM BODIES

KILBOURNE

10:00 P.M.
9:30 P.M.

SLIM'S

LEE RANALDO

11:00 P.M.
10:30 P.M.

KINGS

SPACEHEATER

A/V GEEKS
SUN STUDIES

GUDIYA

CITY PLAZA H.C. MCENTIRE 5:50 P.M. REAL ESTATE 7:15 P.M. THE FLAMING LIPS 8:45 P.M.
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THE BASEMENT
12:30 A.M.

THE REVOLUTION

HOPSCOTCH2018 FRIDAY

12:00 A.M.
11:30 P.M.

MHYSA

BREATHERS

NOSEBLEED

SWEARIN'

NASH HALL

ESCAPE-ISM
MOLLY BURCH

SPIRIT OF
THE BEEHIVE

PATOIS
COUNSELORS

OMNI
CIRCUIT DES YEUX
BLUEBERRY
DRAG SOUNDS

IT LOOKS SAD

WICKED WITCH

BODY/HEAD

LOMELDA

EMPATH
STEVIE

FLETCHER

JULIE BYRNE
PAINT FUMES

GOWN

YOUNG BULL

DEEP SOUTH

SHOPPING

CHARNEL GROUND

LIGHTNING BORN

VACANT COMPANY

POUR HOUSE

HAIRCUT

NANCE

CONTOUR

SLIM'S

NO AGE

MONOLORD

9:00 P.M.

KINGS

ARMAND HAMMER

ALLIE X

10:00 P.M.
9:30 P.M.

NEPTUNES

RED FANG

11:00 P.M.
10:30 P.M.

LINCOLN

YAMANTAKA //
SONIC TITAN

ELEPHANT MICAH

CAPS
REESE MCHENRY
& THE SKULK

ROMANTIC STATES

CITY PLAZA MIPSO 5:50 P.M. THUNDERCAT 7:15 P.M. GRIZZLY BEAR 8:45 P.M.
RED HAT AMPHITHEATER M8ALLA 5:30 P.M. DVSN 6:40 P.M. MIGUEL 8:00 P.M.
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THE BASEMENT
12:30 A.M.

VIC MENSA

HOPSCOTCH2018 SATURDAY

12:00 A.M.
11:30 P.M.

9:00 P.M.
8:30 P.M.

KINGS

NEGATIVE GEMINI

GANG GANG DANCE

THOOM

ED SCHRADER'S
MUSIC BEAT

DEAKIN

HAILU MERGIA

NASH HALL

DEEP SOUTH

WICKED WITCH

GROUPER
COMBO CHIMBITA

MARY LATTIMORE
& MEG BAIRD

STILL CORNERS

ABDU ALI
MIND OVER
MIRRORS

PALBERTA

YONATAN GAT

SPOOKSTINA

OCEANATOR

RENATA ZEIGUER
DIASPOURA

FLETCHER

MOANING

CHAD VANGAALEN

ZEPHANIAH OHORA

BLUE CACTUS

POUR HOUSE

SNEAKS

PAMELA_
AND HER SONS

MISTRESSES

SLIM'S

OUGHT

SARAH SHOOK AND
THE DISARMERS

10:00 P.M.
9:30 P.M.

NEPTUNES

THE JAYHAWKS

11:00 P.M.
10:30 P.M.

LINCOLN

W00DY
JOE WESTERLUND

KARAOKE
INDIGO DE SOUZA

NICOLAY AND THE
HOT AT NIGHTS

BEAUTY WORLD

VANITY PLATES

ALEX BROWN
1970S FILM STOCK

FITNESS WOMXN

CITY PLAZA ZACK MEXICO 5:15 P.M. SPEEDY ORTIZ 5:50 P.M. LIZ PHAIR 7:15 P.M. MC50 8:45 P.M.

RED HAT AMPHITHEATER BOULEVARDS 5:30 P.M. MOSES SUMNEY 6:40 P.M. NILE RODGERS & CHIC 8:00 P.M.
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THURSDAY

FRIDAY

BERKELEY CAFE: NOON – 6:00 P.M.

BERKELEY CAFE: 2 P.M. – 6 P.M.

8TH ANNUAL GUITARTOWN HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY SERIES
RACHEL KIEL / CHATHAM RABBITS /
HARDWORKER / ANNE-CLAIRE

BOXCAR ARCADE + BAR: NOON – 5:30 P.M.

SORE THUMB HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY

JEREMY BURNS & JIMMY FLECK / STRAY OWLS / FALINE /
DIM DELIGHTS / OCNS / SHE RETURNS FROM WAR /
THE AFFECTIONATES / DRAG SOUNDS
FOUNDATION BAR: 4 P.M. – 6 P.M.

MERGE’S HOPSCOTCH HAPPY HOUR

CUSTOM MERGE-THEMED COCKTAILS CREATED BY
FOUNDATION’S SUPERB STAFF, 2018 RELEASE LISTENING
PARTY, PRIZE PACK GIVEAWAY, RSVP ON FACEBOOK
IMURJ: NOON – 5 P.M.
2 SLICES / SL0WGL0W / WEIRD GOD / LAIRS /
DAVID D’ANGELO

8TH ANNUAL GUITARTOWN HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY SERIES
BILLIE FEATHER / GRACIE LANE /
BLUE CACTUS [DUO] / NANTAHALA

BOXCAR ARCADE + BAR: NOON – 5:30 P.M.

SORE THUMB HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY

HEAVY FOR THE VINTAGE / JPHONO1 /
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS / CANINE HEART SOUNDS /
HARDWORKER / JANXX / M IS WE / 2 SLICES
CIRQUE DU VOL: NOON – 5 P.M.
FRUIT SNACK / TOOTHSOME / REESE MCHENRY /
CASE SENSITIVE / STEVIE
CRANK ARM BREWING: NOON – 5 P.M.

CRANK ARM HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTIES

KARBUNCLE / AUTOSPKR / ACID CHAPERONE / SCHOONER

RUBY DELUXE: NOON – 5 P.M.

IMURJ: NOON – 3 P.M.

HOUSE AND LAND / SKYLAR GUDAZ / ZENSOFLY /
MOSES SUMNEY

DOMII / LUVELOVES YOU /
CRON [DJ SET] / BIGBABYGUCCI

THE PINHOOK PRESENTS:
TO THE FRONT / SINCE FOREVER

SCHOOLKID’S RECORDS: 2 P.M. – 5 P.M.
HOME ASTRONOMY / SISTER BROTHER / DEAD PETS /
YOUTH LEAGUE / JUXTON ROY
SLIM’S DOWNTOWN: NOON – 5:30 P.M.

RESONANCY DAY PARTY

CREATE OR DIE

NO ONE MIND / SMOKE BELLOW / NEST EGG / FLASHER

LUNCHBOX HERO / GLOW / LOWBORN / FEVERSTRIKE /
OLD SIOUX SUMMER / WRIGLEYVILLE / HEAVENSEND

SATURDAY

NEPTUNE’S PARLOUR: 12:30 P.M. – 5 P.M.

KINGS: NOON – 5:30 P.M.

CHESSA RICH / CHARITY LANE / CAPS /
INDIGO DE SOUZA / NEIGHBOR LADY
POUR HOUSE MUSIC HALL: 11:30 A.M. – 5 P.M.

LOCAL BAND LOCAL BEER DAY PARTY

GRANDCHILDREN / AMIGO / VACANT COMPANY /
LONNIE WALKER / PIE FACE GIRLS

THREE LOBED RECORDS + WXDU PRESENT:
ANNUAL RITUAL OF SUMMONING

DANIEL BACHMAN / MARY LATTIMORE & MAC
MCCAUGHAN / LONG HOTS / MEG BAIRD /
WET TUNA / GROUPER
LEGENDS NIGHTCLUB: NOON – 5 P.M.

RUBY DELUXE: 11 A.M. – 5 P.M.

REVIVAL RECORDINGS PRESENTS:
REVIVING RALEIGH DAY 1

FRUIT SNACK / SPOOKSTINA / PEACHELOPE / HENBRAIN /
POOL BOY SIDEWALK FURNITURE / FISH DAD

THE NIGHT RIDER: NOON – 5:30 P.M.

SEIZE THE STAGE HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY

ATLANTIC LUNGS / NOAH CROSS / TELLTALE /
DOWNHAUL / EARTHER

SCHOOLKID’S RECORDS: 2 P.M. – 5 P.M.
FIVE MILE RADIUS / PINKERTON RAID / SOUL SEEKER /
RADAR’S CLOWN OF RADIATION / WATER WINGZ

MYSTIC POP-UP

SLIM’S DOWNTOWN: NOON – 5 P.M.

POUR HOUSE MUSIC HALL: NOON – 5:30 P.M.

DE FONTAINE / GARDENER / KNURR AND SPELL / THE DIRTY
LITTLE HEATERS / JOSHUA CARPENTER / SUN STUDIES /
ERIE CHOIR / SHELLES / HORIZONTAL HOLD /
JPHONO1 AND THE CHEVRONS

ARMANI CAESAR / EMILY MUSOLINO /
TANGE LOMAX / DL ZENE / IMANI PRESLEY /
NUNAFTERHOURS / LENA JACKSON /
ALLY J / HASINA

POTLUCK PRESENTS: 5TH ANNUAL ROCK N’ ROLL PIZZA PARTY
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CHARITY LANE / THE BORN AGAINS / RYAN TRAULEY /
NEIGHBORLADY / C A.M.P HOWARD / ECHO COURTS

CAROLINA WAVES X K97.5 PRESENT:

OBJECT HOURS / TEGUCIGALPAN / SNEAKS / JOYERO /
ERIC BACHMANN / SPEED STICK

THE WICKED WITCH: NOON – 5 P.M.

SPIDER BAGS / DRAG SOUNDS / PIE FACE GIRLS /
STEVIE / DAN MELCHIOR / PERSONALITY CULT /
HARRISON FORD MUSTANG

DIGGUP TAPES PRESENTS: ORIENTATION IN SPACE XI
BIG MOOD HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY

MERGE RECORDS / OCSC HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY
LEGEND’S NIGHTCLUB: NOON – 4:30 P.M.

PRITHIVI / INA CARINO / SAND PACT / LAUREN HUNTER /
ASA / DASAN AHNU / ZENSOFLY / CHOCOLATE RICE

KINGS: NOON – 5 P.M.

KINGS: 12:30 P.M. – 5 P.M.

CHURCHKEY & THE LAYABOUT PRESENT:
¡QUE VIVA! 2018

DEEP SOUTH THE BAR: NOON – 5 P.M.

EMO RALEIGH PRESENTS:

LOST APPEAL AND LIVE NATION CAROLINAS PRESENT:
MEMEIFIED

BERKELEY CAFE: 2 P.M. – 6 P.M.

8TH ANNUAL GUITARTOWN HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY SERIES

HONEY MAGPIE [DUO] / REESE MCHENRY & DAVE
BARTHOLOMEW / SARA BELL / LYNN BLAKEY & ECKI HEINS
BOXCAR ARCADE + BAR: NOON – 5:30 P.M.

SORE THUMB HOPSCOTCH DAY PARTY

POOR PIE / LINDSAY HOLLER & THE HOLLERETTES /
OLD HEAVY HANDS / ECHONEST / OZONE JONES /
THE BRONZE AGE / BLUE FREQUENCY / FLASH CAR
CRANK ARM BREWING: NOON – 4 P.M.
GRAY YOUNG / MICHAEL VM / GHOSTT BLLONDE /
JPHONO1 / LACY JAGS
DEEP SOUTH THE BAR: NOON – 5 P.M.

CARDIGAN RECORDS PRESENTS:

REVIVAL RECORDINGS PRESENTS: REVIVING RALEIGH DAY 2
BLEED THE DREAM / DODODO / CHARLIE PASO /
ALTERAS / JUXTON ROY / OCNS
NEPTUNE’S PARLOUR: 12:30 P.M. – 6 P.M.

PERSON STREET BAR: NOON – 6 P.M.

HONKY TONK DAY PARTY

JOHN HOWIE & THE ROSEWOOD BLUFF / DYLAN EARL /
BLUE CACTUS / CHATHAM RABBITS / PALE HORSE
POUR HOUSE MUSIC HALL: 11:30 A.M. – 5 P.M.

THE POUR HOUSE PRESENTS:
BIG ED’S BLOODY BRUNCH + DAY PARTY

JEANNE JOLLY / SOUTH HILL BANKS / CHARLES MINGUS
TRIBUTE PERFORMED BY CHRIS BOERNER & FRIENDS /
BOBBY FEENO / BRAD BENSON / KATE RHUDY /
ARSON DAILY
RUBY DELUXE: 11 A.M. – 5 P.M.

G.O.U.G.E. WRESTLING PARTY

THE GOAT VS. WAYLON MAZE / DESY DES LATTIMORE VS.
S A.M.ANTHA STARR / SEYMOUR SNOTT AND SNOOTY FOX
VS. NO DIRECTION / JIMMY JACK FUNK JR. VS
OTTO SCHWANZ
SCHOOLKID’S RECORDS: 1 P.M. – 5 P.M.
CASE SENSITIVE / ARSON DAILY / TOOTHSOME /
BASEMENT LIFE / S A.M. LEIDIG

CLEVER MEASURES / THE RED IS BLUE / EMPTY /
PAPERBACK / PROPERSLEEP / YOUTH LEAGUE /
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR

SLIM’S DOWNTOWN: NOON – 6 P.M.

FISH MARKET: NOON – 5 P.M.

ALLY J / JIMMY / BRUXES [SOLO] / PALE SPRING /
THE REVOLUTIONARY SWEETHEARTS / GRANDCHILDREN /
6 STRING DRAG / ECHO COURTS / JACK THE RADIO /
GULL / THE BACKSLIDERS

MYSTIC POP-UP

JULIAN WATTS / SUNSET PALETTE / MOON RACER /
FISH DAD / TIRED FRONTIER

SPAZZ PRESENTS AND JACK THE RADIO PRESENT:
SPAZZSCOTCH 2018”

DAY

PARTIES
THE WICKED WITCH: NOON – 5 P.M.

WKNC X WXYC DAY PARTY

LOCAL FLORA / MIDCENTURY MODULAR / ESSEX MURO /
INDIGO DE SOUZA / CASE SENSITIVE / FITNESS WOMXN

SUNDAY
POUR HOUSE MUSIC HALL: 2 P.M. – 9 P.M.

THRASHITORIUM & DEVIL’S TRUMPET
DAY AFTER HOPSCOTCH PARTY

ADIPOCERE / GREVES / DATURA / BEDOWYN / GROHG /
SUPPRESSIVE FIRE
RUBY DELUXE: NOON – 5 P.M.

HOPSCOTCH BARBIE: COOK-OUT & POOL PARTY

TROPICAL VIBES, KIDDIE POOLS, AND
GRILLED GRUB BY TINY TOWNSEND FEATURING
DJ SETS BY AD A.M. ANTIUM & JESSK
SLIM’S DOWNTOWN: NOON – 6 P.M.

SLIM’S PRESENTS: HOPSCOTCH HANGOVER

NAKED NAPS / THE PAUSES / OCEANATOR /
S.E. WARD / THE VIBEKILLERS
SLIM’S DOWNTOWN: NOON – 6 P.M.

SORRY STATE PRESENTS: HOPSCOTCH HANGOVER AIN’T OVER
BANDS TBD

A TWANG GROWS IN BROOKLYN

Zephaniah Ohora is flying the flag for classic country
in the boroughs and beyond
BY AMANDA WICKS

HOPSCOTCH2018
it as a form of nostalgia writ large, Ohora and
his cohort deftly bring the tender touches of
traditional country to contemporary life. His
particular ear for the bend and twang that
best express heartbreak and hard living have
set him apart from the revival’s fray.
Ohora released his debut album, This
Highway, last year, and quickly turned heads.
There, he details his grievances about big city
living (“I Do Believe I’ve Had Enough”) and
delivers tips-of-the-hat to the past (“He Can
Have Tomorrow (I’ll Take Yesterday)”). His
vocals showcase a romantic candor while
his tight-knit backing band’s stylistic sensibilities run the gamut from Western swing to
rock-a-billy to the Bakersfield sound.
Ohora may not have gone looking for
traditional country music when he was
younger, but it eventually found him. He
grew up in the church, where he came across
numerous genres, but when he heard Merle
Haggard for the first time, he was practically
dumbstruck. Cut to fifteen years later, and

ZEPHANIAH OHORA

Saturday, Sep. 8, 10 p.m. | Lincoln Theatre

he’s naturally absorbed those influences into
his music along with several others. “I loved
Jimmie Rodgers, Hank Snow, and Marty
Robbins, but really became obsessed with the
music of Ray Price,” he told Billboard last year.
As to whether or not the rise of traditional
country rings authentic to purists held captive by the past, Ohora believes there’s plenty
of room for new voices.
“I think that people get a little hung-up
on the throwback sound where they want
to hear something modern and fresh, but I
think country music is unique in the sense
that you can still follow the format, and play
it how it was initially meant to be played—
especially during the sixties, which was the
golden era of it.”
Ohora follows the format of his predecessors, but he doesn't content himself with
retreading their path. Instead, he finds imaginative ways to infuse country with a bit of
his big city cred.
music@indyweek.com

WHAT TO HIT HIP-HOP

Zephaniah Ohora PHOTO COURTESY OF CROSSOVER TOURING

F

orget Texas or Tennessee—deep in the
heart of Brooklyn is a growing traditional
country scene with a slew of artists excited to pay homage to the past while weaving their own tales through its sound. That’s
where singer-songwriter Zephaniah Ohora
is based, and where he helps cultivate the
scene for the Williamsburg honky-tonk bar
Skinny Dennis. Beyond playing three-hour
Merle Haggard tributes or integrating songs

from Ray Price and Gram Parsons into his
sets, Ohora oversees the venue’s booking and
has used the opportunity to help country
music flourish far from its roots.
The genre’s resurgence, heard in music
from Sturgill Simpson, Margo Price, Ashley
Monroe, and others, could be seen as a course
correction—a chance to put down the red
Solo cups and get back to something more
emotionally resonant. But rather than view

Leading the pack of hip-hop at Hopscotch is Vic Mensa, Chicago’s own political superhero.
Labeled a “once in a lifetime artist” by Jay-Z, Mensa has proven his commitment to the culture
both on and off the track. His catalog of diverse tracks is what sonically sets him apart from
his peers.
Festivalgoers who love Mensa will find that Armand Hammer, two emcees who hail from
Brooklyn, are cut from the same sociopolitical cloth. The duo offers a hardcore gritty cadence reminiscent of nineties New York hip-hop that remains fitting for festival vibes. On
Friday night, two locals have a chance to shine: Nance at Neptunes and M8alla, who opens
for Miguel at Red Hat Amphitheater. Nance presents himself as already famous, and he has
the talent to back it up. M8alla, meanwhile, offers an R&B blend of Caribbean-inspired tunes
mixed with crisp trap beats. Durham’s Young Bull is another strong local contender. After a
modest start at the Durham School of the Arts in 2014, the young ensemble has captivated
audiences with their Southern sensibilities, which melds trap and old-school soul influences
backed by live instrumentation.
On Friday at The Pour House, the Carolina Waves x K97.5 All Women Hopscotch Day Party,
curated by Miriam Tolbert, offers an array of talented women across genres. But the hip-hop
standouts are local newcomer NunAfterHours and seasoned rapper Lena Jackson. Jackson is
a heavy spitter who shows up prepared to compete with everybody. She attacks the mic in the
same manner as a battle rapper—her approach is intentional and, with each new opportunity,
she delivers. —Kyesha Jennings
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Performance Heart

INDIES

ARTS AWARDS
2018

Art of the State

We celebrate six people whom we can’t
imagine life IinNthe
without
D ITriangle
ES

T

ARTS AWARDS
BY BRIAN HOWE

he INDY always strives to support the arts in the Triangle, even while
we scrutinize and criticize them. But for almost three decades now, in
one of our favorite annual issues, we take a moment to pause and simply celebrate a group of people who had a notable impact on the arts,
either that year or over time—people whose work is so fundamentally
important that it can often be taken for granted.
The Indies Arts Awards vividly capture what mattered in the Triangle in a
given year. Rooted in the arts but also transcending them, they open into political and social realms. The story of the Triangle’s art workers and leaders always
turns out to be the story of the Triangle itself, and it’s inspiring to see afresh how
much the arts matter, and how amazing the people powering them here are.
The winners we choose for these awards often must be convinced to accept
the spotlight for a moment, rather than sharing the award with their entire
creative community. This says a lot about why we select them in the first
place. All of them—whether as creators, producers, administrators, or in other
roles—serve those around them as much or more than they serve themselves.
All of them understand that, to matter, art must be a kind of community service, not a vanity project. And that means, first, knowing what one means by
community, and, second, actually listening to what they want.
We are incredibly grateful to exist in the same creative ecosystem as people like this year’s winners: performance-art pioneer Monét Noelle Marshall,
women’s comedy impresario Erin Terry, theater revolutionary JaMeeka Holloway-Burrell, powerhouse poet Jaki Shelton Green, Durham lifestyle leader
Gabriel Eng-Goetz, and transformative NCMA director Larry Wheeler.
We know this is a humble honor, for us to write profiles of them and take
their pictures. But we’re thankful we get the chance to tell them without qualification how much they mean to us, and how much they mean to this area for
making life in the Triangle richer, more equitable, better.
We hope you’ll be inspired to reach out to tell them the same thing yourself,
and to follow their example in your daily lives. We know we do. And we invite
you to remember with us that the arts matter, but we all must work together to
make them matter for everyone.
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Monét Noelle Marshall’s many roles
all serve to uplift Black art
BY KHAYLA DEANS

M

onét Noelle Marshall’s presence in
a room is always felt. She moves
through spaces fluidly, with a calm
spirit of humility and wisdom. Even when
she is seemingly alone, she stands as ten
thousand, as Maya Angelou would say.
“This is more than Monét getting an
award,” she says. “There are so many
people that, because they exist, I’m able
to exist, make, and do.” She means her
family, friends, and frequent collaborators—people like Derrick Beasley, whose
real title in her shows, she says, should be
“Monét calls me and I show up.”
Marshall’s work spans many mediums
and genres: community art experiences,
choreography and dance, and bringing
stories to life through the pen and on
stage. Her artistry even comes forth in a
simple conversation. The poetry in her
words, her unique sense of style, and her
bold ideas embody the essence of what it
means to be an artist.
“I really feel like I didn’t have a choice
[but] to be an artist,” says Marshall,
whose mother—the playwright, choreographer, and director Robin Carmon
Marshall—is one of her biggest inspirations. “My mother led a dance ministry
at a church in New York, and she was the
leader of thirty to forty women. One night,
for rehearsal, she came in and washed all
their feet. It had a really deep impact on
how I thought about leadership.”
Years later, in 2013, Marshall founded MOJOAA Performing Arts Company
with her family. Her mother co-directs;
her dad serves as a producer, actor, and
playwright; and her brothers give support onstage and backstage. MOJOAA
was created in response to the lack of
Black theater companies in the Triangle. It became a steward of history
through interactive storytelling. Escape
to Freedom is its annual immersive
experience at Mordecai Historic Park,
the largest former plantation in Wake
County. It takes audiences on the journey to escape slavery during the Antebellum period.

Marshall learned early that art exists in
community and should not just be saved
for exhibitions and museums.
“Church is not the building, it’s the
people. I want our arts institutions to
move the same,” she says. “I care less
about the painting or the show. What did
it do for the people? If the answer is nothing, then what is actually the point of it?”
The use of art to create shared space
is a thread through all of Marshall’s projects, including this year’s “Buy It Call
It” performance installations. The trilogy
is Marshall’s response to the systemic
oppression Black artists encounter in the
art world, the toll of capitalism on their
minds and bodies, and the process of
reclaiming one’s holiness and self-worth.
Creating three experimental performances that challenged white supremacy
in art spaces was a bold decision, resulting in necessary honest dialogue.
“Her organizing and interdisciplinary
performance work demand that people
unpack how patriarchy and anti-Blackness show up in their public and private
selves,” says Jamaica Gilmer, a friend
and mentor.
After exploring arts institutions’ commodification of Black art in Buy My Soul
and Call It Art, then revealing the impact
of racial trauma and shame on her body
in Buy My Body and Call It a Ticket, Marshall moved even further beyond traditional staged performance in Buy My Art
and Call It Holy, which is ongoing this
week (see last week’s INDY). A ten-day
experience for communities to connect
in freedom, movement, and authenticity,
its main space at the former Old Havana
Sandwich Shop is built to feel like home—
or, as Marshall told us, her future kitchen
as a queer Black grandma who serves you
freshly baked bread and tea.
“I think if the work connects people to
themselves, to one another, and serves
our community better, then we won,”
Marshall says. She wants you to feel at
ease, surrounded by soft lighting, cozy
couches, and books that are considered
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holy texts, many written by Black women.
This reflects the many years Marshall sat
at her own grandmother’s kitchen table.
“There was always someone listening to
me,” Marshall says. “I never felt that what
I said didn’t matter. That shaped me.”
The authentic fellowship of the kitchen
table or front porch is also the foundation of Marshall’s approach as an artist
and creative consultant. The old-school
lessons of community-building that she
learned from her grandmothers’ generation are guiding principles in how she
addresses equity in arts institutions.
“My arts and consulting practices are
married to one another, and I really think
there are some old ways of being that we
need to bring back: just coming to sit on
your porch and talk to you before I need
anything from you,” Marshall says.
This year, Marshall became director of
programming at VAE Raleigh—and the
first Black staff member in the arts nonprofit’s history. Her primary job is to create events around VAE exhibits and foster
intentional relationships through art,
especially with communities that often
feel neglected by arts institutions.
“Monét has been the perfect addition
to the VAE family,” says Brandon Cordrey,
VAE’s executive director. “She heightens
our staff ’s awareness of self-care in a

nonprofit culture that often values working yourself to the bone. She brings a lot
of love and joy to the work we do, and a
genuine and community-oriented focus.”
“I think in our art spaces, sometimes
we can be seduced into the notion that
we are inherently liberal, inclusive, and
accepting, as if there are not symbols and
messages that show people they are not
welcomed in our spaces,” Marshall says.
“When you walk into the average arts
space, the walls are white, it’s quiet, and
you are not supposed to touch anything. If
you are someone from the outside, no matter your race—if that’s not a world that you
are used to, then it can feel off-putting.”
Marshall aims to break through silos
that form in the art community, whether because of location, race, or socioeconomic factors.
“I want folks to know that VAE is a
home for their ideas. The way that we are
holding this definition of art is so broad it
includes them, no matter who they are,”
Marshall says.
As a queer Black woman artist, Marshall speaks from personal experience,
knowing what it feels like to be ignored by
arts institutions and museums. In part,
she’s doing this for her younger self.
“Creating this type of work is deeply
personal, vulnerable, and transparent,” she

says. “Growing up, I was really looking
for someone like me. Now that I’m older
and I’m able to make work, the thing that
I most have is my truth. I know that there
are similar worlds existing in other folks’
heads. And I want us to find each other and
create a space for those young Black folks,
folks of color, the little queer babies who
say, ‘I didn’t know anyone like me existed.’”
Marshall’s impact in community and
art spaces has been felt by many.
“Monét is such an important and
vital presence in our community,” says
JaMeeka Holloway-Burrell, another
Indies Arts Awards winner (see page
13). “She is creating art that truly defies
convention or easy categorization. She is
breaking down barriers and defining on
her own what it means to be a theater artist. This work is not for the theater critics
or any antiqued idea of patrons—it’s for
her, it’s for healing and our community.
She has compelled us all to think about
decolonizing our art and rethinking antiquated ideas of storytelling.”
“For me, love is at the crux of it,” Marshall says. “I do this because I love you.
Whether that ‘you’ was myself or whether
that ‘you’ was my family, friends, or my
world. I do this because I love you, and the
art is the tool in that.”
arts@indyweek.com
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Comedy Clout

Stand-up has long been a man’s world.
With Eyes Up Here, Erin Terry is changing that.
BY KATIE JANE FERNELIUS

A

s she approached her thirtieth
birthday, Erin Terry decided to do
something she’d never done before:
stand-up comedy. She’d always been a
funny person, the kind of person friends
ask to retell a funny story that happened
to all of them, but she didn’t think of
herself as a comedian.
“I really had tried hard to ignore my
leanings to get on stages and talk and try
to make people laugh for a long time,”
Terry says. She knew some acquaintances doing open mics; she thought
she was funnier. That was the motivation she needed. “I decided that, before I
turned thirty, I was going to get on stage
and do a routine.”
She watched stand-up routines
online. She practiced with a hairbrush
in front of her mirror. For her first open
mic, in February 2014 at Raleigh’s Tir
Na Nog, she invited all of her friends
and family—that way she knew someone would laugh. The real test, she says,
came the next month, when she did
another set for a room full of strangers. When they laughed at her jokes, she
knew she was hooked.
It took her only a few months to notice
how male-dominated the scene was.
Shows rarely featured more than one
female comic, if any. But she’d already
met lots of women doing comedy in the
Triangle. Why weren’t they getting the
same stage time?
“I started asking the women on the
scene, ‘How do you get booked?’” Terry
says. “Are there any shows that do more
than one woman at a time? How do we
tell them that there is room for more
than one woman?”
She didn’t think the men were being
intentionally malicious; she attributed
the discrepancy to a gross oversight on
their part. Through her conversations
with these women comedians, one thing

became apparent: They could run their
own show, by women, featuring women.
That way, Terry says. “We can all
shine a bit more instead of trying to
duke it out one at a time.”
To get an audience, Terry decided to
do the show on First Friday in downtown Raleigh. She booked seven comedians, a tall line-up. The now-closed bar
Common 414 agreed to let them do a
one-time show there. Nervous about the
turnout, she worked hard to promote
it. Her efforts paid off: By show time, it
was standing room only.
The inaugural Eyes Up Here showcase, in March 2015, was a smashing
success.
Terry decided that night that Eyes Up
Here couldn’t be a one-time thing. Common 414 couldn’t commit to a monthly
show, so Terry approached Kings and
Neptunes, both of which agreed to give
her a regular show. She booked lineups of exclusively women, and began
encouraging curious women to try out
jokes at open mics.
“I joke that I started doing comedy so
I would stop stalking my ex-boyfriend
on Facebook,” says Elisse Thompson,
a comedian who is now an organizer
and host with Eyes Up Here. “Erin was
very welcoming, giving stage time when
I was really new. If you don’t get stage
time, you can’t grow as a comic. And if
you only do a couple of minutes here
and there, you really won’t grow. Erin
has given me a lot of stage time, and she
does that for other new and aspiring
comedians.”
Thompson now runs her own monthly show at Bull City Ciderworks, giving
stage time for short stand-up sets of
emerging comedians.
It’s easy to applaud Terry for bringing
more women comedians to the stage.
But just as remarkable is that Terry took
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Theater Transformer

a meaningful concept and drove it to
be successful as possible: Comedians and collaborators in the Triangle
note her ingenuity and doggedness
as reasons for why Eyes Up Here has
been so successful.
“Now that I have been in the comedy scene for a little while, I’m blown
away,” Thompson says. “I’m happy
doing my comedy mainly with Eyes
Up Here, because I know I will be
supported that way. The audience
is usually more engaged, bigger, and
better than the other showcases that
I’ve done that have been run by men.”
The ingredients that make Eyes
Up Here so successful is its continuing relationship with venues, persistent and welcoming promotion, and,
most important, how Terry grows
and develops comedians.
“Erin is the sister that you always
wanted to have,” Thompson says.
“She’s supportive and welcoming.
She’s one of the sweetest people, but
she also keeps it real. I don’t have any
issue with trusting her with my own
career in comedy, my own ventures
in comedy.”
In the almost four years since Eyes
Up Here’s first show in Raleigh, it
has grown into a multipronged effort,
with regular shows in downtown
Raleigh, Durham, and Asheville.
Terry has driven carfuls of women
comedians to Charlotte and Wilmington to do femme-only shows.
There are workshops and open mics
targeted at new comedians, including
Thompson’s show at Bull City Ciderworks. Eyes Up Here has also done
special themed shows like “Fat for a
Funny Girl.”
Terry says Eyes Up Here isn’t done
growing. In 2019, she hopes to continue its regular programming across
the Triangle, as well as host an allfemme comedy festival in Durham.
“I’ve joked this year that I’ve now
been doing comedy longer than both
of my marriages combined,” Terry,
who has been married and separated
twice, says. “You get what you put
into it. I put a lot of kindness and
love into the community, as much as
I can. There are so many shows to do.
Twenty nineteen is going to be busy.”
arts@indyweek.com

JaMeeka Holloway-Burrell is reframing the local stage
INTERVIEW BY HOWARD L. CRAFT | STORY BY BRIAN HOWE

I

n recent years, as director of Black
Ops Theatre Company and the Bull
City Black Theatre Festival, JaMeeka
Holloway-Burrell has been a leading
champion of Black theater in the
Triangle. As she told acclaimed Durham
playwright Howard L. Craft, a fellow
alum of N.C. Central, the roots in Black
art and culture that nourish her work
were planted long before she became a
professional theater artist.
They were planted growing up in the
church, which was also her first taste of
theater.
“It’s the epitome of a performance
space, because you’ve got this really zealous word the preacher is going to give, and
the atmosphere has to be set by praise and
worship and dance and mime,” HollowayBurrell says.
They were planted sitting around her
family’s kitchen table, listening to her
uncles spin yarns.

“I appreciate all the lies I had the
opportunity to witness,” she says with
a chuckle, “Because I learned so much
about how to tell a good story, how to be
believable.”
They were planted by Bruce Bridges,
proprietor of The Know Bookstore, which
was a bastion of knowledge on Fayetteville
Street for almost twenty years.
“Bruce was putting Black books in my
hand at a very young age and articulating
the importance of combating white
supremacy in your life through Black
literature,” Holloway-Burrell says.
And they were planted at N.C. Central,
under the tutelage of professors such as
Karen Dacons Brock and Johnny Alston.
“I like to say steel sharpens steel,”
Holloway-Burrell says. “They instilled so
much work ethic in me. I understand what
it is to be a professional because of their
capacity to manage their personal lives
and still center their art so beautifully. A

lot of character-building happened for me
in that department. Also, even if Dr. Alston
was technical directing three shows, he
would make time to go fishing, and that
taught me the importance of self-care.”
Black Ops debuted in 2015 with
Young Jean Lee’s The Shipment, an
explosive indictment of American
racism co-produced by Little Green Pig
Theatrical Concern.
“I appreciated Jay [O’Berski] and
Dana [Marks] for that, because we were
introduced to this patron base of people
interested in provocative theater,” Holloway-Burrell says. She’d been inspired to
create the company while apprenticing at
Cape May Stage in New Jersey.
“At that time, the only show on that
featured Black actors was Our Town,” she
says. “I knew there should be more variety in the way you get to see Black people
on the stage. We can be doing just-as-poignant work by Black playwrights; we don’t
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have to be recreating Thornton Wilder.
We did an Alice Childress celebration
for her centennial, and so many people
had never heard of her. Black Ops is me
wanting to present everything I think is
missing from our local community.”
Another goal is to serve an audience
that is far from monolithic, a challenge
that makes variety all the more important.
“There’s no way to create [one piece
of ] Black art where everybody feels like
they’re being seen and represented,”
Holloway-Burrell says. “Some folks
want to see Tyler Perry, and some want
to see August Wilson. Some want us
to do Shakespeare. Their dollars are
supporting your art. That doesn’t mean
commercializing it, but you’re trying to
serve the whole community and sustain
your life and practice.”
March’s Bull City Black Theatre Festival at Manbites Dog Theater became
a flashpoint in consolidating the energy
Black Ops had been cultivating.
“Something that became very clear to
the Black theater community is that we
need to be in conversation and collaboration with one another more often,” she
says. “Not just for the sheer joy that we
had collaborating, but for the sustainability of all our organizations and projects. We got a glimpse of what the impact
could be if we’re being more intentional
about programming with one another,
sharing our resources, time, and talents.”
Monét Noelle Marshall, another Indies
Arts Awards winner (see page 10), was
part of the festival. Marshall says Holloway-Burrell’s “commitment to responsible community-building through theater
edifies me, challenges me, and creates
space for me and so many others.”
“She is a long-game legend,” Marshall
adds. “We may not know the true impact
of her work for decades to come.”
This year, Holloway-Burrell joined the
new Bulldog Ensemble Theater, a group
of artists who frequently performed at
Manbites, the venerable Foster Street
theater that closed this year.
“It’s bittersweet, because the other day
I saw the doors of Manbites open, but it
was for construction and not because a
show was happening,” Holloway-Burrell
says. “It’s the end of an era, but it was
already trickling down when Common
Ground and Deep Dish closed. I made the
transition to Bulldog because I don’t want
that light to burn out. And I’m taking this
new route with Black Ops because I want
to provide artists with the same sense of
home I felt from [Manbites].”
14 | 12.12.18 | INDYweek.com

By “new route,” she means taking a
year off from Black Ops and the festival
to pursue an ambitious fundraising goal.
“I want to reach one hundred thousand dollars by the end of February
2020,” Holloway-Burrell says. “I want us
to move into projects with abundance. I
want people to know they’re going to get
paid, that we value their time and their
art. The goal is to build a sustainable
foundation. I need to be in conversation
more with funders and donors, not just
about what they can do for my work, but
how we can create a more equitable playing field inside funding organizations.”
She brings the same expansive vision
to her own artistic work as she does to
supporting the work of others.
“I try to decolonize my space, where
we’re not in hierarchical practice,” she
says. “I don’t feel the need to assert my
authority as director. I don’t want anybody
to feel like anybody’s work matters more,
even if that is what traditional theater
practices have shown us. And I’ve been
able to prove that this kind of flowchart is
not necessary as long as people feel comfortable [enough] to fail and take risks.”
The proof can be seen in the strong
social-media-saturated update of Ibsen’s
The Dollhouse Holloway-Burrell created this year, inspired by a clip of Kayne
West patronizingly cleaning out Kim
Kardashian’s closet in Keeping Up with
the Kardashians.
“I love Ibsen; he’s one of my favorite
storytellers,” Holloway-Burrell says. “As
a Black artist, I’m always thinking about
how my experiences and identity shape
the way that I view stories. Sometimes, all
you need is somebody who looks like you
on the stage, and you can connect in a way
that you never would have before. I always
knew I wanted to cast a Black Nora and
see how that changes the dynamics of the
story, and I’m interested in what it takes
to bring in more millennial audiences,
and the generation following them.”
Black Ops and BCBTF may be
taking the year off, but that’s all part of
Holloway-Burrell’s strategy for building
a strong foundation for Black theater
in the region. As Marshall says, she’s
playing the long game, and the next
generation will benefit from her labor as
much as the current one.
“This is unconventional, but I want to
build it into my motto,” she says. “Drake
says, ‘I just take my time with all this shit
/ I still believe in that.’ I’m going to take it
one step at a time.”
arts@indyweek.com

The People's Poet

As our state’s new poet laureate,
Jaki Shelton Green amplifies her
life’s work of literary empowerment
BY JAMEELA F. DALLIS

J

aki Shelton Green’s home in Mebane
is unassuming on the outside, but
inside, it transports you to another
place. The space is full of artifacts from
her travels to Africa, South America, the
Caribbean, and beyond. It’s warm and
welcoming, with family photos and heirlooms. It feels lived in and exudes creative, nurturing energy.
“You can have it all. You really can,”
says Green, North Carolina’s ninth poet
laureate—the third woman and first African American to be appointed to the role.
Since her appointment in June, she’s had
a full calendar, traveling nonstop for poetry readings, lectures, and other speaking
engagements throughout the state.
But this is business as usual for Green,
who has the sort of calendar that people glance at and instantaneously feel
anxious. While she visits many communities of color, she is also often “going
into spaces where people don’t expect
for [her] to go.” She says she feels welcome in those spaces but is also aware of
what her presence means to people. At a
recent reading in New Bern, Green says
people of color brought their children to
meet her because it was history.
“That’s the energy that has been feeding me,” Green says. “These people who
see themselves in me—that, yes, I represent the people of North Carolina.”
Even as she carries the role of poet
laureate, Green is teaching a documentary poetry course at Duke’s Center for
Documentary Studies. She’s coordinating schedules with her family and
friends and, of course, carving out time
to write poetry. She is also the founder
of SistaWRITE, which brings “women
and spaces together for writing, community, sisterhood, and shared experience,”
and has dedicated her life to serving and
teaching others in North Carolina. In fact,

Green has taught people all over the world.
Writer and filmmaker Wesley Broome
traveled with her on a writing retreat to
Morocco that he says was “transformational for my creative writing.”
“I have been blessed to have a very
supportive family and tribe of writers, women, elders, mentors, and mentees who are totally invested, as I am in
them, in making sure that I can have it
all,” Green says. “And I think that’s what
we have to do for each other. We have
to keep showing up and we have to be
intentional.”
Born in 1953, Green grew up in Efland
and has been writing since childhood.
She attended a segregated elementary
school where she received public speaking instruction that helped lay the foundation for a life in front of audiences.
Then she received a scholarship to the
George School, a private Quaker school
in Pennsylvania. Green says it was during these years that she blossomed as a
writer, and many of her poems were published in the school’s literary magazine.
In 1977, she published her first collection, Dead on Arrival. Over the next forty
years, seven more collections and a play,
Blue Opal, have followed.
Although she came home to write fulltime in 2004, for most of her career,
Green has been a “working-class poet”
and public servant. She has worked in
diverse sectors, from the N.C. Department of Agriculture to literacy programs
and legal services. But throughout these
professional changes, she has “never not
done the work” of teaching, writing, and
advocating for the literary arts, serving
on boards from the N.C. Arts Council
to Poetry Out Loud. In 2009, she was
named Piedmont Laureate, and in 2014,
she was inducted into the North Carolina
Literary Hall of Fame.

Green’s accolades reveal one part of
her writing life, but, just as important,
she has inspired and mentored countless
other writers. Kynita Stringer-Stanback,
a SistaWRITE attendee whose grandmother taught Green in school, describes
her as a “great friend, mentor, and advisor, and legend” who leads with “love and
intellectually robust discussions” as writers grapple with “the hard, difficult, painful, and many times triumphant truth.”
Stringer-Stanback says Green taught
her that “talking back and directly to
those who seek to destroy and oppress us
is not only necessary [but] fundamental
to the pursuit of freedom.”
Now, Green is embracing her role as an
advocate for literary arts for all of North
Carolina. As poet laureate, she can create self-initiated projects and envisions
extending what she has started with
SistaWRITE and her teaching through

regional poetry salons and poetry symposiums celebrating poets who “aren’t the
usual suspects.”
“I really want to be out there with people,” she says. “It’s exciting! At heart, I
have all citizens in mind, and that’s the
beauty of this laureateship for me. But
I am concerned with communities that
are underserved and isolated. For example, communities in rural Western North
Carolina—where there aren’t a lot of people of color, in a region whose story has
been vernacularized—I wonder, what are
their truths, and who’s recording them,
and who’s helping them create spaces for
the telling of their poetry, their ballads?”
Poetry is always at risk of being an elite
enterprise, but Green is a poet for the
people, which makes her an ideal poet
laureate.
“I’m definitely interested in the ordinariness, the everydayness, of the arts,

and in accessibility to all of our citizens,
and especially in taking poetics out of the
canon,” she says. “[Many people] think of
poetry as Victorian poetry, or poetry that
they studied in school years ago, which
did not include an array of voices, did not
include what our continent looks like.
I am very mindful of wanting to make
spaces for the poetry of the nontraditional writer, the poetry of the nonacademic
writer, and helping with the validation
process for those voices.”
In a way, the role is just an official recognition of what Green has been doing all
her life, as Ed Southern, the North Carolina Writers’ Network’s executive director,
notes: “Jaki’s been doing the work of poet
laureate for years, using poetry to connect people—or, maybe more accurately,
to make people see how they’ve been connected all along.”
arts@indyweek.com
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Fashion Forward

Runaway is ending after this season.
But its seven years in “Durm” leave a legacy that won’t end anytime soon.
BY JAMES MICHAEL NICHOLS

“C

lothing was really just a vehicle
to push forward the scene that
we wanted to create,” says Gabriel Eng-Goetz, the founder and creative
director of the Durham-and-proud-of-it
fashion brand Runaway. “It was the thing
that actually made the money to do all of
the fun things that we wanted to do.”
Eng-Goetz sent shockwaves through
the Triangle arts community in
November, when he announced that
Runaway’s Winter 2018 collection would be its
last, bookending
a prolific run for
a clothing line
that’s served a
much larger purpose for Bull City.
Over the past
seven years, Runaway functioned
as a multifaceted
platform—a nexus
of creative interest that ultimately brought people
together in ways
unparalleled by
most local street
brands. And it’s accomplished all of
this through choices that have intentionally honored the history of Durham
in ways both big and small.
In January, after just two successful
years on West Main Street, Runaway
will close the doors of its brick-and-mortar location as its team moves on to different projects and endeavors.
“When the brand first started out, we
felt that the scene in Durham was really
not where we wanted it to be,” Eng-Goetz
says. “But instead of just going to New
York or Los Angeles, we decided, let’s
just try to create it here. We were young

kids. But how do you convince people
that they can stay here, making amazing
things, and how do you share that with
the public—and ideally the world?”
Eng-Goetz and his team pursued this
vision from different vantage points, producing and collaborating on art shows,
podcasts, concerts, and documentaries.
They saw Runaway outside of the limited
framework of a fashion line and more as
an art and lifestyle brand that informed
Durham creatives.
As Eng-Goetz puts
it, “It was all a
way to capture the
subculture of art,
music, and fashion
here in Durham
in a way that had
never really been
done or captured
before through
media.”
The brand was
born in 2011 in
Eng-Goetz’s basement
through
clothes he screenprinted with a sixcolor,
six-head
printing press. A
Durham native, he’d recently returned
home after earning an art degree at Syracuse and developing an interest in fashion during his four years in New York.
Eng-Goetz says he launched Runaway
as a way to reconnect with the Triangle
arts community, which he’d previously
dabbled in during high school.
Runaway exploded in 2012 with the
launch of its locally iconic “DURM”
imagery, a nod to Durham authenticity
that allowed Eng-Goetz to build Runaway into an influential community
institution while paying tribute to the
hometown he loved.

“We want to
create clothing
for people who
really are invested
in this city and
have been here
for a while.”
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Eng-Goetz began to honor the legacy
of the Bull City through his products
in other ways. While a design of the
Durham skyline may seem like lowhanging fruit, the incorporation of
Black Wall Street into his clothing
acknowledged and honored a history
of racial tension and inequality in
this part of North Carolina. One
of Runaway’s last projects is also
intimately intertwined with the city’s
history. The crew interviewed and
photographed a number of “Durham
OGs”—people like former mayor Bill
Bell and local barber Akeen Miller, who
grew up and charted a positive path to
success in Durham—and plan to share
the interviews on its website and social
media channels in late December.
“All of these people have been in
Durham forever,” Eng-Goetz says.
“A big part of the brand has always
been that we want to create clothing
for people who really are invested
in this city and have been here for a
while. But we also are making clothing for people who just moved here,
whether they are moving back or are
new residents or Duke students or
whatever. The only thing is, we really want them to know the history of
the city.”
“We were lucky to get him for the
seven years that we did,” says Pierce
Freelon, a friend of Eng-Goetz’s and
the founder of the Afrofuturism digital makerspace Blackspace. “Gabe
has an incredible talent, and Runaway
was an opportunity, from my perspective, to see his talents on the canvases
of the people of Durham. If Durham
is nothing else, it’s multifaceted and
multitiered and multitalented.”
Eng-Goetz wouldn’t discuss his
plans for a post-Runaway world, other
than to say he’ll be turning his focus to
fine art and freelance graphic design.
But no matter what he does next, the
impact of the amalgamation of Durham history and local art, music, and
fashion that he created will resonate
for years to come.
“I want to think that Runaway provided a positive light for Durham,”
Eng-Goetz says. “And then ideally
provided an opportunity and platform
for young kids who chose to do something positive instead of negative. And
I feel like that’s what our crew chose
to do—make something positive out
of nothing.”
arts@indyweek.com
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Portrait of Larry Wheeler by Damien Stamer
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amian Stamer still remembers his
first meeting with Larry Wheeler.
The Durham painter, whose
landscapes of rural Southern homesteads focus on memory, impermanence, and place, was scarcely a year
out of his MFA at UNC-Chapel Hill in
May 2014 when he invited the director of the North Carolina Museum of
Art to his first solo show of large-scale
works at Raleigh’s Flanders Gallery.
It was a major gut check, he recalls:
“I had no idea what he’d think. I had
never gone to a show of mine with a
museum director before.”
After touring the exhibition, Wheeler invited Stamer to lunch at Iris, the
light-infused restaurant on the museum’s Blue Ridge Road campus. Somewhere between courses, Wheeler told
him the museum would acquire a
work from his exhibition.
“For me, it was like winning the
lottery,” Stamer says. “It was the first
museum I had ever visited. It felt like
coming full circle.”
Stacy Lynn Waddell, a Raleigh native
who indelibly marks her multimedia
interrogations of historical figures and
landscapes with branding tools, gilding, and lasers, first met Wheeler after
her first museum commission in 2010.
It was an encounter with “an undeniable ball of energy, fire, and passion,”
she says. “I didn’t expect to have a relationship, not just with the museum’s
chief curator, but the director himself. I
certainly didn’t expect I would come to
think of him as a mentor.”
There’s no shortage of monumental
benchmarks in Larry Wheeler’s
career. He has helped shape NCMA,
not only during twenty-four years
as its director, but literally as well,
supervising the construction of the
first building on what is now the
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museum’s 164-acre campus while serving
as the Department of Cultural Resources’
deputy secretary from the late 1970s to
the mid-1980s.
He returned to the region in 1994, after
nine years as developmental director for
the Cleveland Museum of Art, as a man
with a flair for broad gestures, an appetite
for risk, and an insatiable curiosity for all
elements of the artistic process—a definite departure from the museum’s previous introverted leadership.
Several defining moves followed thereafter: an audacious personal appearance
at Christie’s Auctions in New York, where
he dueled with a telephone bidder before
buying a significant new work by German
expressionist Anselm Kiefer; construction of Picture This, an amphitheater on
the grounds outside the museum incorporating a new work by conceptual artist
Barbara Kruger; lavish parties where he
courted new business leaders in Raleigh
and Research Triangle Park as well as
Jones Street politicians.
Capping them all was a series of increasingly ambitious blockbuster exhibitions
calculated not only to generate local and
regional interest but also to put the museum on the national and international map.
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The museum’s audacious Festival Rodin
in 2000, the largest exhibition anywhere
of the artist in twenty years, reached out
beyond the museum
doors, collaborating
with other regional
arts organizations,
including Carolina
Ballet, which commissioned a choreographic evening
of tableaux vivants,
Rodin, Mis en Vie.
More than three
hundred thousand
people visited the
exhibition.
When
that
achievement proved
that the arts were an
economic force to be
reckoned with, further growth became
inevitable. NCMA
made plans to double its size with a worldclass second building. Those plans helped
secure groundbreaking bequests in turn: a
gift of thirty Rodin sculptures from the Iris
and B. Gerald Cantor Foundation, making
the museum the third largest Rodin depos-

itory in the U.S., and one hundred works of
twentieth-century painting and sculpture
from the Patton Foundation.
Exhibitions and
events
followed
that were calibrated to bring in audiences who’d never
been to the museum: A 2013 showing
of mint-condition
Porsches and a celebration of Art
Deco automobiles
tilted the museum’s
traditionally female-heavy
demographics.
Films and concerts
at the amphitheater
and edgy contemporary art exhibitions
like 0 to 60 and this
year’s insanely popular You Are Here appealed to younger
audiences. A 2016 museum park initiative has permanently taken the museum
beyond its building’s walls, making art
available over three miles of walking trails
every day of the year.

“Because he
believes in
the work, it
pushes you to
work harder,
to go farther.”

Upon Wheeler’s retirement last month,
he left a museum that half a million people had visited this year, with a projected
income of $24 million.
Among such monumental benchmarks,
it’s easy to lose sight of Wheeler’s longterm support of local artists. As chief
curator Linda Johnson Doherty says, it
isn’t every museum director who visits the
studios of local artists and MFA students
as often as he frequents professionals in
New York.
“He does it at a relentless pace,” Doherty
says. “He always has.”
And local artists like Stamer and Waddell appreciate it.
“You spend a lot of time alone in a studio, and there comes a point where you
can feel so disconnected,” Waddell says.
“When someone like Larry comes in, that
conversation creates a bridge between you
and the outside world. To have him come
in and say, ‘I see you, I see what you’re
doing, and it’s as rigorous and important
as what I see at the top levels of your discipline’—that helps that isolation and hard
work feel like it’s going in the right direction. Because he believes in the work, it
pushes you to work harder, to go farther.”
arts@indyweek.com

